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Introduction - Commercial MT Users and Translators Track

The Commercial MT Users and Translators Track at AMTA 2016 features presentations 

from organizations, enterprises, and individuals in the translation and language 

technology industry worldwide, including Language Service Providers, commercial 

machine translation technology and service providers, and a wide range of machine 

translation practitioners. This year's presentations reflect the evolving variety of MT 

applications beyond traditional post-editing scenarios, such as Internet search, pseudo-

localization, and knowledge base article translation. Industry experts and MT 

enthusiasts will cover topics relevant to everyone involved in the rapidly growing 

adoption of MT across the industry spectrum, including: 

techniques and tools for more effective post-editing,

automatic and immediate adaptation of MT systems based on user feedback,

quality assessment of post-edited content using industry-standard metrics,

analysis of MT acceptance by professional translators,

development of machine translation engines for less common languages,

effective integration of translation memories with MT technology, and

applications of speech translation.

Presentations on these and other topics will document the rapidly expanding acceptance 

and integration of machine translation technology, demonstrating its essential role in

successful localization and translation efforts around the world.  

The Commercial MT Users and Translators Track Co-Chairs

Steve Richardson

Olga Beregovaya 
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MT crowdsource at Yandex 

1. Abstract

Yandex.Translate is a popular online service with a various translation scenarios and a great 
opportunity for crowdsourcing. Some crowdsource systems invent artificial tasks and enforce 
volunteers to accomplish them. We instead encourage ordinary users to run their own tasks 
and thus collect valuable data from natural activities in different translation scenarios. In this 
presentation we are going to outline the following cases: 

Scenario 1:  users of Yandex.Translate correct machine translation of their own text. 
It is widely known, that users are not always satisfied with the results provided by ma-

chine translation systems, especially when translating texts into foreign languages. One of 
such cases is correspondence translation. As a result, the users unsatisfied with the translation 
quality copy the machine translated texts into mail clients or messengers and manually edit 
those translations. Only after these steps are accomplished the users would be ready to send 
their message to partners, clients or friends. Thus, the user edits, which represent very valu-
able information about incorrect translations, are carried out in third party apps and not on the 
translation service itself. A while back, we implemented a feature that lets our users edit trans-
lations in place, without leaving Yandex.Translate service. The feature turned out to be highly 
demanded and we were able to collect about 100K edits in a span of three months. 

We conducted a quantitative and qualitative analysis of the gathered data and explored 
a possibility of using this data to improve machine translation quality. 

Scenario 2: users of Yandex.Translate report errors in machine dictionaries. 
In addition to the full text machine translation system, we develop machine diction-

aries, both translation and monolingual. They help our users better understand complicated 
translations or find an appropriate replacement (e.g. synonyms) for a typed word. Evidently, 
information from the machine dictionaries, as well as machine translated texts, contains er-
rors. Based on the assumption that our users would be actively engaged in improving the dic-
tionaries, we developed a feature to easily report a wide range of dictionary related issues, 
such as wrong translations, capitalization errors, wrong linguistic attributes, etc. Further, we 
created a moderation section for professional linguists to conveniently review the reported 
issues. Such a two-step error reporting and verification system proved to be very effective and 
allowed us to significantly improve the quality of the machine dictionaries. We believe the 
described feature will evolve in the nearest future and will be used not only to report issues, 
but also to add new information to the dictionaries. To demonstrate how machine dictionaries 
could benefit from crowdsourcing, we analyzed the received data and accepted user contribu-
tions in various ways. 
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Scenario 3: Wikimedia contributors are making new articles for Russian Wikipedia by trans-
lating articles from English Wikipedia with the help of Yandex.Translate API. 

Wikipedia’s content translation tool has been available since the beginning of 2014 
and allows contributors to translate articles into variety of languages. A year after the tool was 
released Yandex's machine translation technology was integrated to help contributors create 
new articles. Initially the feature was introduced to Russian speaking users only, but eventual-
ly it proved to be very useful and became available for numerous other languages. Recently, 
Wikimedia Foundation published an API that lets anyone access the post-editing data, which 
was produced by Wikipedia users. Based on this data, we built distributions of languages, 
lengths of edited fragments, edit distances between machine translated sentences and and final 
results published by human editors (post-edited texts). We also analyzed a possibility of using 
this data for training and testing of machine translation systems. 
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MT Post-Editing 
in a cloud based environment
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PEMT Landscape

PEMT Consumers

Challenges

Standard Solutions

The “cloud-based” advantages

Pushing the envelope!
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eCommerce

SaaS Providers

Hardware Manufacturers

Software Developers

News

Governmental Organizations

And more…

PEMT Consumers
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eCommerce Challenge

Translation has an impact!
Studies have shown that customers are 6x times more like to shop from sites that 
are in their native languages*

* CRACKER and LT_Observatory
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eCommerce Challenge

Volume of content makes the standard 
translation process unaffordable!

High number of languages needed

The leading eCommerce reseller lists over 300 million products

Goods and services have a limited shelf life

Translation is another overhead whose cost has to be limited
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Standard Solutions

Decentralized model based around desktop 
applications

Files are processed with MT in batches / no possibility for feedback.

Linguistic assets such as TM and glossaries are not shared and must 

be updated manually.

Communication between translators is nearly impossible.
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And it gets worse!

Project management is the biggest challenge. 
The main issues are:

File management

Progress reports

Communication and collaboration

Accounting
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The cloud to the rescue

The main advantages are:
Centralized language assets

Real-time progress reports

Real-time communication and improved collaboration features

Deep integration with MT engines with the possibility of feedback 

for retraining purposes
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The cloud to the rescue

Centralized language assets
Translation memories are shared between all project participants and 

updated in real-time

Glossaries can be enriched as needed and their content shared with the 

MT provider

LQA rules are applied uniformly 
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The cloud to the rescue

Project management made easy
Translation progress is updated in real-time without the need to exchange 

emails

Editing tasks can be assigned easily to all participants without a single file 

being exchanged

Communication is greatly simplified with chat modules and real-time 

commenting in the editor
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The cloud to the rescue

A greatly improved MT process
Post-editing corrections can be fed back to the MT provider in real-time

Terminology additions can also be used for engine improvements

Detailed productivity statistics can be generated at any time to measure MT 

quality and the results of training
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Pushing the envelope!

How does SmartCAT improve on the model:
Our marketplace gives project manager access to more than 70,000 

possible post-editors

Multi-mode task assignment features – splitting documents and tasks 

is automatic

Payment process is also automated, accounting tasks are greatly 

simplified
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Pushing the envelope!

A better post-editing environment:
Our multi-user editor allows large numbers of post-editors to work in the 

same document at different stages of the process

A sophisticated locking mechanism keeps everybody in their own section 

while promoting communication

Change tracking can be used to help improve MT output
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Pushing the envelope!

Sample cases:
Coursera classes translated into other languages using 100’s of translators 

working together at post-editing

A review and grading system was put in place to help editors select the 

best possible proposed translation

The interface was customized to display video classes matching the 

subtitles being translated
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Pushing the envelope!

Sample cases:
eCommerce website requiring large volume of translation

Up to 40 translators working at the same time in the same document to 

post-edit over 100,000 words in a day without interfering with each other’s 

work

Post-editors can work at their own pace on their own schedule in the 

section assigned to them
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Thanks for Watching!

SmartCAT gives business wings for global expansion. The first Translation Automation platform powered by 
over 60 000 language professionals worldwide.

2016
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MT adaptation from TMs 
in ModernMT

Marcello Federico - FBK, Italy
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Translators’ pains with MT

output is often poor or contextually wrong
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LSP engineers don’t laugh either

cumbersome setup of MT
lack of training data
online MT is too generic
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The Modern MT way

(1) connect your CAT with a key
(2) drag & drop your private TMs
(3) start translating!
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Modern MT in a nutshell

zero training time
manages context
learns from users
scales with data and users
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Team

Business Research
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Roadmap 

2015 Q1 2016 Q2 2016 Q4 2017 Q4

development 
started

first alpha 
release.

10 langs, 
fast training,
context aware,
distributed

first beta 
release

45 langs,
Incremental 
learning

final release

enterprise 
ready
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Roadmap 

2015 Q1 2016 Q2 2016 Q4 2017 Q4

development 
started

first alpha 
release.

2 langs, 
fast training,
context aware,
distributed

first beta 
release

plug-in
10 langs,
incremental 
learning

final release

enterprise 
ready
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Prototype - Easy training

> mmt create en it path/to/data
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Prototype (April 2016) - Fast training
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Context aware translation
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Context aware translation
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Context aware translation
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Context Analyzer

60% 25%15%
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REST API

> mmt start

GET   /translate?q=party&context=We+approved+the+law

"translation": "parti",
"context": [

{   "id": "europarl",
"score": 0.10343984

}, …
]
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Minimum Viable Product (June 2015) 
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Prototype  (January 2016) 
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Prototype (March 2016) 
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Prototype (March 2016) 
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MS Translator Hub vs Modern MT
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MS Translator Hub vs Modern MT
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Modern MT core technology

context adaptive
incremental learning
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Overall Architecture
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Word Alignment

Object oriented re-implementation of FastAlign
Multithreading
Incremental training
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Context Analyzer

A
B
C

50%

45%

5%

Analyze the input text 
(tokenization, stop words)

Retrieves best matching TMs

Computes matching score
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Adaptive Phrase Table

1000
Suffix Array with 

Ranked Sampling

Suffix array indexed with TMs 

Phrase table is built on the fly 
by sampling from the SA 

Phrases of TMs with highest 
weights sampled first
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Adaptive Language Model

50 %

45 %

5 %

A

B

C

w • p
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ModernMT vs. Moses text processing

More supported languages

Faster processing
Simpler to use
Tags and XML management
Localization of expressions

TM cleaning
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TM Cleaning

Multiple versions of segments -> keep most recent only
Xml expressions or tags -> clean 
Wrong language pairs -> filter out (*)
Wrong translations   -> filter out (*)
Poor translation quality -> filter out (*)

(*) TMOP - Translation Memory Open-source Purifier
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Word Tokenizer

* 4 CPU, 83M word English corpus

Moses Perl Tokenizer MMT Tokenizer

Languages 21 45 (+24)

Speed* 17k w/s 340k w/s (x20)

One interface to 8 open-source tokenizers

including re-implementation of Moses tokenizer
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Numeric Expressions

Convert digits into placeholders

Translate with placeholders

Apply transformation and heuristics (for unaligned expr)
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Numeric Expressions

Subset of Benchmark 1.1 

65 segments

135/134 expressions

MMT better than GT

(rel. delta 25%-21%)

detoken. is problematic
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Tag Manager

Identify, classify, and remove tags

Translate w/o tags

Search insertion points using alignments and heuristics

Handle opening/closing, self-closing, nested, malformed tags
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Tag Manager

Tag projection 
error < 20%

Spacing errors 
around tags <= 4.2%
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Modern MT
big data, context aware, enterprise

Conclusion
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Did I mention that MMT will be free?

LGPL/Apache licences
new core technology 
no licensing

github.com/ModernMT/MMT
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Thank You

Project website:

www.ModernMT.eu

github.com/ModernMT/MMT
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Abstract 

layout doesn’t work.

–

ciency is painfully low. Consequently, it dramatically slows down product delivery in today’s 
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–

–

These problems obviously drag down VMware’s ability to deliver better value to global markets 

’
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–

No training is needed to use this tool to check potential layout issues. It’s 
“ ” (

4.1.  
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Text nodes don’t have descendant (or child nodes), instead only text content without 

Text nodes don’t trigger events and can’t have any styles applied.

–
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ing HTML markup intact. If we don’t do any extra processing of the machine translated HTML 

— MT engine doesn’t consider HTML structure, they can poten-

—
 

To understand this, let’s try this algorithm in a UI string.
“<p> Please click <span>Start</span> button to run the command sequence</p>” to French: 
The plain text version is “Please click Start button to run the command sequence” 
subsequence with annotation is “Start”. We give both the full text and sub
The full text translation is “S'il vous plaît cliquer sur Démarrer pour exécuter la séquence de 
commande” and the word Start is translated as “Démarrer”. We do a search for “Démarrer” in 
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4.2. Pseudo Module 

–

4.3. MT Adapter 

5.1. Result and Discussion 

Hit Rate = Effective number / Detected number 

é Ü ß à ù ñ
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Multilingual Search with Machine Translation in
the Intel Communities

Ryan Martin ryan.c.martin@intel.com

Abstract
This paper describes an experiment performed at Intel to assess the viability of using machine

translation for cross-language information retrieval within the Intel Communities (public user

forums). Many of the Intel Communities are mixed-language, with a large majority of content

being posted in English. In order to make this information available to non-English speakers,

our team researched the effectiveness of using machine translation to translate search queries

to English using general domain machine translation systems.

1 Introduction

Many of the Intel Communities are multilingual by necessity; a single forum supports users

worldwide. Although it is not uncommon for visitors to post content in other languages, the

majority of content in these forums is English. In order to improve the experience for non-

English speaking visitors, a real-time translation feature was added to the forums in 2012. This

feature gives site visitors the ability to translate individual posts to one of 10 languages. While

this feature is used often and gets positive feedback from site visitors, a notable shortcoming

has been the lack of cross-language search.

It is believed that users would be more likely to find information relevant to their visit if the

search results from non-English search terms also included English content within the forums.

In order to test this hypothesis, it was first necessary to understand if using machine translation

for cross-language search1 could be used with good results in the selected user forum.

Previous studies have looked at using dictionary-based techniques in cross-language in-

formation access (Levow et al., 2005). For this experiment, we evaluated the use of machine

translation (MT) without any special query pre- or post-processing. This decision was largely

influenced by the fact that a third-party collaboration platform is used to host the user forums,

and we are limited to the amount of customization that can be implemented.

To better understand the viability of using machine translation for this purpose, the Intel

team used machine translation to translate non-English search queries written in Spanish and

Simplified Chinese2, and compared the results with searches performed using roughly equiva-

lent English queries.

The following sections describe the experiment set up, scoring methods, and results.

2 Platform and User Description

The Intel Support Community was used as the test platform. This forum is hosted using a third-

party collaboration platform. The Support Community serves a large number of active users

1Or cross-language information retrieval (CLIR), using the more common description.
2https://communities.intel.com/community/tech
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Figure 1: Unique sessions by browser language (based on 1 month of data)

and contains discussions on a diverse set of Intel products and services. There are currently

over 70K searchable items (blog posts, discussions, documents), focused on computer hardware

and software. Of this content, approximately 82% is from discussion posts3. The variety and

quantity of data made this particular community a good choice for the study.

2.0.1 User Language Profile
Based on one month of data from 2016, approximately 37 percent of sessions have a browser

language other than English. This ratio of non-English browsers is illustrated in Figure 1.

While this is a relatively high percentage of users with non-English browser settings, an

informal review of actual user searches shows that most visitors are searching in English4.

2.0.2 Search Engine
The experiment was carried out using the collaboration platform’s native search engine. The

search engine supports the following features:

• Basic word search (ignores case and order)

• Exact phrase search using quotation marks to delimit phrases

• A simple one-or-more wildcard (*)

• Compound expressions using AND, OR, NOT, and grouping ( )

• No removal of stop words

• Content must contain all search terms

All of the searches performed for this experiment were basic word searches, and didn’t

make use of any special query syntax.

3Data collected on August 29, 2016
4User data does not record search language. The actual ratio of non-English search queries requires further investi-

gation.
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LANG N TER EQUIV.

ES 59 0.300 45.8%

ZH 59 0.318 44.1%

ES* 37 0.324 45.9%

ZH* 37 0.117 82.9%

Table 1: Search Data (* represent actual user data)

2.1 Experiment
Spanish and Simplified Chinese were selected as the source query languages. Both languages

are spoken in locales with a relatively high percentage of site visitors. Additionally, these

languages both had sufficient examples of non-English queries collected from real user sessions.

2.1.1 Search Data
The search queries were a combination of both real-world searches collected from the site,

and artificial searches that were developed by the team based on existing site content. It was

necessary to develop our own search examples for a couple of reasons. For one, many searches

fail to return results regardless of the language used. It was desirable to have a reference set that

was guaranteed to return some meaningful results – there is little reason to translate a search

that is known to return few or no results. Additionally, the number of non-English searches

collected from the site was relatively small after being filtered for quality.

A total of 59 samples were developed in English by the team as a reference set. These

samples were then human translated into Spanish and Simplified Chinese in order to achieve a

close approximation of the English source query. The translators were given instructions that

each line of the source text was composed of independent search terms – this was done so that

translators did not attempt to fix the input by producing more grammatical output.

Additionally, 37 Spanish and 37 Simplified Chinese searches were collected from real-

world sessions and human translated to English.

The median length of the searches was 4 terms, although the real user searches for Chinese

were somewhat shorter with a median of 2 (See Figure 2).

2.1.2 MT systems
Generally available commercial MT systems were used for the translation of the non-English

queries to English. In this experiment, we chose to focus on the use of general domain MT

alone. This decision was largely influenced by the fact that we have limited control over the

collaboration platform and search engine; the later being more-or-less a black box. Although

the domain is relatively well-defined (hardware and software), we have typically relied upon

general domain systems for user-generated content since the quality and style of the source

content is considered to be less predictable. Improving the system using domain-specific MT

systems, or by including in-domain dictionaries in the query translation process (Jones et al.,

2008) certainly deserves further investigation.

The selected MT systems are also used to support the real-time translation feature that has

been integrated into the platform Discussions. TER scores were calculated between the English

reference searches, and the English output from machine translating the non-English source

(See Table 1).

The EQUIV column of Table 1 shows the percentage of translations that were functionally

equivalent to the reference query. In other words, the percentage of searches where the the trans-

lation and reference contained the same terms when ignoring both letter case and order. These
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translated queries will return the same search results as the reference based on the behavior of

the search engine (Section 2.0.2).

2.1.3 Data Collection
An automated script was used to perform searches of each of the English reference queries.

The same process was used to collect results from the equivalent machine translated versions of

each search (the ‘test’ set).

For each search performed, the top 5 search result URLs were parsed from the result page5.

When fewer than 5 results were returned, then all URLs from the results page were collected.

3 Scoring Methods and Results

Each search query was given a point for each search result that matched between the reference

(English) and the translated search. The maximum score for any search was 5 points given that

only the top five results for any search were recorded. Note that the total number of possible

points for a particular search may be less than 5 if the reference search returned less than 5

results.

A final calculation was made by summing the points, and then dividing by the total number

of search results in the reference set. These results are displayed in the SCORE column of

Table 2.

In addition to calculating the simple ratios shown in Table 2, we also calculated adjusted

scores that scaled the points for each search to the range 0 - 5. In the resulting frequency

distribution, 0 represents no matches between the reference and test search, while 5 means that

the search results were identical between the reference and test (e.g. This was done so that 3/3

and 5/5 would both get a score of 5). The results are shown in Figure 3.

Finally, the TOP RESULT column of Table 2 shows the percentage of searches where the

top (first) search result matched between the test and reference searches.

3.1 Analysis

The scores for the four test sets displayed in Figure 3 all share a very similar distribution.

There was also very similar distributions between the test sets developed by the team and those

harvested from site users.

It is important not to interpret the scores displayed in Table 2 as a measure of search

effectiveness since the experiment used a diverse set of search queries that were known to

return reasonable results. To actually measure the total search accuracy, one would also need to

include failed or low quality searches. In other words, the final score does not imply that actual

users would have a similar success rate in finding relevant information.

These results show that given a good search query where the equivalent English would

return meaningful search results, that the machine translated queries provided identical results

most of the time. In our experiment, a 4 or 5 could be expected at least 70% of the time.

When the translated search fails, it usually fails completely. This is shown by the spikes

at 0 in Figure 3. This particular feature of the distributions could be explained a number of

ways. One likely explanations is that the basic search fails if there are any out of vocabulary

(OOV) terms. This is true regardless of language, or whether MT was used to produce the

search terms. For the basic search to succeed, all of the terms in the search query must appear

in a target document. It is reasonable to conclude that a translation error in a single term could

cause a search to completely fail – this hypothesis would need to be confirmed by a complete

review of the translated search terms.

5Each URL contains a unique numeric identifier for the target content.
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Figure 3: Distribution of scores
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LANG N SCORE TOP RESULT

ES 37 71.3% 71.2%

ZH 37 67.9% 64.4%

ES* 59 71.1% 64.9%

ZH* 59 79.3% 78.3%

Table 2: Total ratio of successful (intersecting) results.

Although Spanish and Simplified Chinese had very similar results, it should be noted that

these are some of our best performing MT languages, especially when the target language is

English. Similar results should not be assumed for other language pairs. Additionally, the

relevance of the search results was not considered in the scoring process; only the intersection

count of reference and test search results are used in the scoring.

4 Conclusions

Our study looked at the viability of using machine translation to translate non-English search

terms to English within the Intel Communities. The ability for users to search cross-language

across discussion forums is one possible method to connect users with relevant content in multi-

language user forums. Once users are able to find relevant content, they can use the real-time

translation features already available on the site. The median score of the four test sets (based

on the scoring method described in Section 3) was approximately 71%, and we consider this

to be a good baseline when evaluating methods to improve the system. Further research may

include evaluating custom MT system developed for the Intel domain.
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Machine Translation Acceptance 
Among Professional Linguists: 

Are We Nearing the Tipping Point? 
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Abstract

This paper evaluates the level of acceptance of Machine Translation (MT) among translators as of Summer, 2016. 
Translators are notoriously shy about MT, and their level of acceptance has a lot to say about the level reached by MT. 

1.   Credits 

This text format is derived from the AMTA guidelines for documents submitted for inclusion in AMTA 
proceedings.

2.   MT Among Translators: the Early Days 

Translators have been aware of Machine Translation (MT) ever since it first began: the era of automated 
weather bulletin translation by robots after World War II. But they remained outsiders for a few decades. 
The Nineties can be seen as the first foray of  MT in the world of translators, when the first off-the-shelf 
solutions (Systran, PowerTranslator, ProMT, etc.) appeared at affordable prices. Still, computer savviness 
was a prerequisite, which greatly limited the spread of MT use among translators. 

3.   The Real Start 

The nineties witnessed a few earth-shaking changes that redesigned the life of translators for ever, like the 
widespread acceptance and use of wordprocessors. The spread of the internet is another key factor. While 
the Internet (and online sales) are credited for the downfall of middlemen like travel agencies, the same 
factor can be credited for the opposite in translation: the sharp increase in the number of translation 
agencies. With the ability to team up hundreds of translators and quickly form ad hoc translation task forces 
for large translation projects, the translation agency, as we know it today, was born. 

One collateral effect of agencies attracting the bulk of translation orders was the relentless push toward 
lower costs. Human translation was considered a relative luxury before the nineties. With the age of luxury 
for the masses (from smoked salmon to ocean cruises to oversea vacations) came translation for the masses, 
at least in the business world. Businesses and companies, however small they are, can today call an agency 
and get 100 pages translated into 20 languages in a week: that was a surhuman feat in the past, available 
only to very large organizations.
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4.   Was MT Here to Stay? 

The nineties taught us that one low-costing any human activity is how addictive that particular activity 
becomes. Spend one vacation abroad on an exotic island and presto, you must get back there every year. 
The addiction of the masses to luxury inexorably leads to a price war, where every trick is authorized. The 
translation industry is not immune to that effect. Much to the contrary: it is a textbook example of that 
trend.

As of 2016, we see the maturity of the translation-for-the-masses model. Little more can be added to the 
existing array of tricks and techniques that agencies use to satisfy a translation-addicted business world. 

However, just as air transport or ocean cruises, the translation industry has reached a pricing floor below 
which it cannot plunge. 

Or can it? 

5.   MT's Age of Reason 

Machine Translation is one factor that can prolong the downward spiral of prices in the translation industry. 
With a twist. 

In other industries, when a price war is declared and low-cost is the order of the day, quality is sacrificed 
first. Summer fruits and vegetables are now available at dirt-cheap prices even in Winter - but they taste 
like wet cardboard. Senior members of the audience remember a glorious and distant past when tomatoes 
where had only in season, but Lord did they taste good. 

On the contrary, MT's salvation lies in the increase of its quality - because unlike tomatoes, quantity is no 
issue at all. 

As hinted earlier, MT is one of the factors, perhaps the only one, that the translation industry can use to 
prolong the price war, to keep lowering costs. The human factor cannot be compressed any further - the 
price paid to translators cannot be significantly lowered at this stage. 

The acceptance of MT by linguists lies at the heart of the equation. 

6.   MT Acceptance Among Translators: Where we Come From 

In the 2000's, ten years ago, MT usage was still between low and non-existent among translators, remaining 
at the level it was in the nineties. A comprehensive research made at London's Imperial College (Elina 
Lagoudakis, 20061) surveyed Translation Memory usage (MT) among translators, in short, technology used 
in the translation process, as TM was the prevalent technology back then. The expression "Machine 
Translation" only appears once in 36 pages - and actually does not refer to MT as we discuss it. Those were 
the days! Machine... what? 

That does not mean MT was not used before 2010. But it was rare among independent freelance translators. 
However, translation agencies would sometimes inject MT into pre-processed translation jobs, but that was 
not a widespread practice, and remained undercover. Linguists raised eyebrows at MT usage, and many 
would outright refuse; there was still as strong stigma associated with artificial translation. Another survey 
on translation technology for individual translators (Luciano Monteiro, 20092) was published by 
                                                             
1 Elina Lagoudakis, in "Translation Memories Survey" published by the Imperial College of London, 2006. 
2 Luciano Monteiro, in "Translators Now And Then - How Technology Has Changed Their Trade",
www.proz.com, 2009.  
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www.proz.com. The article has a belated entry for Machine Translation (stuck just behind "Other useful 
software"), which mentions that "when coupled with terminology management, and post-editing services, 
MT can provide an attractive cost/benefit solution". MT was still, as late as 2009, seen by translators as a 
minor, last-resort crutch for those who needed speed. 

7.   MT Acceptance Among Translators: Today 

Hard statistics about translators' habits are hard to come by. My focus here is on translators defined as 
individual practitioners: freelance translators, and employed translators who have a say in their workflow. 
The reason statistics are hard to collect is that translators are very scattered. The profession is atomized into 
indidivual, isolated, practitioners. 

To make things more difficult, agencies are shy about revealing their real practices, the technology they 
use, their prices. Prying reliable information out of translators and agencies is not easy, and will certainly 
be obsolete in a short few years. 

One category of translation tools is the online Computer-Assisted Translation (CAT) tool: a browser-based 
alternative to the classical, installed CAT tool that translators love to hate. The online CAT tool is on the 
upswing, especially among two classes of translators: the younger generation, and translators in emergent 
markets. Whence a precaution about the following figures: the surveyed population is not characteristic of 
the entire population of translators, as of 2016. But biology and economics being what they are, that young 
and emergent population will inevitably become mainstream. 

8.   Today in Figures 

Statistics are a difficult to handle properly, and can mean just about anything. Stats on the acceptance of 
MT by translators are difficult to form. We can only formally poll the use of MT among translators; as for 
acceptance, which is an attitude toward MT, we can only get clues. 

The stats below are derived from two formal sources and one informal source. The two formal sources are 
an online translation tool (Wordfast Anywhere) with a community of 25,000 registered users, and over 
3,000 regular users translating for over ten hours every month. In that situation, figures are reliable, as the 
tool provides detailed stats on the setup, as well as MT consumption, for each connected translator. The 
other source is derived from an installed tool (Wordfast Classic and Wordfast PRO), and the associated 
hotline, which registers the nature of hotline calls, and therefore has a good overview on MT usage. 
The last source, an informal one, is the speaker's personal experience as a former translator and project 
manager, a trainer, a CEO in the translation industry, and a CAT evangelist. While not incorporated in the 
figures, that experience was used to perform sanity checks on the figures, and to offer an interpretation of 
the figures. 

A. MT usage from paid sources 
Paid sources are basically subscription-based MT providers, the ubiquitous ones being Microsoft Translator 
and Google Translate, but there are others, like iTranslate4.eu. We should note that most paid sources cost 
literally nothing per month for a typical freelancer's consumption: about the price of a good beer. Still, the 
need to fill a form and provide credit card details ensures that users are 1. indeed professional translators, 
and 2. deliberately opt for MT. 

The stats here is: 15% of translators use a paid source. The statistics in Wordfast Anywhere use  
IP numbers to track the approximate location of translators, and it appears that most of those using paid MT 
are in Europe (45% of the grand total), followed by North America (30%). The rest is evenly distributed 
around the world. 
Stats in installed tools use email addresses, language code, and hotline call records to estimate location, and 
they concur with the above figures. 
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B. MT usage from free sources 
Free MT sources are numerous; we may quote WordLingo3 and MyMemory. 
The stats here is a whopping 45%. The figure is evenly distributed among all regions. The figure means that 
nearly half of all translators regularly use a free MT provider. 

I will let everyone decide on the figures above, but here are my observations: 

- Paid MT versus free MT. 15% translators using paid MT may seem low as of 2016. Note, however, that 
paid MT is an opt-in (adhering to paid MT is a deliberate act), while free MT is an opt-out (it is active by 
default, and can be opted out). Many translators run their tool stock. Like most car owners, they rarely open 
the hood, if ever. Also note that the 15% figure for paid MT usage was under 10% just 18 months ago, 
which reveals a fast growth rate: it projects into almost 50% by 2020. Free MT, however, remains relatively 
flat.

- The 15% figure includes an optical illusion, which is typical in statistics, and I will explain it here. 
Translators upload documents in different formats. Native formats (like DOC, PDF) are markers of an 
independent translator, dealing direct with clients; while pre-processed formats (XLIFF, TXML, and 
generally speaking, XML-based formats) indicate that the document was processed ahead of the translator, 
by a translation agency or corporate translation department. In that case, it is common, almost a rule, that 
those formats had MT injected at pre-processing time, in which case MT does not appear in the figures 
above. If high-tech is used ahead of translation, it is likely that artificial translation was used. Well over 
75% of pre-processed formats are injected with a mix of Translation Memory and Machine Translation, 
with MT being more frequent than TM. With pre-processed formats making up nearly one half of the 
documents today, the real figure of MT use among translators, thus corrected, is above 20%. 

9.   Conclusion 

We can safely say that Machine translation is now mainstream among translators. Concerning fully 
independent translators, the trend is still modest, but really present, and it is growing fast. As the younger 
generation steps in, and the emergent economies further develop, that trend can only intensify. 

Translation used to be a luxury at prohibitive costs. It is now used at all levels in business and institutions. 
Two curves are predicting the advent of widepsread use and acceptance of MT at all levels of translation: 
one is the curve drawn by the need to lower costs in mass translation, the other is the slowly but steady rise 
in MT quality. 

                                                             
3 WordLingo is not a free MT provider, but it is free for Wordfast users due to a special deal. 
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Marcis Pinnis 

Rihards Kalnins 

Raivis Skadins 

Inguna Skadina 

Table 1: Statistics of the training corpora used to train the SMT system 
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Table 2: Automatic evaluation results of the SMT system 

Figure 1: Example of the user interface of the PET post-editing tool showing: 1) the MT 
suggestion; 2) previous context; 3) the source text of the segment that is being post-edited; 4) 
the target editing field (showing the MT suggestion); 5) the further context; and 6) the entries 
of the term collection that are found in the source text of the current segment 
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Table 3: Sum of editing time and productivity gains 

vi-à-vis
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Figure 2: Average of reading, editing, and assessment times for segments with different MT 
suggestion quality assessments (left) and all segments (right) 
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Figure 3: Translation edit rates between reference translations, MT suggestions, and post-
edited translations (left – for 4 individual translators, right – for all translators) depending on 
different MT suggestion quality assessments 
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Proceedings of the 8th International Conference on Language Resources and 
Evaluation 

Proceedings of the 45th Annual 
Meeting of the ACL on Interactive Poster and Demonstration Sessions

Proceedings of the International Conference on Recent Advances in Natural Language 
Processing

Proceedings of the ACL 2012 System Demonstrations 
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Translation 
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Hybrid MT
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Post Editors
• High quality 
• High consistency
• Cost and time effective 

TM CMT

Hybrid MT
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550%
segments

77%
words

84%
segments

13.5%
words

More than 85% of words still need to be translated !!!!

* Based on an assessment over X documents 
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1100%
segments

99.9%
words

translated!
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•
–
–

Hybrid MT can improve beyond that!!!
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•
–

* PE is based on an assessment over 4 documents, using a junior translator 
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•

Hybrid MT is more consistent with reference translations
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•

* Based on an assessment over 4 documents 

Hybrid MT+PE  is 
30% more ef cient
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Divide and Conquer Strategy for Large Data MT

Dimitar Shterionov dimitars@kantanmt.com

KantanLabs, KantanMT, Dublin, Ireland

Abstract
In recent years Statistical Machine Translation (SMT) has established a dominant position

among the variety of machine translation paradigms. Industrial Machine Translation computer

systems, such as KantanMT, deliver fast and of high performance SMT solutions to the end

user. KantanMT is a cloud-based platform that allows its users to build custom SMT engines

and use them for translation via a batch or an online mode. In order to employ the full potential

of the cloud we have developed an efficient method for asynchronous online translation. This

method implements a producer-consumer technique that uses multiple queues as intermedi-

ate data storage units. Furthermore, each queue is associated with a priority that defines how

quickly the queue can be consumed. That gives our users the control on the flow of translation

requests, especially when it comes to large amounts of data.

In this paper we describe the design and the implementation of the new method and compare it

to others. We then assess the improvement in the quality of service of our platform by empirical

evaluation.

1 Introduction

In recent years Statistical Machine Translation (SMT) (Koehn (2010); Brown et al. (1993)) has

established a dominant position among the variety of available machine translation paradigms.

In 2007 Moses (Koehn et al. (2007)) was released – an open-source toolkit for SMT. While

research efforts have been mainly focused on improving the core SMT technology, i.e., Moses

and related pre- and post- processing techniques, we focused on bringing this technology to the

end user in a highly scalable manner. Our MT platform, KantanMT1 is fully distributed on the

cloud. In order to employ the full potential of the cloud and provide to our users high quality

translations for large amount of data with low response time, we have developed an efficient

request handling system.

The system aims to optimize resource allocation and to improve the robustness and re-

silience of our platform as well as the quality of service (QoS). We analyse two approaches for

processing translation requests in a distributed MT environment that are already employed in

our online translation pipeline and compare them to our new method.

The first approach processes each request at the moment it has been received using a cen-

tralized https endpoint. According to this method the segment, sent via the request, is translated

by a predefined SMT model and returned back to the user. Underlying is a load balancing

mechanism to distribute the segments on a fleet of servers that are dedicated for translation.

This method is synchronous (we refer to it as SYNC) and thus can introduce high delays be-

tween sending a request and receiving a translation.

Our second method implements an efficient producer-consumer technique based on a sin-

gle intermediate data storage unit (IDSU). While it allows users to translate large amounts of

1https://kantanmt.com/
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segments asynchronously (thus we refer to it as ASYNC), it is still bound by the limits of the

used IDSU. According to the ASYNC method, old requests need to be processed before new

ones. Thus, it may cause delays for new requests.

The new method we have developed improves upon these restrictions by distributing re-

quests in as many IDSUs as the user requests. It allows requests that arrive at different time

points to be processed in parallel and independently from each other. Furthermore, this method

adds an extra control layer that allows our users to assign priority to their requests – the higher

the priority, the faster the requests are processed. That is, we take under consideration that some

requests may be more important to our users than others, and as such would need to be handled

faster. We refer to this method as the PP-ASYNC.

In this paper we describe the design and the implementation of the PP-ASYNC method and

compare it to the other two. We then assess the improvement in the QoS of our platform by

empirical evaluation.

2 Online translation with KantanMT

KantanMT (https://kantanmt.com) is a cloud-based SMT platform that provides ma-

chine translation services to its clients for more than 760 language pairs. It is based on the

state-of-the-art Moses toolkit to train SMT models; these models are then used for decoding.

In the remaining of this paper we use the term KantanMT or SMT “engine” to refer to the col-

lection of SMT models and configuration files. The use of the Moses toolkit together with the

distributed architecture of the system allows KantanMT engines to be built at very high speed

and with low computational cost.

KantanMT platform is equipped with two translation modes – batch mode and API or

online mode. In the batch mode clients provide a set of documents2. The system then translates

each of these files (one after the other) and returns their translated versions to the client.

The focus of this work is on the methods used in online translation mode. The online

translation mode allows clients to send translation requests via the KantanMT API using an

HTTP GET or an HTTP POST method. Each request specifies user identification (under the

form of a KantanAPI token), the engine to be used for translation and the segment to be trans-

lated. In response to a given translation request, the user will receive a translation of the input

segment. In the rest of this section we describe the three online translation methods. We focus

on the PP-ASYNC method which is the most recent and innovative online translation method of

KantanMT.

2.1 Synchronous online translation

SYNC is the most basic online translation method of KantanMT. According to this method the

user sends a request for translation of one (or more) segments via the API call translate and

receives either the translation of the segment or a failure notification. In the request (both HTTP

GET and HTTP POST requests are supported) the user provides its unique API token, the ma-

chine translation (MT) profile to be used for translation and, finally, the segment. Example 2.1

shows an HTTP GET request for the SYNC method.

Example 2.1 An HTTP GET request from a user with token 12345678901234563 for transla-
tion of the segment “Welcome to our blog ’100% Machine Translation’.” with the MT profile
MT-en-bg.
https://kantanmt.com/api/translate/1234567890123456/MT-en-bg/Welcome to our blog ’100%25 Machine Translation’. �

2KantanMT supports 26 file formats.
3This is an example token.

2
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After using the token to verify the user, KantanMT translates the segment(s) using the

specified MT profile (if such exists and is running). The response of the translate call to

each translation request is either a successful translation or an error notification (in case a failure

due to failed authentication, incorrect encoding, etc. has occurred).

In Figure 1 we show the architecture of the system for handling SYNC requests with

respect to message-passing, i.e., the flow of information from the user to the platform and back.

Although we refer to this method as synchronous, it has an underlying distributed architecture

that allows several requests to be processed in parallel (i.e., several segments to be translated in

parallel). This we achieve by using two load balancers (LB) – one to receive and distribute the

requests and a second one that distributes the segment for translation among different machines.

User Receiver LB Translator LB

x 1 x n x m

message segment

successful/failed translation successful/failed translation

Figure 1: Message passing in SYNC.

2.2 Asynchronous online translation
Despite the capabilities of the LBs in the SYNC method to parallelise requests, thus letting

multiple segments to be translated simultaneously, users still need to wait until one batch of

segments is translated before they can submit new ones. This has three main drawbacks: (i)

lower effectiveness of our platform – i.e., lower quality of service – enforcing users to manually

operate the submission process; (ii) a large amount of requests submitted at the same time may

overload the LBs and cause huge latencies and (iii) concurrent users may not be able to process

their requests in parallel.

In order to tackle the aforementioned problems we introduce an additional layer of paral-

lelism that allows users to submit huge batches of messages4. This method uses a queue as an

intermediate data storage unit and processes translation requests asynchronously; we refer to

this method as the ASYNC method.

The architecture of the ASYNC system implements a producer/consumer-based (Arpaci-

Dusseau and Arpaci-Dusseau (2015)) approach where incoming requests are stored in a queue.

A consumer then depopulates the queue sending each read segment for translation. To translate

a segment, we use the SYNC method. If the translation succeeds it is forwarded to the user in

the form of a notification sent to a user-defined endpoint. If the translation fails, the segment

is redriven for a new translation attempt; if the number of failed attempts exceeds a predefined

threshold a failure notification is sent to the user on a user-defined endpoint. We present the

architecture of the ASYNC system in Figure 2.

3 Parallel priority-based online translation

The ASYNC method allows users to deal with large amount of requests asynchronously and

receive response from our system when a translation is generated, or when a failure occurs.

However, often a user may decide to, e.g., delay some translations in order to have other seg-

ments processed sooner, e.g., messages for a job that is close to a deadline need to be processed

faster than others that are not urgent. When it comes to large volumes of data prioritization can

be crucial for the on-time service delivery.

4In practice, we do not set any restriction on the number of requests that can be submitted at once.

3
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User Queue Consumer SYNC

Failed Consumer

Failed Queue

x 1 x 1 x m x k

message message segment

successful translation

failed translation

Figure 2: Message passing in ASYNC.

The ASYNC method is bound by the limits of the used data structure, i.e. the queue – each

message is processed in the order that it is pushed into the queue: old messages already in the

queue need to be processed before new ones. Such a scenario is given in Example 3.1.

Example 3.1 Consider that User A sends 2000000 requests at time T0. Next, consider that at
time T1 = T0 + 10 minutes 10000 requests have been processed. That is, the consumption

ratio is 1000 requests/minute. At time T1 User B sends 10000 requests (stored at the end of
the queue). While the 10000 requests of User B would require 10 minutes for processing –
i.e., to translate the segments they carry – this user will need to wait for 1990 minutes =
33 hoursand10minutes before they can be processed. �
3.1 Method description
In order to provide to our users a mechanism to control the priority of their requests as well

as to enforce parallelism we devised the Parallel priority-based ASYNC, (PP-ASYNC). The

PP-ASYNC method uses multiple queues, each associated with a priority and a name. Each

incoming translation request contains the priority with which it should be processed and the

name of the queue in which it should be stored.

Each queue has a priority and is consumed at a predefined ratio associated with that prior-

ity. The consumption ratio defines how quickly a queue is read. The higher the queue priority,

the greater the consumption ratio. Once a requests is read from a queue the segment that it

carries is sent for translation with the SYNC method.

Successful translations are then sent back to the user (via a success notification endpoint

provided by the user). Failed translations are redriven into the correct priority queue for new

translation attempt; if the number of translation attempts exceeds a predefined threshold then

the segment is failed and the user is notified of the failure (via a failed notification endpoint).

The implementation of the PP-ASYNC method extends the implementation of the ASYNC
method with: (i) a distributing mechanism that processes incoming requests and redirects them

to the queue that matches the specified priority and queue name; if such a queue does not exist

it is created before the request is pushed; and (ii) support for reading messages from multiple.

Figure 3 shows the architecture of the system and the information flow.

3.2 Consumption ratio
The distributor (see Figure 3) receives a request from the user and distributes it to the correct

queue according to the specified priority and queue name. The consumer (independently from

the distributor) iterates over all queues, identifies the consumption ratio of each queue, based

4
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User Distributor Queue Consumer SYNC

Failed Consumer

Failed Queue

x 1 x n x m x l x k

message message segment segment

successful translation

failed translation

Figure 3: Message passing in PP-ASYNC.

on its priority, reads a number of requests from the queue, sends the segments they carry for

translation and proceeds to the next queue. In our definition of the PP-ASYNC method, the con-

sumption ratio of a queue defines how many requests are read from that queue at one iteration

of the queue consumer. That is, for a queue Qi ∈ {Q1..QN} with priority qi there will be ci
requests read. For another queue Qj , j > i there will be cj > ci

5 requests that need to be read.

Our implementation allows multiple distributors and consumers to run simultaneously as

neither of them has side effects. That is why the actual consumption ratio depends on the

consumption ratio ci of a queue Qi and the number of consumers (M ). For example, if there

are two consumers that read simultaneously from a queue with consumption ratio 5 (messages

per iteration), then ten requests will be read from that queue. A more detailed example is given

in Example 3.2.

Example 3.2 Consider that User A sends 2000000 requests to a queue with priority 1 (Q1)
at time T0 and that there are no other queues at that time6. Assume that the consumption
ratio for priority 1 is 100 requests per iteration and the consumption ratio for priority 2 is
500. Also, consider that in 1 minute one consumer can read 100 requests and there are 10
consumers running simultaneously. Then, in 10 minutes, that is, at time T1 = T0+10minutes
10000 requests will have been processed from Q1. At time T1 User B has just send 10000
requests all of which with priority 2, i.e., they are stored in a queue with priority 2 – Q2. The
consumers become aware of the new queue and proceed to processing it. According to its
priority each consumer will process 500 requests (in one iteration). Given that each consumer
reads from a queue at the speed of 100 requests per minutes, at time T2 = T0 + 5 minutes
the consumers will stop reading from Q2 and start a new iteration. They will consume 1000
requests from Q1 and at time T3 = T2 + 1 minute the consumers will move to Q2. At time
T4 = T3+5minutes all requests from Q2 will be read, that is, approximately 11 minutes after
they have been submitted. �

To determine the optimal consumption ratio we empirically evaluated different values and

compared the system’s performance. Our tests showed that the most efficient consumption

ratio is the one linear to the priority of the queue. In our implementation we have selected the

simplest linear dependency: the consumption ratio equals the priority of the queue. That is, for

5If the number of requests that needs to be read from a queue is larger than the number of requests available in the

queue, then all of them are read, the segments they carry are sent for translation, and the consumer proceeds to the next

queue.
6Or all other queues are empty.

5
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a queue Qi with priority qi in one iteration of a handler there will be qi requests read from that

queue. We aimed at a balanced consumption ratio where, on the one hand, queues with higher

priority are consumed faster than queues of lower priority but on the other hand, lower-priority

queues are still processed within reasonable time.

In order to avoid concurrences between different users we allow two queues with the same

priority to have different names. In this way, each user can benefit equally from the PP-ASYNC.

In addition, we have implemented a queue with infinity priority – consumers process messages

from this queue until it is empty. Using this queue leads to a exactly the same behaviour as the

ASYNC method.

4 Empirical evaluation

We performed a series of tests that aimed to empirically evaluate the new online translation

method, i.e., the PP-ASYNC method. There are two objectives that we targeted with our test:

(i) compare the performance (i.e., translation speed) of the ASYNC and the PP-ASYNC methods

and (ii) show that the new method eliminates/reduces delays for newly incoming messages.

We ran our experiments on a Windows Server 2012 machine with 8-core Intel CPU, 15GB

or RAM and 160GB of SSD. For all our tests we used 2 engines – E1 and E2 – of different

size7. Engine E1 is considered large as it is trained on approximately 108000000 words; engine

E2 is trained on approximately 500000 words and we refer to it as small.

4.1 Delays for new messages in the PP-ASYNC method
This experiment aims to reveal whether the PP-ASYNC method reduces the delay for processing

new requests. We performed 5 tests. For each of them we used 10000 requests randomly

selected from an English text. We also used 100 consumers. Specific details about the tests are

shown in Table 1.

Test Queues Details

PP-ASYNC sequential – 5 priority queues Q1..Q5. – 1000 translation requests for engine E1

Queue Qi ∈ {Q1, .., Q5} are first stored in each queue.

has consumption ratio i. – 1000 translation requests for engine E2

are stored in each queue afterwards.

PP-ASYNC parallel – 5 priority queues Q1..Q5. – 1000 translation requests for engine E1

Queue Qi ∈ {Q1, .., Q5} and 1000 translation requests for

has consumption ratio i. engine E2 are in a random order.

PP-ASYNC distributed – 5 priority queues Q
E1
1 ..Q

E1
5 . – 1000 translation requests for engine E1

Queue Q
E1
i

∈ {QE11, .., QE15} in each queu Q
E1
i

.

has consumption ratio i. – 1000 translation requests for engine E2

– 5 priority queues Q
E2
1 ..Q

E2
5 . in each queu Q

E2
i

.

Queue Q
E2
i

∈ {QE21, .., QE25}
has consumption ratio i. Total: 10 queues.

ASYNC sequential – 1 queue – 5000 translation requests for engine E1

are first stored in the queue

and 5000 translation requests for engine E2

are stored in the queue afterwards.

ASYNC parallel – 1 queue – 5000 translation requests for engine E1

and 5000 translation requests for E2

are stored in a random order.

Table 1: Tests for determining the effect of the PP-ASYNC method on request delays.

We ran each experiment and measured the time when a request is consumed from a queue.

We then measure the time difference between the first processed request (at overall) and the

7We use the term “engine size” to refer to the number of words which were used to train the engine.

6
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Delay time (in minute)

Test name E1 E2 Total

First Last First Last

PP-ASYNC sequential 0.00 30.29 7.61 38.17 38.17
ASYNC sequential 0.00 22.65 20.98 44.90 44.90

PP-ASYNC parallel 0.00 34.14 0.02 34.13 34.14
ASYNC parallel 0.00 28.93 0.02 25.58 28.93

PP-ASYNC distributed 0.00 33.34 0.46 31.85 33.34

Table 2: Time until the first message for a given engine is read from a queue.

first processed request for a specific engine. That is, we compute the delay before the requests

to a specific engine are accessed for the first time. For example, a given queue has requests for

engine E1 and engine E2. The first request to be read will have no delay (0.00 minutes). Let us

say that it is from engine E1. 10 minutes after that a consumer reads the first request for engine

E2 resulting in a delay of 10 minutes for engine.

Our results for each of the five tests are summarized in Table 2.

From Table 2 we notice, first that for the parallel tests there is no difference between the

ASYNC and PP-SYNC methods. That is because the requests are randomly distributed and, in

practice, they are not prioritized.

The results for the PP-ASYNC sequential, ASYNC sequential and PP-ASYNC distributed

are of greater interest as they show the benefits of using the PP-ASYNC method. Namely, from

the comparison of the PP-ASYNC sequential and the ASYNC sequential we notice that using

multiple queues decreases the delay significantly. As for the PP-ASYNC distributed test the

delay is reduced even more, shown that using separate queues to store the requests for different

engines is a prefered option when it comes to quick system response. In Figure 4 we compare

the delays represented as a percentage of the total processing time.

Figure 4 again shows that the PP-ASYNC method with multiple queues designated to one

engine has the best performance, i.e., almost no delay8. On large scale, i.e., when users send

huge volumes of translation requests, such delay reductions may be crucial for their operation.

4.2 Comparison between ASYNC and PP-ASYNC

As shown in Section 4.1 the worst case scenario for the PP-ASYNC method is when messages

are randomly distributed among different queues (see Table 2). Then there is no practical differ-

ence between the PP-ASYNC and the ASYNC method. We therefore compare the two methods

in such a scenario in order to test whether there is a degradation in performance due to the ad-

ditional distribution mechanism of the PP-ASYNC method. For this experiment we used 50000
requests for 2 engines and invoked 100 consumers. The two tests we executed are described in

Table 3.

We ran three iterations for each test and we measured the time consumed from the moment

the first request is read from a queue until it is emptied. We show the results from these tests in

Table 4 in minutes.

The results summarised in Table 4 confirm that in the worst case scenario for the PP-
ASYNC method the performance of the online translation of KantanMT does not degrade.

8In practice the delay is approximately one second.

7
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a. The ASYNC sequential test.

b. The PP-ASYNC sequential test.

c. The PP-ASYNC distributed test.

Figure 4: Comparison of delays and processing times, relative to the total time.

Test Queues Details

PP-ASYNC comparison – 6 priority queues Q−1, Q1..Q5. – 25000 translation requests for engine E1

Queue Qi ∈ {Q1, .., Q5} and 25000 translation requests for

has consumption ratio i. engine E2 are in a random order.

Q−1 has infinite consumption ratio.

ASYNC comparison – 1 queue – 25000 translation requests for engine E1

and 25000 translation requests for E2

are stored in a random order.

Table 3: Tests for comparing the PP-ASYNC and ASYNC in the worst case scenario.

5 Conclusions

In this paper we presented the online translation methods of KantanMT. We focused on our

most innovative method – the PP-ASYNC. It uses multiple intermediate data storage units to

store users requests; efficient producer-consumer technique is used to distribute the requests

efficiently for translation. Each intermediate data storage unit is implemented as a queue and is

assigned a prioirity. The priority defines at what rate the queue is consumed.

The new method extends the ASYNC method by introducing multiple queues and priorities

for each queue. By using priorities this method allows our users to move forward the translation

of important segments. Such a mechanism is crucial to our users, especially when it comes to

8
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Test name Consumption Iteration 1 Iteration 2 Iteration 3 Average

ratio

PP-ASYNC infinite 17.09 27.91 67.58 37.53
comparison 1 57.84 55.38 85.75 66.32

2 49.31 46.62 75.68 57.20
3 44.91 42.71 73.22 53.61
4 39.56 37.20 65.49 47.42
5 36.07 30.09 60.88 42.35

Total 72.93 75.66 114.73 87.78

ASYNC - 83.24 72.80 110.29 88.78
comparison

Table 4: Consumption time (in minutes).

processing large volumes of data.

Our empirical evaluation showed that while in the worse case scenario the PP-ASYNC is as

efficient as the ASYNC method, in general it reduces delays drastically. As such, our method is

suitable for processing concurrently/in parallel requests from different users. Furthermore, the

distributed architecture of our platform allows the PP-ASYNC method to handle large amounts

of data efficiently and respond on time.

In the future we aim at optimizing this method by building an intelligent system to enforce

extra control on the sysetm with less human interventions.
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Modern MT in a nutshell

Zero training time
Manages context
Learns from users
Scales with data and users
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MT for Uralic Languages: Yandex Approach 

1. Abstract 

The Uralic language group is certainly interesting – it is spotted in the very distant regions of 
Europe and Asia. Spoken by about 25 million people, Uralic languages have spread to both 
sides of the Ural Mountains, reaching Balkans, Baltic region, Scandinavia, Karelia, Volga 
region, Western Siberia and the seaside of the Arctic Ocean. 

With the exception of the three major Uralic languages (Hungarian, Finnish, Estonian), 
relatively small Sami and a few quite small Baltic languages (Veps, Ingrian, Livonian), all 
other Uralic languages are spoken on the territory of the Russian Federation. Most of them 
have official status in the corresponding federal regions and national autonomies. They are 
taught at schools, studied in universities and their usage is legally obliged in official docu-
ments. There are many enthusiasts who are trying to preserve and develop these languages. 
Nevertheless, it is clear that Russian is prevailing, so, in fact, most of small Uralic languages 
are used mostly in colloquial speech. 

In terms of complexity, MT for Uralic languages is a very difficult and challenging 
task. First, these languages have very distinct lexicon, morphology and syntax. Second, there 
are many dialects, which are quite distinct as well. Third, Uralic languages have highly pro-
ductive morphology which leads to a strong data sparsity in SMT. Fourth (and the worst), 
there are very few electronic documents available for most of these languages. 

Our general approach to Uralic group was as follows. We divided its languages into 
three subgroups:

1) with more than 1M native speakers (Hungarian, Finnish, Estonian);
2) with 100K to 1M native speakers (Udmurt, Meadow Mari);  
3) with less than 100K native speakers (Hill Mari, Karelian, Nenets). 
For the major subgroup we were able to collect a sufficient amount of parallel docu-

ments from the web, and thus to build quite good baseline translation systems. Automorphol-
ogy and compound splitting were used to further improve translation quality. 

For Udmurt and Meadow Mari, languages from the second subgroup, we managed to 
crawl only a modest parallel corpora and therefore were forced to rely on a hand-crafted lexi-
con and morphology. The pipeline included the following steps:

1) used Bible, Wikipedia and human-made dictionaries as a main lexical base;  
2) developed morphological analyzers, built lemmatized models and implemented 

“lemma-to-lemma” decoding;
3) post-processed lemmatized translations by synthesizing proper Russian word 

forms.  
Lack of available documents in electronic form (and sometimes even in paper form) 

for languages of the third subgroup poses the question of how to build translation and lan-
guage models without data. In attempts to find an answer to this question, we made a little 
shift to a quite specific group of small languages – magic ones. Some of them (like Elvish 
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dialects) have linguistic artifacts in the form of lexicon and well elaborated phonology and 
morphology. They are also known to be connected with Uralic languages. We considered 
Sindarin as an archetype of under-resourced languages and decided first to experiment with it. 
Some results were very promising, so we became more optimistic in upcoming efforts with 
MT for low-resourced Uralic languages and have successfully developed a translation for Hill 
Mari. 
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Can we benefit from MT?

Is it possible to evaluate the MT system?

MT black box and “MT psychology”: 

How do we involve our translators and project managers?

3
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Typical TM customers

Existing tools

Translation Memory / Terminology Management systems

Workflow systems

Third-party systems

Text types

Technical documents, software localization, legal texts, subtitling, etc.

Structured documents

Languages – every single one you can think of 

In-house translators, freelancers, LSPs

4
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Typical MT requirements

No extra tool for project managers, translators and “non-experts”

Specific, customized engines

Analysis of MT quality 

Alternative to online translation services

No cloud solution

Integrated use with a Translation Memory system

Retaining benefits of TM (pretranslation / fuzzy matches)

5
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How do we support our (TM) MT customers?

Proof of Concept for evaluating STAR MT 

Stage 1: Engine training and initial analysis

Stage 2: Pilot phase in productive environment

Stage 3: Productive analysis of pilot phase results

6
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Stage 1 – Engine training

Creation of MT training packages based on:

Customer-specific Translation Memory

Customer-specific terminology 

Deployment of pilot engine(s) 

During pilot phase: HTTPS access

Later: MT server on customer’s premises

7
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Stage 1 – Sentence Bleu lists

First impressions of MT quality

8
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Stage 1 – Initial analysis

Analysis of productive jobs of the last 3 to 4 months that 

have been translated without MT support

Jobs are translated again with MT (pretranslated segments excluded)

MT results are compared with human translations

9
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Stage 1 – Initial analysis

10

Example: Initial analysis for one of our customers (“Technology” division)
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Stage 1 – Initial analysis

Division 100% 
matches

Fuzzy
matches

No
matches Pretranslated

IT +244% +286% -17%

remains as is

Company +112% +86% -10%

Technology +89% +215% -24%

HR +84% +115% -6%

Legal +84% +61% -4% 

Traffic +81% +132% -13%

Finance +27% +109% -25%

CEF +13% +113% -19%

11

Examples: Initial analyses for one of our customers (all divisions)
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Stage 2 – Involving everyone in the process

On-site workshop for all stakeholders

Involving all translators, who:

are informed at an early stage about the planned MT system

receive a feedback sheet with queries regarding:

project topic and text type

“perceived” benefit and “perceived” quality

linguistic and terminological quality

12
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Stage 2 – Integration into existing processes

One-off adjustment of:

project templates (manual translation processes)

workflow settings (automatic translation processes)

Project management steps remain the same

In Transit, MT suggestions are automatically:

generated during project import 
(for all segments that have not been pretranslated)

packed into the project package during project exchange

13
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MT project settings in Transit

14
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Stage 2 – “Look and feel” for translators

No additional tool and no access to MT engine required

Work in the Transit editor as usual

MT suggestions:
are provided with the project package

are displayed and used like fuzzy matches

MT quality assurance

formal checks, terminology, markups, translation variants, etc.

15
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“Look and feel” for translators

16

Instead of “No fuzzy match found”:

Markups are
automatically inserted

Untranslated words 
are indicated
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“Look and feel” for translators

In addition to fuzzy matches:

MT suggestion, validated by fuzzy match (TM):

17
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Quality assurance of MT-translated segments

Formal errors are displayed in the 

“File navigation” window

Spelling checks based on MS Office speller, 

reference material and/or dictionaries 

Source / translation variants check

Segment filter for MT-translated segments

18
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Stage 2 – Web application (STAR MT Translate)

Allows specific evaluation of MT quality by language experts

Direct access to pilot engines

Translation of individual sentences or paragraphs

In general: 

Alternative to online services (also for “non-experts”)

Confidential corporate data stays “in-house”

Translations use style and terminology of corporate language

Translation of entire documents (Office, PDF)

19
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An example

   STAR MT Translate:       Google Translate:

20
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Stage 3 – Productive analysis

Evaluation of productive analysis

Objective benefit

Comparison of initial analysis and productive analysis

Evaluation of feedback sheets

“Perceived” benefit

Comparison of objective and “perceived” benefit

21
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Stage 3 – Productive analysis

22

Example: Productive analysis for one of our customers (“Technology” division)

100% matches: +86%

Fuzzy matches: +104%

No matches: -20%
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Lessions learned

A successful pilot phase requires

duration of several months

representative amount of productive jobs from “real life”

customer-specific MT scenario (IT infrastructure, MT case study)

all stakeholders to be involved

a smooth integration into daily work

a good cooperation between system provider and customer

23
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Lessions learned

Translators

have high expectations of MT

search for MT mistranslations

have to be prepared for using MT well

are diverse: “Facebook generation” vs. Traditional translators

Proof of Concept offers a good indication of

the expected benefit

an accounting model with win-win situation for customers and 
translators

24
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Questions and comments 
welcome!

nadira.hofmann@star-group.net
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Abstract
In this paper we discuss the motivation and process for planning, building, and monitoring a

translation memory (TM) that serves both human- and machine-translated text segments in a

production e-commerce environment. We consider the quality improvements associated with

serving human translations for commonly used and mis-translated strings, and the cost benefits

of avoiding multiple re-translations of the same source text segments. We cover the technical

considerations and architecture for each stage of the TM pipeline, and review the results of

using and monitoring the TM in a production setting.

1 Machine Translation at Etsy

Etsy is an online marketplace for handmade and vintage items, specializing in unique goods.

It is important our global member base can communicate with one another, even when they

speak different languages. Machine translation is a valuable tool for facilitating multilingual

interactions on our site and in our apps. An example of the translation interface shown to users

can be seen in Figure 1.

Listing descriptions account for the bulk of text we machine translate. We have about

40 million active listings at an average length of around 1,000 characters, with hundreds of

thousands of listings created or edited each day. These listings are machine translated into six

languages. We also provide machine translation for listing reviews, forum posts, and conver-

sations (messaging between members). For these translations, we send text to a third party

machine translation service,1 with whom we have a fixed monthly budget, imposing a limit on

the number of characters we translate per month.

While a user can request a listing translation if we don’t already have one (we call this

on-demand translation), translating a listing beforehand and showing a visitor the translation

automatically (we call this pre-translation) provides a more fluid browsing experience. Pre-

translation also allows listings to surface in search results in multiple languages, both for

searches on Etsy and on external search engines like Google.

2 The Benefits of a Translation Memory

Many of the strings we machine translate from one language to another are text segments we’ve

seen before. Our most common segments are used in millions of listings, with a relatively small

subset of distinct segments accounting for a very large proportion of the content. For example,

the sentence “Thanks for looking!” appears in around 500,000 active listings on Etsy, and

1Microsoft Translator
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Figure 1: An example review translation on Etsy’s website.

has appeared in over 3 million now inactive listings. More broadly, the distribution of unique

paragraphs in Etsy listings has a classical Zipfian shape (see Figure 2), with the top segments

appearing on the order of 107 times and approximately 109 distinct segments.

Figure 2: Frequency and rank of text segments (titles, tags, and description paragraphs) appear-

ing in listings on Etsy. The distribution of segments roughly conforms to a Zipfian shape, where

a string’s rank is inversely proportional to its frequency.

Prior to undertaking this project, a single text segment that appeared in thousands of list-

ings on Etsy was re-translated once for every listing. It would also be re-translated any time a

seller edited a listing. This meant our translation budget was being spent on millions of repeat

translations that would be better used to translate unique content into more languages.
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To solve this problem, we built a translation memory. At its simplest, a translation mem-

ory stores a text segment in one language and a corresponding translation of that segment in

another language. Translation memories are traditionally used by human translators to avoid

re-translating the same text segments multiple times, and to ensure consistency of translations,

thereby improving quality (Christensen and Schjoldager, 2010; Reinke, 2013). Combining ma-

chine translation with human-translated strings in a translation memory has also been a topic

of research, and has been shown to have a positive effect on overall translation quality (Marcu,

2001; Koehn and Senellart, 2010).

For our purposes, storing strings in a translation memory allows us to serve translations for

these strings from our own databases, rather than making repeated requests to the translation

service. Storing these translations for later reuse has important implications on both quality and

coverage. In terms of quality, the translation memory allows us to translate individual strings

instead of translating one block of text as a whole. This means we can see which text segments

are most commonly used on Etsy and have these segments human translated. Serving human

translations instead of machine translations for these common segments improves the overall

quality of our translations.

Secondly, storing common translations in the translation memory and serving them our-

selves also allows us to drastically reduce the number of duplicate segments we send to the

translation service. This process lets us translate seven times more content for the same cost,

increasing our overall language coverage.

3 Initial Considerations

We had two main concerns when planning the translation memory architecture. First, we had

to plan for adequate capacity. The more text segments we store in the translation memory, the

greater our coverage. However, storing every paragraph from each of our more than 35 million

active listings, and a translation of that paragraph for each of our supported languages, would

mean an exceptionally large database table. We wanted to keep the table limit under a billion

rows to make sure it was maintainable under our existing MySQL infrastructure.

Second, we needed to provide a mechanism for periodic deletions. The translation ser-

vice’s quality is continually improving, and to take full advantage of these improvements we

need to periodically refresh entries in the translation memory by deleting older translations. We

wanted to be able to delete several hundred million rows on a monthly basis without straining

system resources.

4 The Translation Memory Architecture

The translation memory consists of several separate services, each handling different tasks. The

services act sequentially upon a given text segment, only sending segments to the third party

service after exhausting all other possible translation sources. A full diagram of the pipeline is

shown in Figure 3. A brief overview of each step:

4.1 Splitting into segments
The first step of the translation pipeline is splitting blocks of text into individual segments. The

two main choices here were splitting by sentence or splitting by paragraph. We chose the latter

for a few reasons. Splitting by sentence gave us more granularity, but our estimated translation

memory hit rate was only 5% higher with sentences versus paragraphs. The increased hit rate

wasn’t high enough to warrant the extra logic needed to split by sentence, nor the increase in

table rows needed to store every sentence, instead of just every paragraph. Moreover, although

automatic sentence boundary detection systems can be quite good, Read et al. (2012) evaluated

the most popular systems on user-generated content and found that accuracy peaked at around
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Figure 3: An overview of the translation memory pipeline. The external translation service is

Microsoft Translator.

95%. In contrast, using newline characters to split paragraphs is a straightforward and error-free

way to segment text.

4.2 Excluder

The Excluder is the first service we use to process translations. It removes any content we

don’t want to translate, specifically lines containing only links, numbers, or non-alphanumeric

characters.

4.3 Human Translation Memory (HTM)

After excluding non-translatable strings, and before looking for a machine translation, we check

first for an existing human translation. Human translations are provided by Etsy’s professional

translators (the same people who translate Etsy’s static site content). These strings are stored in

a separate table from the Machine Translation Memory and are updated using an internal tool

we built, pictured in Figure 4.

4.4 Machine Translation Memory (MTM)

We use sharded MySQL tables to store our machine translation entries. Sharded tables are a

well-established pattern at Etsy, and the system works especially well for handling the large row
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Figure 4: The interface for managing human-translated segments.

count needed to accommodate the text segments. As mentioned earlier, we periodically want to

delete older entries in the MTM to clear out unused translations, and make way for improved

translations from the translation service. We partition the MTM table by date to accommodate

these bulk deletions. Partitioning allows us to quickly drop all the translations from a certain

month without worrying about straining system resources by deleting millions of individual

entries.

4.5 External Translation Service

If there is new translatable content that doesn’t exist in either our HTM or MTM, we send it

to the translation service. Once translated, we store the segment in the MTM so it can be used

again later.

4.6 Re-stitching segments

Once each of the segments has been processed by one of our four services, we stitch them all

back together in the proper order.

5 The Results

We implemented the Excluder, HTM, and MTM in that order. Implementing the Excluder first

allowed us to refine the text splitting, restitching, and monitoring aspects of the pipeline before

worrying about data access. Next we built the HTM and populated it with several hundred

translations of the most common terms on Etsy. Finally, at the end of November 2015, we

began storing and serving translations from the MTM.

5.1 Coverage

As you can see from the graphs in Figure 5, we now only send out 14% of our translations to

the translation service, and the rest we can handle internally. Practically, this means we can pre-

translate over seven times more text on the same budget. Prior to implementing the translation

memory, we pre-translated all non-English listings into English, and a majority of the rest of our

listings into French and German. With the translation memory in place, we are pre-translating

all eligible listings into English, French, German, Italian, Spanish, and Dutch, with plans to

scale to additional languages.
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Figure 5: With the translation memory in place, we only need to send out a fraction of the listing

segments to the third-party service for re-translation.

5.2 Quality

1% of our translations (by character count), are now served by the human translation memory.

These HTM segments are mostly listing tags. These tags are important for search results and

are easily mis-translated by an MT system because they lack the context a human translator can

infer more easily. Additionally, human translators are better at conveying the colloquial tone

often used by sellers in their listing descriptions. With the HTM in place, the most common

paragraph on Etsy, “Thanks for looking!” is human translated into the friendlier, “Merci pour

la visite !” rather than the awkward, “Merci pour la recherche !” The English equivalent of this

difference would be, “Thanks for visiting!” versus “Thanks for researching!”

5.3 Monitoring

Since a majority of our translation requests are now routed to the MTM rather than the third-

party translation service, we monitor our translations to make sure they are sufficiently similar

to those served by the translation service. To do this, we sample 0.1% of the translations served

from the MTM and send an asynchronous call to the translation service to provide a reference

translation of the string. Then we log the similarity (the percentage of characters in common)

and Levenshtein distance (also known as edit distance) between the two translations. As shown

in Figure 6, we track these metrics to ensure the stored MTM translations don’t drift too far

from the original third party translations.

For comparison, as you can see in Figure 7, the similarity for HTM translations is not as
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Figure 6: Tracking translation drift allows us to understand the difference between the transla-

tions we serve internally and the translations we would get from using the third party translation

service. Too much drift means we are not refreshing the translations often enough.

high, reflecting the fact that these translations were not originally drawn from the third party

translation service.

Figure 7: The translations from our human translation are expected to be significantly different

than the machine translations we would be serving otherwise.

6 Additional Benefits

6.1 Correcting mis-translations
Statistical machine translation engines are trained on large amounts of data, and sometimes

this data contains mistakes. The translation memory gives us more granular control over the

translated content we serve, allowing us to override incorrect translations while the translation

service we use works on a fix. In Figure 8 is an example where “Realistic bird” is mis-translated

into German as “Islamicrevolutionservice.”

With the translation memory, we can easily correct problematic translations like this by

adding an entry to the human translation memory with the original listing title and the correct

German translation.
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Figure 8: Correcting mis-translations quickly is important to maintain the trust of our buyers.

6.2 Respecting sellers paragraph choices
Handling paragraph splitting ourselves has the additional benefit of improving the quality of

translation for many of our listings. Etsy sellers frequently include lists of attributes and other

information without punctuation in their listings. For example, a listing description might con-

tain the following three lines:

Dimensioni 24 × 18 cm
Spedizione in una scatola protettiva in legno
Verr fornito il codice di monitoraggio (tracking code)

The translation service often combines these lists into a single sentence, producing a trans-

lation like this:

Size 24 × 18 cm in a Shipping box wooden protective supplies the tracking code
(tracking code)

By splitting on paragraphs, our sellers’ choice of where to put line breaks is now always

retained in the translated output, generating a more accurate (and visually appealing) translation

like this:

Size 24 × 18 cm
Shipping in a protective wooden box
You will be given the tracking code (tracking code)

Splitting on paragraphs prior to sending strings out for translation is an improvement we

could have made independent of the translation memory, but it came automatically with the

infrastructure needed to build the pipeline.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

Greater accuracy for listing translations means buyers can find the items they are looking for

more easily, and sellers’ listings are more faithfully represented when translated. The transla-

tion memory allows us to bring this internationalized Etsy experience to more users in more

languages, making it easier to connect buyers and sellers from around the world. It also helps

our return on investment in machine translation, since we are able to translate more content with

the same budget.

To further the translation memory quality improvements, we recently started using an Etsy-

customized engine built on top of the third-party translation service’s generic engine. We saw
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a significant increase in purchase rate from users who interacted with the customized engine

instead of the generic engine (Russell and Gillespie, forthcoming 2016).

Future efforts will be focused on improving translation quality in our search experience.

Serving more human translations instead of machine translations will be especially important in

search, where queries are often short strings lacking context. Quality improvements in search

ensure all users have access to listings in our global marketplace, regardless of mismatches

between query language and listing language.
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Abstract

In a typical TM-MT environment, translations for segments are provided from TMs based on

matching criteria while the remaining segments are translated completely by MT. However, this

binary approach does not always produce desirable translations. For example, even though a

contiguous portion of a sentence to be translated may exactly match a TM entry or a frequently

occurring sub-segment in many TM entries, if the match for the entire sentence does not exceed

some arbitrary threshold, the smaller matches will not be used, and the entire sentence will be

machine translated, resulting in a less than perfect translation, even for those portions that

could have matched perfectly. In this report, we describe our approach to flexibly combine

the capability of MT and TMs, applying exact TM matches to sub-segments of sentences and

allowing MT to handle the remaining portions of the sentences. We specifically focus on the

scenario where the matched phrases, clauses, and/or sentences are quotations in the text to be

translated.

1 Introduction

In recent years, individual translators, language service providers, and large enterprises have

more actively utilized hybrid systems of translation memories (TMs) and machine translation

(MT) to increase translation productivity (Reinke, 2013). In a typical TM-MT environment

employed by those translation professionals, translations for segments are provided from TMs

based on matching criteria (e.g., high fuzzy-match scores), while the remaining segments are

translated completely by MT. However, this binary approach does not always produce desir-

able translations. For example, even though a contiguous portion of a sentence to be translated

may exactly match a TM entry or a frequently occurring sub-segment in many TM entries, if

the match for the entire sentence does not exceed some arbitrary threshold (typically around

70%), the smaller matches will not be used, and the entire sentence will be machine translated,

resulting in a less than perfect translation, even for those portions that could have matched per-

fectly. This is especially unfortunate if potentially matching sub-segments consist of frequently

quoted or frequently occurring text for which only the exact human translations are acceptable

in a production environment.

In this report, we describe our approach to flexibly combine the capability of MT and

TMs, applying exact TM matches to sub-segments of sentences and allowing MT to handle the

remaining portions of the sentences. We specifically focus on the scenario where the matched

phrases, clauses, and/or sentences are quotations in the text to be translated.
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2 Background

The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints (henceforth, the Church) translates a wide vari-

ety of English materials into more than 100 languages to support communication among more

than 15 million members around the world (Richardson, 2012). To facilitate its translation

processes, the Church provides a TM-MT hybrid system using SDL WorldServer1 and the Mi-

crosoft Translator Hub2 for their human translators in the various locations of the world. The

hybrid system functions based on the binary approach mentioned in the Introduction above, us-

ing a 75% fuzzy match threshold to determine whether the TM matches or MT outputs are used

as translation candidates.

As a religious organization, the Church’s scriptural canon consists of four volumes: the

Holy Bible, the Book of Mormon, the Doctrine and Covenants, the Pearl of Great Price.3 These

scriptures are translated in many languages under the strict supervision of Church authorities.4

An important aspect of the Church’s translation effort is that many of the documents to be

translated contain verses or phrases quoted from these scriptures. When scripture text is quoted

in Church publications, the corresponding phrases or clauses in the current editions of the same

scriptures must be strictly used when the publications are translated. In general, scripture quotes

appear in Church publications in the following three forms:

1. All, or almost all, of a verse as a single segment

e.g., Peace be unto thy soul; thine adversity and thine afflictions shall be but a small mo-

ment;5

2. All, or almost all, of a verse as part of a segment

e.g., Remember the yearning hope of a father as expressed by John: “I have no greater joy

than to hear that my children walk in truth.”6

3. A smaller part of a verse as part of a segment

e.g., God has said that His purpose is “to bring to pass the immortality and eternal life of

man” (Moses 1:39).

In item 1 above, the corresponding TM entry will be matched with a 100% or high fuzzy match

score because the entire verse is stored in the TM. On the other hand, the verse surrounded by

the quotation marks in item 2 above cannot be matched by the TM due to the text preceding the

quote, which lowers the fuzzy match score to 68%.7 Furthermore, the quote in item 3 is even

more problematic since it is only a part of the entire verse of scripture and it is also only part

of the segment. Although the quote in item 3 is part of the most frequently quoted verse in all

of the Church’s scriptures, the desired TM match cannot be applied due to the low fuzzy match

score, and it will be machine-translated along with the rest of the segment.

Our focus in this study is to apply correct quote translations to segments containing quotes

like those in items 2 and 3 above. In this study, we investigate a method to collect scripture

quotes to form a quotation TM and apply translations for quotes embedded in segments in

1http://www.sdl.com/cxc/language/translation-management/worldserver/
2https://hub.microsofttranslator.com
3http://www.scriptures.lds.org
4The Bible is an exceptional case; typically, specific editions translated by authoritative organizations in the various

countries or areas are approved for Church use.
5Doctrine and Covenants 121:7.
63 John 1:4.
7Calculated by the character-based Levenshtein distance.
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a manner similar to TM matches, while the remaining parts of those segments are machine-

translated. This approach can be effective in reducing the amount of post-editing by human

translators if the quotes recurring in Church documents are correctly identified and the proper

translations are applied. While this approach is particularly relevant to our context, we feel that

it could be applied in any context where correct human translations of quotes from canonical

sources must be included in the publications of organizations attempting to use MT. In the

following section, we discuss the previous work related to the focus of this study.

3 Related Work

Many methods have been proposed for combining TM and MT technology. A popular approach

is to integrate TM matches directly into the MT decoder. Biçici and Dymetman (2008) extract

phrases commonly found in a sentence to be translated along with their fuzzy-matched TM en-

tries and put weights on those phrases in the MT phrase table to favor them during decoding.

Dandapat et al. (2012) investigate enhancement of MT outputs using a hybrid example-based

and statistical MT system in a approach similar to that of Biçici and Dymetman (2008). Wang

et al. (2013) propose a phrase-based translation model which includes TM information as pa-

rameters of the model in order to dynamically choose the best phrase matches during decoding.

Li et al. (2016) extend this idea and apply it to syntax-based MT systems to address translations

of non-contiguous phrases.

Koehn and Senellart (2010a,b) discuss an approach to extract matching portions in a sen-

tence to be translated and a TM entry, and then constrain the MT decoder with an XML frame

to translate only the unmatched portions using hierarchical translation models combined with

suffix arrays. A similar approach is also reported by Zhechev and Van Genabith (2010). Fur-

thermore, Ma et al. (2011) and He et al. (2011) extend the approach by Koehn and Senel-

lart (2010a) and investigate a method to identify the most promising translation among all the

fuzzy-matched TM entries using support vector machines (SVMs) trained on various linguistic

features extracted from TM data.

Other studies focus on an MT-system-agnostic approach, where fuzzy-matched TM en-

tries are identified and applied to sentences to be translated before they are sent to MT systems.

Espla-Gomis et al. (2011) and Ortega et al. (2014) investigate a method to patch sentences to be

translated with elements in fuzzy-matched TM entries to improve the output from a rule-based

MT system in a computer-aided translation (CAT) environment. He et al. (2010) discuss auto-

matic quality estimation of statistical MT otuputs, which determines whether the MT outputs

are suitable for post-editing based on an SVM approach with features similar to those described

in He et al. (2011).

In this study, we employ an MT-system-agnostic approach using XML frames. We apply

TM entries to input segments before submitting them to an MT system, marking the entries

that match quotes in the segments with XML frames to constrain the MT system to processes

only the text outside of the framed portions of the segments, similar to the approach of Koehn

and Senellart (2010a). Unlike the previous studies summarized above, however, which consider

cases where various elements of TM entries are used to repair parts of sentences to be translated

wherever they may be applied, we confine our focus solely to the application of TM entries to

quoted text, as we described in Section 2 above. This is because of the nature of scripture quotes,

where the approved translations must absolutely be used. In this sense, the limitation we impose

is essential in our production environment, where it must be highly likely that we impact the

quality of MT output in only a positive way. In the following sections, we describe our method

to prepare scripture TM data in the form of a quotation TM to be used in the patching process.
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4 Quotation TM Creation

As shown in the examples in Section 2, the quotes used in sentences are often small portions

of the original scripture verses, such as syntactic constituent phrases (e.g., NP and VP) and

dependent clauses. In such cases, we cannot apply the scripture translation units (TUs) in

the TM directly because most of them are aligned at the verse or sentence level. To properly

apply sub-sentential quotes to sentences to be translated, the TUs must be re-aligned at a much

finer level of granularity. Several previous studies used aligned phrases in the phrase tables

generated during the MT training process (e.g., Biçici and Dymetman 2008; Dandapat et al.

2012). However, these phrases are non-syntactic sequences of words and can be very noisy due

to errors made in the word alignment process.

To obtain more finely aligned and linguistically well-formed scripture quotes, we process

the original scripture TUs with a bilingual segment alignment algorithm proposed by Deng et al.

(2007). The reasons we chose this algorithm are:

1. The algorithm performs alignment processes using small syntactic entities generated by

segmentation based on non-terminal punctuation marks.

2. The algorithm considers non-monotonic alignment cases, which frequently occur in the

alignment process of linguistically divergent language pairs.

With this algorithm, we obtain scripture TUs aligned at a sub-sentential level. We create a

quotation TM with these scripture TUs and use that TM to process sentences in the subsequent

quote application process. In the following subsections, we describe the alignment algorithm in

detail.

4.1 Two-Step Segment Alignment
The traditional method for bilingual segment alignment is based on dynamic programming (DP)

with the assumption that the segments can be aligned monotonically (Gale and Church 1993;

Moore 2002, inter alia). This assumption is reasonably effective if one aligns sequences of full

sentences in a bitext, but it is not so applicable if the alignment process is at the sub-sentence

level, especially for language pairs with a significant linguistic distance from one another such

as English and Japanese. To overcome this issue, we use the two-step alignment approach

proposed by Deng et al. (2007), which aligns segments with DP and divisive clustering (DC)

algorithms in a sequential manner. With this approach, the sub-sentential segments are aligned

both monotonically and non-monotonically, and desirable quote TUs with finer granularity are

collected.

4.1.1 Monotonic DP Alignment
The segment alignment process using DP is typically based on probabilistic models that employ

features such as segment lengths and word alignment probabilities (Braune and Fraser, 2010;

Mújdricza-Maydt et al., 2013). Deng et al. (2007) use length and word alignment features based

on the Bayesian hierarchical model in Figure 1. In this figure s represents source-language (SL)

s n K a t

K

Figure 1: Graphical Model of DP Alignment (Deng et al., 2007)
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Figure 2: Examples of DP Alignment with Monotonic and Non-Monotonic Pairs

segments of a certain length, measured by the segment count; n represents the number of target-

language (TL) segments; K represents the number of aligned segment pairs; a represents the

sequence of K aligned segment pairs (i.e., “beads” in Brown et al. 1991); and t represents the

target segments, which can be split into K chunks to form aligned TUs with s. The problem

is to estimate K and a using the observed values s, n, and t. Based on this assumption, the

segment alignment model is formulated as follows:

P (t|s, n,K,a) =
K∏

k=1

P (tak
|sak

), (1)

where

P (tak
|sak

) =
P (u|v)
(v + 1)u

u∏

j=1

v∑

i=0

t(fj |ei). (2)

P (tak
|sak

) is an extension of the IBM1 model for an individually aligned TUs (See Brown

et al. 1993). P (u|v) in Equation 2 is the segment length model where u is the word count of SL

segments in the bead ak, v is the word count of the TL segments in ak, and t(fj |ei) is the word

alignment model where f and e indicate the SL and TL words in the bead, respectively. The

DP algorithm searches for the optimal values of K and a which determine the best aligned TU

sequence by maximizing P (t|S, n,K,a) in Equation 1. This algorithm works effectively if the

alignment process is monotonic, i.e., where there are no TL segments in a transposed order. Fig-

ure 2a shows a monotonic alignment example in DP. In this example, A, B, C, and D represent

SL segments, and A’, B’, C’, and D’ are the corresponding translations. C and D are combined

into one source segment, and A’ and B’ are combined into one target segment to artificially

create differences in these hypothetical segment sequences. The optimal aligned TUs are cor-

rectly discovered with the alignment model in Equation 1 by pursuing the best scores yielded

by the local model in Equation 2, as indicated by the arrows shown in Figure 2a. However, the

non-monotonic case depicted in Figure 2b is problematic because the segment order in the TL

is the complete opposite of that in the SL. In this case, the only valid alignment is A-B-C and

C’-B’-A’, which is the same as the entire original TU, unless the alignment algorithm allows for

deletions and insertions (i.e., 1-0 and 0-1 mappings) in the bead types. Such transposed cases

are highly likely to occur when the segments to be aligned are at the sub-sentence level. To

address such problematic cases, we use the DC alignment method. In the following section, we

describe this method in detail.

4.1.2 Divisive Clustering
The divisive clustering (DC) method described by Deng et al. (2007) is an effective approach

to overcome the non-monotonic alignment problem. Figure 3 shows how the alignment is
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Figure 3: Example of Divisive Clustering Alignment

accomplished with the example case depicted in Figure 2b. First, the algorithm divides SL

and TL segments, as shown by the green vertical lines in Figure 3a. Then it compares the

divided segments in both monotonic and non-monotonic orders as indicated by the blue and red

arrows in Figure 3a, and it records the respective alignment probabilities computed by the local

model in Equation 2 as the costs. Next, it moves the split point of the TL segments, as shown

in Figure 3b, and performs the same probability computation. The algorithm determines that

the non-monotonic case in Figure 3b is the best among all four cost values, and reorders the TL

segments so that A and A’ and BC and C’B’ are aligned, as shown in Figure 3c. Since A and A’

consist of single segments, no further alignment process is applied. For BC and C’B’, the same

alignment process is followed, and the non-monotonic alignment case in Figure 3c is chosen.

Since B-B’ and C-C’ consist of single segment pairs, the TL segments are simply reordered and

the entire alignment process is completed.

In the overall alignment process, we use both DP and DC methods in a sequential man-

ner, as described in Deng et al. (2007). We apply DP alignment to the original scripture TUs

segmented only by terminal punctuation marks and then apply DC alignment to each of the

resulting DP-aligned TUs, which are re-segmented by both terminal and non-terminal punctua-

tion marks. We use this two-step alignment process in order to first obtain “large” aligned TUs

with the DP alignment, and then process those TUs with the DC alignment to generate “small”

aligned TUs. This approach is based on the assumption that the use of terminal punctuation

marks between SL and TL is generally consistent; thus allowing the use of the time-efficient

DP algorithm. Also, the resulting DP-aligned TUs narrow down the search space explored by

the DC alignment, since the latter process is confined within each DP-aligned TU rather than

the much larger original TU.

4.1.3 Iterative Segment Alignment
In typical scenarios, alignment algorithms collect TUs with high alignment probabilities com-

puted by a simple model, such as a segment-length model, to obtain alignment features or train

a word alignment model. With the features or model, the algorithm re-aligns the original TUs

to identify aligned TUs with better accuracies as the final output (e.g., Moore 2002; Braune and

Fraser 2010). This approach is effective only if the aligned TUs with high alignment probabili-

ties are identified (i.e., precision-conscious alignment). However, this approach is not desirable

in our scenario because quotes in sentences to be translated cannot be matched if only aligned

TUs with high precision exist in the quotation TM. We need to collect aligned TUs with align-

ment scores that are as high as possible without sacrificing recall so that the quotation TMs can
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Figure 4: Iterative Segment Alignment Process

be used to match the largest number of potential quotes in the sentences.

To create a quotation TM, we use the alignment process illustrated in Figure 4, which be-

gins with the original verse or sentence aligned TUs and iteratively identifies high probability

sub-sentential TUs to be used in the creation of the quote TUs the TM will contain. First, the

DP+DC algorithm aligns original TUs with a pre-computed length model to create the first col-

lection of aligned sub-sentential TUs. This set of aligned TUs is then used for word alignment

training. After the training process, the DP+DC process re-aligns the original TUs using the

full model in Equation 2. If the alignment result is better than the previous alignment result, the

new set of aligned TUs is used to train a new word alignment model and conduct the DP+DC

alignment again. Once the alignment results converge and do not exhibit any improvement, the

original TUs are aligned with the final version of the word alignment model in the final align-

ment process. Before this process, we evaluate the aligned TUs using a length checker based

on the Poisson model used by Moore (2002) to avoid abnormal length discrepancies between

the SL and TL segments of the aligned TUs. In this final alignment process, we aggressively

re-align the TUs rejected by the length checker, segmenting them with all punctuation marks in

both DP and DC processes. If the newly aligned TUs are accepted by the length checker, then

we add them to the aligned TU set and export it as the output.

Figure 5 shows the increase in the aligned TU count for our English-Japanese (EN-JA)

scripture TM data, which results from the iterative alignment process. The first alignment pro-

cess using only the length model increases the aligned TU count slightly (44456 → 48899).

Then there is a very substantial increase in the next iteration, where both length and word align-

ment models are used in the alignment process. In the next iterations, the aligned TU counts end

up fluctuating somewhere between 117800 and 121550. We arbitrarily stopped the alignment

process at iteration 15, assuming that the convergence point has been reached at or before this

iteration. With the word alignment model created at this iteration, we aligned TUs using the

aforementioned final alignment method, and obtained 143100 aligned TUs as the final output.

4.2 Quote Generation
Once the aligned TUs are generated, they are used to create quote TUs to be applied to sentences

to be translated. To accomodate various types of quotes, we generate collections of segment n-
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Figure 5: Aligned TU Increase over Alignment Iterations with EN-JA Scripture Dataset

grams with the aligned TUs. Figure 6 shows a simple example. Based on the identified aligned

A B C

B’ A’ C’

Aligned TUs

Generate Quotes

A – A’ AB – B’A’

B – B’ BC – B’...C’

C – C’ ABC – B’A’C’

Generated Quote TUs

Figure 6: Example of Quote TU Generation using Aligned TUs

TUs, potential quote TUs are generated. In this case, six different quote TUs are generated

based on the possible combinations of SL segments in the aligned TUs. Because the order of

SL segments is different from that of the TL segments, appropriate treatments, such as swapping

(e.g., A’B’ → B’A’ for AB) and ellipsis (e.g., B’...C’ for BC) in Figure 6, need to be applied

to the corresponding TL segments when segment n-grams are formed based on the SL segment

order. To accomplish this, we keep track of the order of TL segments as they are aligned with

SL segments using a generic tree data structure (i.e., a parent node with an arbitrary number

of child nodes). The tree is then referred to in a depth-first order during the quote generation

process as multiple SL segments are used to form a quote. If swapping or ellipsis cases are

identified while traversing the tree, the corresponding treatments are applied. After quote TUs

are generated and TL ordering is modified as needed, the TUs are stored in a quotation TM and

applied to sentences to be translated as described in the following section.

5 Quote-Applied MT Inputs

Using the quotation TM, quote TUs are applied to sentences before they are machine-translated.

Figure 7 shows an example of the quote application process. Once a sentence with an embedded

quote is identified, the double- or single-quoted portion of the sentence is matched against the

contents of the quotation TM. In our experiment, we used 98% as the fuzzy match threshold to
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Jesus said, “Be ye therefore perfect.” Be ye therefore perfect, / Sed, pues, vosotros perfectos,

Apply Quote

Jesus said, “<trn translation="Be ye therefore perfect">Sed,

pues, vosotros perfectos</trn>.”

Jesus said, “<mstrans:dictionary translation="Be ye therefore

perfect">Sed, pues, vosotros perfectos</mstrans>.”

Translate

Jesús dijo: “Sed, pues, vosotros perfectos.”

Original Sentence Quote TU

Moses Format

MS Hub Format

Figure 7: Example of Applying a Quote TU to a Sentence to be Machine-Translated

accommodate potential minor diffences in punctuation. If a match is found, the identified quote

TU is applied to the sentence using a system-defined XML frame. Figure 7 shows example

XML-framed sentences for the Moses toolkit8(Koehn et al., 2007) and the Microsoft Translator

Hub.9 The modifed sentence is then sent to the MT system and translated.

6 Experiments

With the quote generation and application approach described above, we created scripture quo-

tation TMs in eight language pairs and applied the quotes to test sets selected for experimenta-

tion. In the following section, we describe the experimental configuration.

6.1 Experiment Configuration
For the experiments, we used our in-house TM data for eight language pairs (with English as

SL) to build trained MT systems and conduct the evaluation. The dataset sizes (based on the

number of English segments) are shown in Table 1. The MT engine used for the experiments

was the Microsoft Translator Hub.10 For system tuning, we provided separate tuning sets (2500

TUs) extracted from the same data source as the training sets. The test sets consisted of TUs

collected from the speeches given at the two most recent semi-annual general conferences of

the Church held in October 2015 and April 2016,11 which are not contained in the training

sets. We cleaned the training and test datasets with Okapi12 and segmented them using in-house

8Any arbitrary tag names other than “trn” can be used. See http://www.statmt.org/moses/?n=

Advanced.Hybrid for more detail.
9Usage is described at https://social.msdn.microsoft.com/Forums/en-US/de55e04f-

7bc8-4a03-8a6d-13d43b2f739b/wordaround-about-donottranslate-list?forum=

translatorhub
10https://hub.microsofttranslator.com
11The texts of these speeches are available in over 90 languages at https://www.lds.org/general-

conference/2015/10 and https://www.lds.org/general-conference/2016/04, respectively.
12http://okapiframework.org/
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Language
Training Set Size Test Set Size

#TUs #Tokens #Sentences #Tokens

Spanish (ES) 2,103,203 28,500,765 7,228 170,220

Portuguese (PT) 1,605,441 23,315,397 8,096 161,120

German (DE) 1,178,506 17,447,421 8,305 161,604

French (FR) 1,544,140 21,762,962 8,358 171,837

Italian (IT) 1,538,076 22,717,683 8,851 183,928

Russian (RU) 1,247,934 17,265,925 9,093 184,289

Japanese (JA) 1,026,201 15,801,673 6,385 150,647

Chinese (ZH) 1,233,531 18,809,448 6,208 136,248

Table 1: MT Training and Test Datasets

SRX13 rules. The data were also sentence-aligned with an aligner similar to that of Moore

(2002). Unaligned segments were excluded to reduce noise. The scripture quotation TMs for

the eight languages were prepared using the quote generation process described in Section 4.

They included all the quote TUs derived from verse-aligned TMs containing the four volumes

of scripture described in Section 2.

7 Results

We examined the effectiveness of the quote application method with an automatic evaluation us-

ing case-sensitive BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) and a human evaluation using Dynamic Quality

Framework14 (DQF, TAUS 2016). The details are described in the following sections.

7.1 Automatic Evaluation

Language #Sentences No Quotes Applied Quotes Applied Difference

ES 7,228 38.18 39.58 1.40

PT 8,096 40.15 41.63 1.48

DE 8,305 27.11 29.41 2.30

FR 8,358 39.82 41.02 1.20

IT 8,851 37.36 38.73 1.37

RU 9,093 28.15 29.59 1.44

JA 6,385 19.58 22.41 2.83

ZH 6,208 18.68 21.72 3.04

Table 2: Translation Quality Results (BLEU) of All Test Sentences

Table 2 shows the evaluation results for the test set of each language. The column “No Quotes

Applied” indicates the BLEU scores for the entire test sets without applying any quotes (i.e.,

regular MT output). The column “Quotes Applied” shows the scores for the test sets with

scripture quotes applied to the source sentences before being machine-translated. The column

“Difference” indicates the difference in BLEU score between No Quotes Applied and Quotes

Applied. As expected, applying quotes produces better results across all eight languages by

13http://www.ttt.org/oscarStandards/srx/
14http://dqf.taus.net
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roughly 1.2 to 3 BLEU points, since we are substituting accurate reference translations in por-

tions of the MT output. Of course, the improvement could also be offset somewhat by agreement

problems and other grammatical anomalies caused by inserting the quoted text. But this modest

improvement in BLEU score across the entire test set does not really reflect the true impact

of quote application, since it is also dependent on the number of sentences in the test sets that

actually contain quotes. To focus particularly on those test sentences containing quotes, we

computed their BLEU scores separately. These scores and their relative impact are shown in

Table 3. In this case, the score differences are much more significant, extending roughly from

Language #Sentences No Quotes Applied Quotes Applied Difference

ES 426 47.18 59.52 12.34

PT 408 50.55 61.70 11.15

DE 401 41.78 66.42 24.64

FR 415 52.80 64.47 11.67

IT 428 45.47 59.19 13.72

RU 280 41.93 61.31 19.38

JA 369 22.44 44.28 21.84

ZH 357 25.88 48.72 22.84

Table 3: Translation Quality Results (BLEU) of Quote-Applied Sentences

11 to 24 BLEU points, and convincingly demonstrating the positive effect of quote applica-

tion. In comparing the differences across the eight languages, we observe that quote application

has a somewhat lesser positive effect on those languages that are closer to English in grammar

and syntax (e.g., Spanish, Portuguese, French, and Italian, with differences between 11 and

13 BLEU points), and a greater positive effect on the languages that are more divergent from

English (e.g., German, Russian, Japanese, and Chinese, with differences between 19 and 24

BLEU points). This only makes sense, given that the BLEU scores of these latter systems are

generally lower than the former ones.

7.2 Human Evaluation
Table 4 shows the DQF MT system comparison results of three languages (Portuguese, German,

and Japanese). For this evaluation, we randomly chose 100 translations of the quote-applied

sentences and the corresponding regular MT translations. The evaluation of each language was

conducted by two bilingual raters: Rater 1 was a non-translator, and Rater 2 was a profes-

sional translator. In the evaluation process, the raters were asked to rank the translations of

each of the 100 English sentence (ties were allowed). The percentages in the third and fourth

columns of Table 4 are weighted rank scores reported by the DQF system, and the numbers

in the parentheses indicate the number of times that the raters chose the translations generated

by a particular method (Quotes Applied or No Quotes Applied) as being better than the other.

For these numbers, we excluded the ties. The fifth column shows the number of rankings in

agreement between the two raters.

Overall, the Quotes Applied translations were chosen by the raters more often than the

No Quotes Applied translations across all three languages. This correlates strongly with the

BLEU score results in Table 3. In particular, the Quotes Applied translations were most often

preferred by German raters. For the other two languages, although the professional transla-

tors were more conservative about choosing Quotes Applied translations than non-translators,

they still preferred Quote Applied translations significantly more often than No Quote Applied

ones. We speculate that accurate machine translations of the quoted text, together with poten-
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Language Rater
Weighted Ranking Score

#Agreement
No Quotes Applied Quotes Applied

PT
1 38.80% (6) 61.20% (77)

82
2 42.12% (20) 57.88% (69)

DE
1 36.93% (7) 63.07% (87)

96
2 37.54% (7) 62.46% (84)

JA
1 37.30% (5) 62.70% (84)

87
2 44.05% (12) 55.95% (52)

Table 4: Human Evaluation Results of Three Languages

tial agreement and other grammatical issues arising from the insertion of the quotes, may have

influenced some of the choices made by the raters. Nevertheless, the results of these three lan-

guage evaluations confirm the potential benefit of the quote application method in the machine

translation of documents containing frequent scripture quotes.

8 Conclusions

In this paper we discussed our approach to enhance MT output using quotation TMs. We

demonstrated the positive effect of the quote application process with real-world data for eight

major languages used in a production translation environment, as measured by both automatic

and human evaluations. A key factor in the success of creating and using a quotation TM, which

is also a unique contribution of this work, is the generation of quote TUs, which are linguisti-

cally well-formed sub-sentential quote segments, aligned with their corresponding translations

with a high degree of accuracy.

Although our focus was particularly on the translation of quotes in documents from the

religion domain, our approach may be utilized in other translation scenarios and domains as

well. For example, a document to be translated may contain quotes from canonical or standard

texts in a heterogeneous domain. The texts containing those quotes can be processed to cre-

ate a quotation TM, and quote TUs from this TM can be applied to sentences to be translated

if the quoted portions in the sentences are correctly identified. Such simple domain adapta-

tion approaches can be effective in translating mixed-domain documents more accurately in a

production environment.

For future work, we will investigate approaches to dynamically generate quote TUs based

on finding quotable text in a sentence without relying on segments generated by punctuation

marks. A challenge in this case will be to capture the corresponding translation for the quotable

text in order to create the sub-sentential quote TU. To address this problem, we will explore the

idea of forced alignment in speech recognition, or a similar concept, as a good starting point

(e.g., Alkhouli et al. 2016). If accurate forced alignment of words in each quote TU is possible,

and if it can be obtained automatically with existing or new techniques, then it will be possible

to extract the corresponding TL segment and form a quote TU dynamically.
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System repeats the 

same errors. 
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Adaptive MT for Post-Editing 

Seamless and real-time 
learning from post-edits. 

System learns to correct its 
errors 

Adaptation provides data 
privacy: what is learned 
from a user is available 

only to that user 
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Features of SDL Adaptive MT 

User controls 
creation of 
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Update Example 

An update of one of the statistical MT models, the 
translation model 

No further requirements are needed 

Aucune exigence supplémentaire n’est nécessaire 

Pas d'autres exigences sont requises MT 

PE

Source

Any     requirement        additional       is not     necessary 

No   other        requirements  are   needed 
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Update Example: Translation Model Adaptation 
No further requirements are needed 

Aucune exigence supplémentaire n’est nécessaire 
Any     requirement        additional       is not     necessary 

Pas d'autres exigences sont requises 
No   other        requirements  are   needed 

Original translations 
needed -> requises 
further -> autres 
no further -> pas d’autres 

requirements -> exigences 
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Update Example: Translation Model Adaptation 

Statistical features help choose good rules 

No further requirements are needed 

Aucune exigence supplémentaire n’est nécessaire 

Bad New Translations 
are -> n’est 
requirements -> exigence 
no -> aucune 

Any     requirement        additional       is not     necessary 

Pas d'autres exigences sont requises 
No   other        requirements  are   needed 

Good New Translations 
needed -> requises nécessaire
further -> autres supplémentaire
no further requirements are -> aucune 
exigence supplémentaire n’est 
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Test Data 

Two example projects, chosen to 
illustrate different AdaptiveMT impact 

Project A benefits little from AdaptiveMT 
while Project B benefits a lot 

Experimental Framework 
Translate with both regular and Adaptive 
engine; measure Translation Edits 
required to create the same Post-Edit 

Impact of Adaptive MT on Post-Edit productivity 

Project A Project B 

Content Domain Technical Industrial 

Total segments 2500 2500 

Average words/
segment

13 9 

Longest segment 
length (words) 

65 78 
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TE TE
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SDL Adaptive MT 
Learn seamlessly and in real time to adapt to the translation 
preferences of the users 
Reduce repetitive edits, allowing translation professionals to 
focus on high-value aspects of the translation process 
Significantly improve translation productivity and translation 
quality
Give an unprecedented level of control to users 

Available in SDL Trados Studio, via SDL Language Cloud 
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Abstract
In recent years, statistical machine translation (SMT) has been widely deployed in translators’

workflow with significant improvement of productivity. However, prior to invoking an SMT

system to translate an unknown text, an SMT engine needs to be built. As such, building speed

of the engine is essential for the translation workflow, i.e., the sooner an engine is built, the

sooner it will be exploited.

With the increase of the computational capabilities of recent technology the building time for

an SMT engine has decreased substantially. For example, cloud-based SMT providers, such as

KantanMT, can built high-quality, ready-to-use, custom SMT engines in less than a couple of

days. To speed-up furthermore this process we look into optimizing the word alignment process

that takes place during building the SMT engine. Namely, we substitute the word alignment

tool used by KantanMT pipeline – Giza++ – with a more efficient one, i.e., fast_align.

In this work we present the design and the implementation of the KantanMT pipeline that uses

fast_align in place of Giza++. We also conduct a comparison between the two word

alignment tools with industry data and report on our findings. Up to our knowledge, such

extensive empirical evaluation of the two tools has not been done before.

1 Introduction

In recent years, statistical machine translation (SMT) systems have been widely deployed in

translators’ workflows with significant improvements in productivity. KantanMT is a cloud-

based SMT platform that allows its clients to train SMT engines that are customized for their

specific translation tasks by using their own data. Many factors contribute to the quality of

service provided by KantanMT, e.g. the speed for training an SMT engine with KantanMT is

an essential factor as it determines how fast clients can commence translating.1

1To date, SMT engines built using 250 million words of training data can be built with KantanMT in about 3 days.
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The KantanMT platform employs a cloud-based architecture that has two main compo-

nents: (i) an interface component to process, coordinate and distribute job requests and (ii) a

collection of processing steps to execute build, translation or analysis jobs. The architecture of

KantanMT is based on the Amazon Web Services (AWS)2. For any job request the interface

allocates a machine from the cloud. The machine is set-up to comply with KantanMT require-

ments and used afterwards to execute the specific job. For a build job, the KantanMT training

pipeline is composed of 14 steps.

Crucial for the efficiency of the KantanMT training pipeline is word alignment. Word

alignment is the task of identifying word-level translation relations between a source text and

its translation. Naturally, to date the KantanMT pipeline has been using Giza++ (Och and

Ney (2003)) – the most common word-alignment tool used by the SMT community – for word

alignment. An alternative to Giza++ is fast_align (Dyer et al. (2013)), a simple, fast,

yet effective tool to perform word alignment. Dyer et al. (2013) show that fast_align is

about 10 times faster than IBM Model 4 (Brown et al. (1993)). Moreover, fast_align
leads to translation performance comparable to MT engines trained using Giza++ (Dyer et al.

(2013)). Accordingly, with the aim of reducing the training time of KantanMT engines, we

introduced fast_align into the KantanMT pipeline in place of Giza++. Improved training

times would lead to better quality of service as well as reduced resource allocation, an important

issue for any cloud-based system.

In this work we present the integration of fast_align into the KantanMT training

pipeline. We focus on (i) our collaborative approach to integrating the fast_align tool

into a live production system; (ii) the improvements in training time; and (iii) a comparison of

the translation quality between MT engines built with Giza++ and with fast_align.3

2 Training KantanMT engines with Giza++

2.1 KantanMT training pipeline
Once a building request has been received and a dedicated machine has been allocated, there

are 14 processing steps that take place in order to train a KantanMT engine. Each processing

step applies on the output from the preceding step and provides input for the next4. These steps

can be divided into 5 major stages:

1. Instance setup. Required software is downloaded and installed; bilingual and monolin-

gual data is retrieved and verified.

2. Data preprocessing. Once the data is downloaded and verified it is subjected to prepro-

cessing, cleansing and partitioning. The bilingual data is divided into three sets – a training,

a tuning and a test set – that are used for training and optimizing the engine.

3. Building. Three models are built during this stage: (i) a language model that captures the

linguistic aspects of the target language and aims at improving MT output; (ii) a recaser

model to set the correct letter casing in the MT output and (iii) a translation model used for

decoding unseen text. Monolingual data (in the target language) is often used to improve

the quality of the language model. The KantanMT platform employs the open-source

toolkit Moses (Koehn et al. (2007)) to train the language, the translation and the recaser

models.

2https://aws.amazon.com/
3To the best of our knowledge, such an extensive empirical evaluation of these two word-alignment approaches with

industry data has not been performed to date.
4That is why we refer to the KantanMT architecture as a pipeline architecture.

2
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Figure 1: KantanMT training pipeline.

4. Engine postprocessing. After the engine is built it is scored by calculating three evaluation

metrics: (i) BLEU score (Papineni et al. (2002)); (ii) F-Measure (van Rijsbergen (1979);

Melamed (1995)) and (iii) Translation Error Rate (TER) (Snover et al. (2006)). If required,

the engine is also optimized by using the tuning subset from the training data.

5. Storing. The models, configuration files and scores are packed and stored for future use.

Word alignment is invoked during building the translation model. To compute the word

alignment is one of the computationally most expensive tasks in the building step. Up to date,

KantanMT was using Giza++ to perform word alignment during this step.

Figure 1 shows the original (i.e., using the Giza++ word-alignment tool) KantanMT

pipeline for training an engine.

2.2 Faster word-alignment for faster end-user delivery
Giza++ implements IBM models 1 to 5 (Brown et al. (1993)) as well as an HMM word align-

ment model (Och and Ney (2003)). IBM models 1 and 2 are computationally inexpensive,

however, higher IBM models increase the complexity of training the models by adding addi-

tional components. For example, IBM Model 3 introduces a fertility model which can address

the issue of an input word producing multiple target words or zero words5.

A software platform oriented to provide MT services to industry, such as KantanMT, needs

to meet its clients requirements for quick service delivery. Moreover, there is a twofold gain

in improving engine build time: (i) faster delivery to the end-user – the faster MT engines are

trained, the sooner the client may start exploiting them; and (ii) optimized resource allocation –

allocated hardware is released sooner and can be ready to use for new tasks faster.

A recent project, conducted by the ADAPT centre6 (Du et al. (2015)), implements an SMT

pipeline where Giza++ is substituted by fast align (Dyer et al. (2013)). Motivated by the

results from their experiments and aiming to achieve faster delivery to the end-user as well as

improved resource allocation, we integrate the fast align word alignment tool in the KantanMT

platform.

3 KantanMT pipeline with fast align

In order to integrate fast align into the KantanMT training pipeline, an absolute prerequisite is

that it needs to be 100% compatible with the already used MT pipeline. This has two require-

5For more information about the IBM models and their complexity as well as about HMM models we refer the

interested reador to (Koehn (2010)).
6http://adaptcentre.ie
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ments: (i) no task that KantanMT performs should see any degradation in performance; and (ii)

the user experience should not be negatively impacted.

3.1 A collaborative approach for industry-standard software development
In order to ensure the aforementioned requirements, we devised a systematic development ap-

proach that teamed state-of-the-art academic knowledge and experience with industry-leading

software development and quality assessment (QA). We developed our solution following an

AGILE-based methodology7 that involved three main stages:

1. Design. During the design stage we first analysed the current KantanMT pipeline and

identified the software requirements towards the pipeline for integrating a new word align-

ment tool. We then identified the software requirements of fast align. Joining the industry

experience and the academic know-how we formulated the system design, i.e., the func-

tional and technical specifications of the modified KantanMT pipeline8. Furthermore, we

reviewed and accepted any licences of additionally required software.

2. Implementation. Upon approval of the system design we implemented the new pipeline

according to the steps defined in the technical specification document. As a first part of

the quality assessment (QA) strategy we performed a series of tests to verify that each

component of the pipeline, including the newly introduced ones, works as designed (i.e.,

alpha testing).

3. Quality Assessment. Our QA strategy involved alpha testing performed in parallel with

the initial implementation; beta testing and life testing. While the alpha testing aimed to

verify the coherence of the modified pipeline, the latter two parts aimed to ensure that the

integrity of the whole system is intact. In addition, during the life testing we focused on

the efficiency and user experience of the platform, i.e., empirical evaluation.

The duration of the project for integrating fast_align into the KantanMT training

pipeline is 4 weeks plus 2 additional weeks for empirical evaluation.

3.2 System requirements
In order to incorporate fast_align into the KantanMT pipeline we first ensure that all soft-

ware requirements of fast_align are met (see http://www.cdec-decoder.org/
guide/ for details). Next we need to ensure that the input data requirements are met as well.

In the original KantanMT pipeline (i.e., using Giza++) we use two files that represent the par-

allel corpus: one for the source part of the corpus and another for the target part9. The fast align
tool uses a different input format. It requires a single file in which each line contains both the

source and target parts for one sentence, separated by a triple pipe (|||)10. Example 3.1 shows

such formatting for German source sentences and its English translation11.

Example 3.1 doch jetzt ist der Held gefallen . ||| but now the hero has fallen .

We use the paste_files.pl script from the cdec12 tool collection to join the

two files in one and therefore ensure the correct formatting for fast_align. We invoke

paste_files.pl right after the data cleansing (see Figure 1).

7http://agilemethodology.org/
8The functional specifications of the pipeline were outlined in a functional specification document; the technical

specifications – in a technical specification document.
9During the data preparation step (see Figure 1) the corpus is encoded in UTF-8.

10http://www.cdec-decoder.org/guide/fast_align.html
11http://www.cdec-decoder.org/guide/fast_align.html
12http://www.cdec-decoder.org/
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Figure 2: KantanMT training pipeline modified to invoke fast align.

We run the fast_align tool in forward (source–target) and reversed (target–source)

directions. Each direction generates asymmetric alignments, i.e., by treating either the source or

target language in the parallel corpus as primary language being modeled. These two directional

fast_align will generate slightly different alignments and need to be then symmetrized.We

use the atools script from the cdec collection. The output from atools produces a word

alignment in the widely-used i− j Pharaoh format (Koehn (2003)). In this format, the pair i− j
indicates that the ith word (zero-indexed) of the source language is aligned to the jth word of

the target language. Example 3.2 shows the word alignment in Pharaoh format for the sentences

in Example 3.1.

Example 3.2 0-0 1-1 2-4 3-2 4-3 5-5 6-6

The word alignment in the Pharaoh format is compatible with the steps in the building

process that follow the word alignment step.

3.3 System architecture
In order to integrate fast_align we modify the original KantanMT pipeline as follows:

1. Incorporate additional data processing step where we invoke paste_file.pl to join

the two files of the parallel corpus in one according to the requirements of fast_align
(see Section 3.2).

2. During the build of the translation model we skip Giza++ and invoke fast_align.

3. Invoke atools to symmetrise the output of fast_align.

The rest of the pipeline remains the same. Our modifications are outlined in Figure 2.

The modularity of our pipelines – the original KantanMT training pipeline and the mod-

ified one – allow an easy switching between the two, i.e., between training an engine with

fast_align and with Giza++. To do so we use a global variable that acts as a switch be-

tween fast_align and Giza++. This ensures (i) higher control on the pipeline; (ii) quick

and easy rollback in case of unforeseen system issues.

4 Empirical evaluation

In order to determine the effectiveness of the fast_align word alignment tool, a series of

experiments were conducted in a closed, controlled system separate from the normal work-

flow of KantanMT. The goal of running these experiments was to quantify the performance

of the KantanMT training pipeline as well as the translation quality of engines trained using

fast_align as compared to the original pipeline that uses Giza++.
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Language pair Relative size Word count Unique word count Engine reference
English-French Small 781 075 42 563 EN-FR-small

English-French Large 109 379 800 1 008 696 EN-FR-large

English-German Small 786 981 42 648 EN-DE-small

English-German Large 138 119 563 1 084 485 EN-DE-large

English-Spanish Small 861 557 44 375 EN-ES-small

English-Spanish Large 154 169 102 1 119 475 EN-ES-large

English-Italian Small 924 331 38 506 EN-IT-small

English-Italian Large 104 196 079 914 889 EN-IT-large

English-Chinese Small 810 134 33 281 EN-ZH-small

English-Chinese Large 58 274 131 550 862 EN-ZH-large

Table 1: Data sets used in our comparison experiments.

4.1 Set-up
Our tests involved building 10 engines from 10 different data sets with both Giza++ and

fast_align. These data sets are of varying sizes and language pairs. The data is from legal

and financial domain; it is part of the KantanLibraryTM 13. At the end of the experiments, speed,

performance, accuracy, and stability of each engine were compared to their counterpart for a

direct Giza++-to-fast_align assessment. Details about the used data sets are presented in

Table 1.

We decided to use small data sets in order to test whether the alignment tool would perform

better when given a small data set as compared to larger data sets. The engines built with the

larger data sets were used to derive close to realistic estimates on the overall engine performance

– i.e., automatic evaluation metrics and building time – when comparing the two alignment

tools. Typically, a specialised engine is built on around 10 million words. The language pairs

were selected based on the availability of professional linguists, translators or native speakers

who can evaluate the quality of translated files.

4.2 Experiments
4.2.1 Experiment 1 – Time consumption
The objective of Experiment 1 is to judge the speed of the KantanMT training pipeline. First

we broke down the steps to building an engine from the moment the training data is prepared

to when the final package is completed (see Figure 1 and Figure 2). Each step was launched

manually, monitored, and timed for all 10 engines for both pipelines – with Giza++ and with

fast_align. We then sum the time of each individual step in order to compute the total

training time. Table 2 summarises our results from timing each individual step. It shows the

time gain (T+) for building an engine with fast_align (Tfa) as compared to an engine built

using Giza++ (Tga): T+ =
Tga−Tfa

Tga
.

Table 2 reveals that each engine experienced a decrease in building time when using

fast_align, with the time gain being between 48% and 73%. We ought to noted that these

times do not account for the initial training data upload time, the instance setup, the data prepa-

ration, or the job clean-up which, when dealing with large engines, can add a significant amount

of time to a build, i.e., can take around 40− 60% of the total job time. In order to estimate the

impact of the new word alignment tool under life conditions we also measured the time for

training an engine launched from the online interface of the platform. Table 2 summerizes our

results from timing the engine build including the data upload time, instance setup, etc.

13KantanLibraryTM is the collection of industry-standard data that KantanMT provides to their clients.
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EN-FR-small 00 : 09 : 23 00 : 03 : 49 59.00% 00 : 25 : 00 00 : 18 : 00 28.00%

EN-FR-large 10 : 35 : 11 04 : 02 : 14 62.00% 24 : 49 : 00 09 : 04 : 00 63.00%

EN-DE-small 00 : 10 : 06 00 : 03 : 57 61.00% 00 : 28 : 00 00 : 17 : 00 39.00%

EN-DE-large 15 : 33 : 43 04 : 13 : 57 73.00% 26 : 44 : 00 10 : 28 : 00 61.00%

EN-ES-small 00 : 10 : 21 00 : 04 : 20 58.00% 00 : 27 : 00 00 : 20 : 00 26.00%

EN-ES-large 14 : 07 : 21 04 : 54 : 12 65.00% 26 : 04 : 00 07 : 58 : 00 69.00%

EN-IT-small 00 : 11 : 03 00 : 04 : 32 59.00% 00 : 29 : 00 00 : 22 : 00 24.00%

EN-IT-large 11 : 09 : 32 05 : 46 : 41 48.00% 19 : 27 : 00 06 : 47 : 00 65.00%

EN-ZH-small 00 : 10 : 07 00 : 04 : 35 55.00% 00 : 20 : 00 00 : 16 : 00 20.00%

EN-ZH-large 10 : 08 : 16 03 : 34 : 13 65.00% 13 : 18 : 00 06 : 55 : 00 48.00%

Average: 60.50% Average: 44.30%

Table 2: Summary of the results from Experiment 1: time comparison.

Figure 3: Percentage time taken to complete each building phase.

These results show a more accurate interpretation as to how long a build job would take for

a user. For the smaller engines, the time gain from using fast_align has a smaller impact

due to the fact that the setup and shutdown times do not change, taking a larger proportion of

the total job time. In Figure 3 we show an time for initialization, training and cleanup for a

random small and a large engines.

Table 2 and Figure 3 indicate that the higher the word count of the training data the more

influenced the training is by the specific training steps of the pipeline, and in particular by the

word alignment. That is why, for larger engines fast_align typically leads to higher time

gain.

4.2.2 Experiment 2 – Automatic quality estimation
One of the final step in KantanMT training pipeline is to score the engines (see Figure 1). We

compare the F-Measure, BLEU and TER scores computed at that step for each engine in order

to determine the relative quality between engines built with Giza++ and engines built with

fast_aling. We summarize our results in Table 3.

For engines that were built with fast_align we notice maximum score decrease of 4.5
points (in the EN-DE-large engine) and maximum score increase of 2.2 points (in the EN-ES-

large engine). The average difference is 1 point in favour of engines built with Giza++.

Regarding, BLEU score, we notice a maximum decrease of 2.8 points (in the EN-DE-

small engine) and a maximum increase of 3.6 points (in the EN-DE-large engine). The average
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EN-FR-small 63.0 61.8 −1.2 1.90% 62.7 60 −2.7 4.31% 51.9 53.5 1.6 −3.08%

EN-FR-large 70.4 69.5 −0.9 1.28% 61.8 62.2 0.4 −0.65% 42.7 43.5 0.8 −1.87%

EN-DE-small 57.3 58.6 1.3 −2.27% 55.6 59.2 3.6 −6.47% 58.9 55.1 −3.8 6.45%

EN-DE-large 70.8 66.3 −4.5 6.36% 66.2 63.4 −2.8 4.23% 43.7 49.6 5.9 −13.50%

EN-ES-small 69.5 67.1 −2.4 3.45% 59.2 56.9 −2.3 3.89% 44.9 48.6 3.7 −8.24%

EN-ES-large 73.7 75.9 2.2 −2.99% 60.5 63.5 3.0 −4.96% 40.2 37.2 −3 7.46%

EN-IT-small 61.9 61.0 −0.9 1.45% 54.2 53 −1.2 2.21% 52.6 54.4 1.8 −3.42%

EN-IT-large 71.0 66.6 −4.4 6.20% 60.5 61.3 0.8 −1.32% 41 44.6 3.6 −8.78%

EN-ZH-small 75.4 76.5 1.1 −1.46% 44.2 45.3 1.1 −2.49% 43.9 41.5 −2.4 5.47%

EN-ZH-large 74.7 74.4 −0.3 0.40% 53.7 52.2 −1.5 2.79% 48.7 48.8 0.1 −0.21%

Table 3: Summary of the results from Experiment 2: F-Measure, BLUE and TER scores.

difference is 0.16 points in favour of engines built with Giza++.

The last three columns in Table 3 refer to the TER score. It shows a maximum increase

of 5.9 points (in the EN-DE-large engine) and maximum decrease of 3.8 points (in the EN-

DE-small engine). On average there is an increased by 0.83 points for engines built with

fast_align
Although we notice a general tendency of automatic quality measurements to decrease for

engines built with fast_align (when compared to Giza++) we outh to point: (i) the fluctu-

ation we observe in Table 3 indicates that there is no sensible change in quality and (ii) the fact

that for different language pairs and data set sizes the scores alternate between fast_align
and Giza++ indicates that under specific conditions fast_align is better and under other

conditions Giza++ is better (the specifics of these conditions are out of the scope of this project

and remain a topic for future research).

Experiment 3 In order to be get a more specific estimate of the quality of engines built with

fast_align as compared to ones built with Giza++ we involved professional translators

and native speakers (members of the KantanMT Professional Services department as well as

the ADAPT centre at DCU) for human evaluation. We performed a blind comparison of 4

documents translated by engines built with fast_align and with Giza++ for each of the

language pairs and data set sizes. The human evaluators would indicate which of the documents

they considered to be better in terms of accuracy, fluency, and overall quality. The objective

was to determine which engines translation would read easier when assessed by a person who

is fluent in the target language.

For the small engines, all of translators independently said that the translation quality from

engines built with fast_align is the same as from engines built with Giza++. In practice,

due to the quantity of training data used by the smaller engines (being too small to translate to a

high standard) the overall quality for all pairs was rather low. Therefore, we consider the results

from the larger engines of practical value and focus on their analysis.

The translators had to answer two questions:

1. Which document has higher language quality?

2. Does the quality respond to their requirements as translators/native speakers?

All translators stated that both sets of documents were of a very high quality and that

they cannot make a distinctive decision. With one exception: for the EN-FR-large engine, had

translators disagreed as to which set of documents were better.
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All translators consider both groups of translation documents to match their expectations.

They also claimed that there was very little difference between documents, with mainly minor

grammatical errors, e.g., two words in a long segment being in the wrong order. The results of

the blind test were satisfactory to our requirements for the project.

5 Conclusions

In this work we substituted the word alignment tool used in the KantanMT pipeline – Giza++ –

with the more efficient and yet effective fast_align. The latter has already been successfully

incorporated in other industrial products and has shown promising results. In our design and

implementation strategy we combined industry established software development practices with

academic know-how to effectively modify a large-scale online platform such as KantanMT with

no downtime or decay in KantanMT services.

To assess the impact of the new word alignment method into the efficiency of the Kan-

tanMT pipeline as well as the quality of the built engines we performed a series of tests with

industry based data. Our results show an average speed-up of 60% and comparable quality to

engines built with Giza++.

Our experiments also show that for languages that differ substantially in the word order

(such as English and German) fast_alignmay lead to a slight decrease in quality (according

to automatic measures). In the future, we aim to carry out more investigation on word alignment

results from fast_align and examine possible solutions of improving SMT performance.
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Yeah. I guess it was worth it. 

Yeah, but um, but it was you know, it was, I guess, it was worth it. 
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Figure 1. At the European Parliament, the interpreters are mostly invisible 
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Figure 2. Chinese President Xi Jinping visits Microsoft, with Microsoft CEO Satya Nadella and inter-
preter
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Figure 3 Ducking: Varying the volume of the original audio 
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Booking.com story.

The world’s #1 website for booking hotels and other accommodations.

Founded in 1996 in Amsterdam
Part of the Priceline Group (NASDAQ: PCLN) since 2005
1,000,000+ properties in more than 200 countries including 490,000+ vacation 
rental properties 
Over 1,100,000 room nights every 24 hours
Accommodation available in: 220+ countries and territories 
Number of unique destinations worldwide: 94,000+
42 languages
184 offices worldwide in 50+ countries
More than 13,000 employees
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Outline.

Why? MT for e-commerce.

MT at Booking.com: timeline and approach

Why MT can be dangerous and how can we deal with it?

Evaluation of MT quality: methods

Quality assurance system

Benefits

Q&A
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Significant impact on 
the e-commerce 
business in general by 
enabling global 
customers reach the 
product description 
content across 
language borders

Technology

Travel industry was one
of the first to come to 
the Web

Industry

Growth is driven by the 
localization of global 
market strategies

Market strategy

Languages

Demand-driven 
language selection 
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Why Machine 
Translation?
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When budgets are carefully controlled and speed 
to market becomes more and more important for 
global online players, MT is a tempting 
technology that pushes the envelope of 
translation scalability
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Four business cases.
(for Booking.com)

1. Property descriptions
MT helps to scale property (hotels, apartments, hostels, etc.) 

descriptions into 42 languages.

2. Translation support
In-house MT supports translation department of the company 
to increase the productivity of translation process.

3. Customer experience applications
Our guests and partners consumer and produce content in 
different languages in various forms from USGs to CS tickets.

4. Other cases
Various other MT use cases, including Big Data applications 

and user feedback processing.

Property 
descriptions.

Translation 
support.

Other cases.Customer 
experience 

applications.
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MT timeline.

2/15
MT project 

starts.

6/15
Experiments

with NL.

1/16
Expand MT to 

other 
languages.

4/16
Expand MT to other 

types of content.

Now
Roll out the QA 

system for ZH and 
DA. Extensive 

validation.
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Why MT can be 
dangerous?

The imperfection of MT might mislead 
users, have legal consequences for the 
company or damage brand's reputation 
and customer’s confidence of translated 
content.
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Challenges

A lack of objective and comprehensive 
methodology of MT quality evaluation that 
would be flexible enough to give reliable 
results for different types of content. 

An absence of the clear link between a 
fully automatic metric or a set of metrics 
with business impact of translation quality.
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How can we control MT 
quality in e-commerce 
environment?
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Human evaluation.

Error analysis Usability assessment
Adequacy/Fluency scoring

User feedback
User behavior analysis

Productivity 
measurement

Useful for regular checks 
of translation quality from 
the linguistic perspective Rough assessment of the 

MT-ed content in terms of 
its publishability

Both methods are mostly 
used in the customer-

facing scenarios

Post-editing MT scenario
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Automatic methods.

Conventional 
automatic metrics

Number of business-sensitive 
errors

Applicable to make sure 
there are no new bugs 
introduced as the result 

of the MT engine 
retraining.

Methods that  link MT 
quality with potential 

threats for the business
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Automatic metrics for MT quality 
evaluation, such as BLEU, METEOR and 
GTM are not capable of reflecting the 
usability of MT-ed content

They also can not distinguishing harmful 
errors from those that do not have critical 
impact on the overall translation 
understandability and adequacy. 

Human quality assurance is time 
consuming and non-cost effective. 

Human evaluation is subjective.

Problem.
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Quality assurance 
system
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How?
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Solution.

Quality heuristics: enhance the quality evaluation 

model to ensure the MT system is not making 

sensitive errors like offering free facilities that 

aren’t actually free, or mistranslating distances.
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Implementation.

Sensitive 
words.

Matching 
module.

Reaction. Feedback 
loop.

Manually created 
multilingual list of 
sensitive words, 

expressions and values 
that can prejudice the 
accuracy of translation

Compares factual and 
numerical discrepancies 
between source copy and 

MT output

Actions in return to a 
“defective” translation

Process of multilingual 
list correction and 

modification
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Several categories:

Free/non-free
Available/unavailable
Payment and price
Location and distance
Time
Units of measure
Other

Statistical testing:

False positives and false negatives

List of sensitive 
words and 

expressions.
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Quality assurance system

List of sensitive 
words

Matching 
module Publishing

MT-ed text

Reaction

Correction 
module
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Advantages?
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11. Measure the quality of MT for web 
publishingin a meaningful way

2. Minimize subjectivity of MT quality 
evaluation

3. Ensure the accuracy of MT-ed
content (with a certain level of 
confidence)

4. Gives a quantifiable measure of 
business impact caused by some of 
MT failures

5. Increases translators engagement

Benefits.
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Thank you!

All references to “Booking.com", including any mention of “us”, “we” and “our” refer to Booking.com BV, the company behind Booking.com™
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Style Can be Formally Defined in a Style Guide That Authors & 
Translators are Requested to Adhere to (But it Doesn’t Have to Be)

Style is a Consistency of Voice Across Multiple Documents

Style Tells us Something About the Target Audience

Style Tends to Reflect Patterns of Conscious Grammatical Decisions

For the Purposes of Style Scorer, the Documents Define the Style, Rather 
than the Style Defining the Documents
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Difficult constructions (e.g. noun phrases)
Very short or very long sentences
Passive constructions
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Goal is to find correlation between source, LQA effort required for target 
and productivity metrics and use data to evangelize changes at the 
beginning of the content creation cycle.  
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What? Why? How? 
Factors that impact the success of 

 commercial MT projects  
John Tinsley

Iconic Translation Machines

AMTA – Austin, Texas – October 2016
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Why MT?

• Speed
• Cost savings
• Time to market
• Your competitors are 

doing it!

“Why would I need MT?”

Why Now?

• volume of content is 
growing

• demand, more words less 
time

• growth facilitator
• #FOMO – you’re missing 

out on business 

What’s the MT value proposition?
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“What type of MT is it?”

statistical

rule based
hybrid

syntactic
custom

hierarchical

composite
cloud

DIY

l

intelligent
enterprise
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• The goal of the MT here is to be good enough so that - on 
the whole – with TMs, translators are faster post-editing some 
segments

• Challenges
– development has to focus on reducing needs for edits, not 

necessarily anything else
– translator acceptance always a big barrier
– evaluation can take time and has many factors
– pricing models

How are companies using MT?

- 

om T?es

What are the use cases for MT?

Translator productivity through post-editing
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• The goal is to produce MT that’s fit for a particular purpose as is

• Arguably easier from an MT development perspective

• Often high-volumes = more achievable  

p asa

How are companies using MT?

What are the use cases for MT?

MT for information
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Butterfly Effect
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Quality 
Required

Integration 
Needs

TM 
Leverage

Buyer 
Maturity

Training 
Data

Language

Volume

Content

The 8 Factors influencing MT suitability

High TM
Leverage

Low MT
Effectiveness
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Language

Not all languages are created equal

French German Turkish Finnish

Spanish Chinese Korean Hungarian

Portuguese Japanese Thai Basque
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Volume

Not all languages are created equal

The more words…the better…the worse?
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Content Type

The bed was two twin beds put together and 
me and my girlfriend kept fallin in the middle 
(since we like to cuddle) and that was iritating 

Late nite room service was awesome 

Social Media

User Generated Content

Highly Technical

Marketing, Nuanced

ThThee bebeddd wawawasss twtwtwoo twtwinin bbedededsss pupuputtt totogegeg ththererer aaandndnd
meme aandnd mmyy gigirlrlfrfrieiendnd kkepeptt fafallllinin iinn ththee mimiddddlele
(since we like to cuddle) and that was iritating
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Training Data

Corpora. Dictionaries. Terminology.
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MT experience

Little experience A lot of experience

Hard

“Easy”

LSP/vendor 
experience with MT

Ease of 
adoption

The more experience the LSP has 
with onboarding/training vendors, 
and the more experience the vendor 
has with MT, the more feasible the 
adoption of MT will be
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Integration requirements

Standard vs Custom Integration


“instant” solut ion costs r i se 
proportionality with the number of 
languages and the throughput 
needs
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TM Leverage

High TM
Leverage

Low MT
Effectiveness

Matches # words
Context 403,803

100% 585,459

95-99% 50,366

85-94% 41,604

75-84% 32,319

50-74% 18,972

No Match 81,119

Total 1,213,643

5500-7744%% 1188,997722

NNNo MMMattchhh 888111,111111999

Only 8% of 
all words go 

to MT
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Quality requirements

• Fully automatic human quality

• 300% post-editing productivity

• French to Spanish == English to Korean

• Best performance out of the box
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Quality 
Required

Integration 
Needs

TM 
Leverage

Buyer 
Maturity

Training 
Data

Language

Volume

Content

The 8 Factors influencing MT suitability

High TM
Leverage

Low MT
Effectiveness
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• “What volume of words do you estimate for the project?”
• “Do we have translation memories, glossaries that are 

relevant? Can we create them?”
• “If so, what leverage are we getting?”
• “To we have post-editors? Access to a supply chain?”

– “what experience do they have?”

• “Where will MT fit in the workflow (depending on the use 
case)?”

• “What variety is there in the content that the MT will be 
processing?”

• “Why aren’t you using Google Translate?”
• “Is there sufficient budget for this project?”

What questions should YOU be asking?
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“How much 
training data do I 

need?”

“How frequently 
can I retrain the 

engine?”

“What 
happens to my 

data?”“Do you do 
language X?”

“How good is 
the quality?”

“How do you 
measure 

performance 
over time?”

john@iconictranslation.com
www.iconictranslation.com
twitter.com/iconictrans
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Proceedings of the Language Resources Evaluation Conference
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Russian defense industry 
uranium 6 minesweeper 
robot
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a priori
a priori
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Crowd Summary Judgments

Y N

CLIR/
Key

Y/Y   (= )

Y/N   (= )

CLIR Contingency Matrix

Y N

Key
Y

N
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End to End Contingency Matrix

Y N

Key
Y

N

Crowd Summary Judgments

Y N

CLIR/
Key

Y/Y   (= )

Y/N   (= )

CLIR Contingency Matrix

Y N

Key
Y

N
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†
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3
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Toward Temporally-aware MT: Can Information
Extraction Help Preserve Temporal Interpretation?

Taylor Cassidy taylor.cassidy.civ@mail.mil

Army Research Laboratory, Adelphi, MD 20783, USA

Jamal Laoudi jamal.laoudi.ctr@mail.mil

ARTI, Fairfax, VA 22030

Clare Voss clare.r.voss.civ@mail.mil

Army Research Laboratory, Adelphi, MD 20783, USA

Abstract
Users of MT systems often need to glean information about the world from foreign language

texts for specific tasks, such as documenting how events, as mentioned in those texts, fit on a

time line. Current systems have not been systematically evaluated for their adequacy in pre-

serving temporal interpretation, i.e., the set of temporal relations that a reader naturally takes

to hold among the states, events, and time expressions mentioned in the text, as well as the

intrinsic temporal properties of each, although some MT research has focused on exploiting

linguistic mechanisms, such as verbal tense or aspectual markers to convey temporal informa-

tion. We describe ongoing work to develop a method for (i) building parallel TimeBanks with

annotated temporal interpretation on parallel texts, (ii) leveraging these resources to train and

evaluate the emerging class of temporal interpretation extraction systems on new languages,

and (iii) developing time-aware MT systems that aim to preserve the temporal interpretation

of source language text in their target language outputs. We present our approach and results

from our exploratory analyses into the preservation of temporal interpretation in Arabic-English

MT, and propose shared tasks to bring together research in information extraction and machine

translation, geared toward building time-aware MT..

Users of MT systems often need to be able to glean information about the world from for-

eign language texts for specific tasks, such as documenting their understanding of how events,

as mentioned in those texts, fit on a time line. While task-based metrics have evaluated the

extent to which MT preserved who, when, and where information (Voss and Tate, 2006) or

information required to pass language proficiency tests (Jones et al., 2005; Matsuzaki et al.,

2015), current systems have not been systematically evaluated for their adequacy in preserving

temporal interpretation, i.e., the set of temporal relations that a reader naturally takes to hold

among the states, events, and time expressions mentioned in the text, as well as the intrinsic

temporal properties of each.

Some MT research has focused on exploiting linguistic mechanisms, such as verbal tense

or aspectual markers, when available in text to convey specific forms of temporal information.

MT systems incorporating this research address the challenge of preserving temporal content

narrowly, e.g., selecting the correct target language tense for each source language verb, or

selecting the correct sense to translate temporal discourse connectives. However different lan-

guages rely on a much wider range of explicit temporally-significant linguistic mechanisms to

convey underlying temporal content, including tense, aspect, function words, discourse con-
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SL I(SL)

xSLe, SLt, τSL, σSL, rSLy
SLe

SL SLt SL

τSL

SLt T
σSL SLe

rSL S

SLe SLt

TL I(TL)
ŚN

i Si N Si
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SL TL IR(SL) IR(TL)

SLe TLe SLt TLt

τSL, σSL, rSL SL
τTL, σTL, rTL

TL I(SL) I(TL)
TL

I(SL)

SL TL

SL TL

I 1
R

I 1
R(SL) = I 1

R(TL)
TL I 1

R(TL) TL
I 1
R(SL)

I R(SL) I R(TL)

I R
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TL

TL Î( TL )

Î( TL )
I2(TL)

TL2 TL

TL
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I 1
R(SL) I 1

R(SL)

Î( TL )

I 1
R(TL) I 1

R(SL) I2
R(TL) I2

R(SL)

Î( TL )
I2
R(TL)

Î( TL )
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“Did You Mean…?” and Dictionary Repair:
from Science to Engineering

Michael Maxwell, presented by Petra Bradley
(mmaxwell@casl.umd.edu, pbradley@casl.umd.edu)
University of Maryland, College Park MD 20742 USA

AMTA 2016

29 October 2016

. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
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Two problems with electronic (XML) dictionaries

• How can you look up a word? Especially when…
‣ You can’t spell gud
‣ There’s noise in the environment
‣ You can’t hear well
‣ It’s in a foreign language

• What happens when the dictionary has an error?
‣ Missing information, information in the wrong field, wrongly
structured fields

‣ Errors range from typos to missing pages’ worth of data
‣ CASL has worked with dozens of XML dictionaries, mostly from
government sources; no dictionary has been without errors

‣ Errors are pervasive: ∼10,000 errors in one Urdu dictionary (with
∼50,000 entries)

Maxwell/ Bradley DYM and Dictionary Repair 29 October 2016 1 / 26
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CASL’s solutions
• “Did You Mean…?” (DYM)
Smart fuzzy lookup. Three versions:
‣ Basic DYM: Spell correction only
‣ Morphologically Aware DYM (MADYM): Spell correction +
morphological parsing

‣ Cross-language DYMs: Basic or MADYM + lookup in multiple
dialect/ language/ script dictionaries

‐ Waziri Pashto: lookup in 1902 Waziri dictionary, plus backoff
lookup in modern Pashto dictionary via sound changes

‐ French-in-Arabic: lookup of Arabic script queries in Moroccan
Arabic dictionary and in French dictionary (with Arabic
morphological parsing)

• Dictionary repair tools
‣ ADALT discovers anomalies: rare structures, data that doesn’t “fit
the mold”

‣ VELMA is an editor specialized for dictionaries and similar
documents

Maxwell/ Bradley DYM and Dictionary Repair 29 October 2016 2 / 26
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Tools

ADALT+VELMA and DYM are tools; neither replaces human labor
• J.C.R. Licklider, 1960 Man-Computer Symbiosis: “Computing machines
can do readily, well, and rapidly many things that are difficult or
impossible for man, and men can do readily and well, though not
rapidly, many things that are difficult or impossible for computers. That
suggests that a symbiotic cooperation, if successful in integrating the
positive characteristics of men and computers, would be of great value.”

• ADALT and VELMA complement human abilities in error-finding
• DYM enables humans to better understand critical foreign language texts
by doing smart fuzzy lookup

Maxwell/ Bradley DYM and Dictionary Repair 29 October 2016 3 / 26
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Two problems with electronic (XML) dictionaries

• How can you look up a word? Especially when…
‣ You can’t spell gud
‣ There’s noise in the environment
‣ You can’t hear well
‣ It’s in a foreign language
‣ “Did You Mean...?”

• What happens when the dictionary has an error?
‣ Missing information, information in the wrong field, wrongly
structured fields

‣ Errors range from typos to missing pages’ worth of data
‣ CASL has worked with dozens of XML dictionaries, mostly from
government sources; no dictionary has been without errors

‣ Errors are pervasive: ∼10,000 errors in one Urdu dictionary (with
∼50,000 entries)

Maxwell/ Bradley DYM and Dictionary Repair 29 October 2016 4 / 26
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How we got there: DYMs

• 2007: Dr. Anton Rytting (CASL) suggests need for spell correction for
dictionary lookup by Arabic language analysts

• 2008: First “Did You Mean…?” for Georgetown Iraqi Arabic dictionary.
• 2009: Second DYM: Urdu, overwhelmingly positive response.
• Later: Additional Arabic dictionaries, gazetteers, 10,001 Arabic names;
Pashto, Russian, Ukrainian, Somali, Persian (Farsi), Swahili…

• 2012-2013: Dr. Corey Miller adds Persian morphological parser to
Persian DYM to produce first Morphologically Aware DYM (MADYM)

• Later: MADYMs for Arabic, Somali, Swahili, Korean; DYMs for Chinese
(pinyin), Dhivehi, Punjabi, Portuguese (Open Street Maps for Rio de
Janeiro)

• 2016:
‣ DYM Toolkit for building (part basic of) DYMs for new languages
‣ DYM Platforms for deploying basic DYMs and MADYMs

Maxwell/ Bradley DYM and Dictionary Repair 29 October 2016 5 / 26
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Electronic Dictionary Lookup

Ordinary dictionary lookup: type in a word, get back definition(s) if you
spelled it correctly, and you chose the dictionary citation form

Wildcard lookup: For each letter you’re uncertain about, type in a ‘*’
If you hear German [rat], type ra*.
But this will give you unwanted words: Rah, Rap, Rank, rar, rau, Rat, and
Rad–whereas only the last two are likely to be what you want.

Regular expression lookup: If you think it might end in a ‘d’ or a ‘t’, type
ra[d|t]. Works if you understand regular expressions, and if you know
where the mistakes are likely to be, and if you remember what the
possibilities are.

DYM: Builds in the knowledge of regular expressions, likely mistakes,
possible substitutions (and deletions and insertions), and how likely a
particular mistake is; and automagically applies this knowledge
everywhere in the word where a mistake is possible. Type in rat, get
back Rat and Rad (but not the others).
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How does a DYM work? outside the box
Urdu Romanization. th = aspirated dental, t = unaspirated dental, Th =
aspirated retroflex.
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How does a DYM work? inside the box

Linguists

Existing Resources

DYM Platform

Finite State Transducers

User

Knowledge of confusions

phonetics
phonology
spelling
dialects

Knowledge of morphology

morphology
phonology
spelling rules

Wordscape dictionary

NGA gazetteer

Open Street Maps gazetteer

Wiktionary

etc.

Confusion FST

Morphology FST

Word list FSA

HTML file

Word0304 | ***** | POS | Definitions
Word9098 | ***** | POS | Definitions
. . .

SQL database

Word0001 | POS | Definitions
Word0002 | POS | Definitions
Word0003 | POS | Definitions
. . .
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But that’s so complicated!

CASL tools to build DYMs:

• DYM Toolkit to incorporate the linguists’ knowledge of confusions
‣ DYM Toolkit enables end users (e.g. language analysts) to build
confusion matrices for their confusions.

‣ The toolkit can also be used to build confusion matrices for dialects,
non-standard spelling systems, native speaker errors.

‐ In conjunction with a transliterator, this can be used for
Romanized scripts (Arabeze, Pinglish/ Farslish,…)

• Dictionaries, gazetteers often exist (but stay tuned for part 2 of this talk)
• DYM Platform takes care of the software infrastructure
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But that’s so complicated!

Morphological parsing…

…is still rocket science (and optional).
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DYM software

• Platforms 1 and 2, with DYMs, submitted as deliverable (includes
documentation and about ten DYMs); USG has free use.
‣ Also available with consulting/ training.
‣ DYM Toolkit included.

• What do I need to build a new DYM?
‣ Dictionary or other lexical resource (e.g. gazetteer)
If it needs cleanup…stay tuned!

‣ Confusion matrix
‐ Available for non-native listener confusions for ten languages
‐ …or language analysts can build their own with the provided
Toolkit

‣ …or talk to us about building a new one.
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DYM software (cont’d)

Planned work
• Cross-language DYMs (like Waziri Pashto, French-in-Arabic)

‣ CASL has built such DYMs, but current Platforms do not support
them
…future work.

• Stand-alone DYMs (without network connection/ server)
‣ This could also be used to rapidly field stand-alone dictionaries,
even without a ‘real’ confusion matrix.

• Coming soon to your cellphone?
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Two problems with electronic (XML) dictionaries

• How can you look up a word? Especially when…
‣ You can’t spell gud
‣ There’s noise in the environment
‣ You can’t hear well
‣ It’s in a foreign language

• What happens when the dictionary has an error?
‣ Missing information, information in the wrong field, wrongly
structured fields

‣ Errors range from typos to missing pages’ worth of data
‣ CASL has worked with dozens of XML dictionaries, mostly from
government sources; no dictionary has been without errors

‣ Errors are pervasive: ∼10,000 errors in one Urdu dictionary (with
∼50,000 entries)

‣ ADALT and VELMA
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VELMA: dictionary editor

• VELMA = Visual Environment for Lexicography and MAchine learning

New version = Zelda
• VELMA is designed for editing of existing dictionaries (not building new
ones)
‣ Allows easy manipulation of existing XML nodes and text…
‣ …meaning Ordinary Working Lexicographers (not computer
scientists)* can modify dictionaries.

‣ Integrated with ADALT.
‣ Uses ADALT output to suggest a workflow for linguists/
lexicographers.
*Ok, you need to learn about XML…
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VELMA in pictures
Dictionary file on left, actions performed upper right pane; search results (or
ADALT output) lower right pane (here: search for ‘camel’).
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VELMA in pictures
Supports typical editor operations: search and replace, drag-and-drop,
change text (or XML tags), undo (of any action, not just most recent)
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So what is this ADALT stuff?

How do you find errors in the electronic equivalent of hundreds of pages of a
dictionary?
• Errors come in two types:

‣ Frequent: Some common structure is mis-represented throughout
‐ Easy for humans to notice at least some of them.
‐ …but finding all instances of an error type can be hard!

‣ Rare: One-offs, typos
‐ Needle-in-a-haystack
‐ Hard for humans to find these…
‐ …especially when you don’t know what kinds of needles there
are!
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Finding those needles in a haystack

You need…
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CASL’s metal detector

ADALT (Automatic Detection of Anomalies in Lexicographic Text)
• ADALT uses machine learning (AI) to find rare structures
• These are anomalies; some anomalies are errors, some are simply rare
structures.

• Examples:
‣ (Spanish, but based on actual anomaly in an Urdu dictionary):

raro adj. (Usage: rare)
Missing definition!

‣ (English, but similar anomalies found in Urdu dictionary):
colo(u)r…...

Prevents lookup: user will never search for this spelling!
‣ (Illustrative; actual errors would be in XML)

• ADALT builds models of structures found in a particular dictionary, and
uses heuristics to find structures which are rare within those models.

• It therefore doesn’t know (and doesn’t need to be told) what is ‘correct’.
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Example of ADALT usage: the metal detector
The metal detector has found anomalies; user chooses one to work on (a
single lexeme that has two etymologies):
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Example of ADALT usage: The needle is found!
VELMA jumps to that anomaly; the first ‘etymology’ contains just a language
tag (Persian), the second lacks a language tag.
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Example of ADALT usage: grab the needle
The user uses VELMA to remove the needle from the haystack (merge the two
etymologies)
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…about those frequent errors

Latest version of VELMA (Zelda!) provides “query-by-example” (QBE) and
“edit-by-example” (EBE)
• If the user notices multiple of instances of some structural error…

‣ Dozens might be evident on inspection
‣ …and hundreds more might be lurking.

• …then use QBE to find all instances of that structure (or similar
structures).

• Once the user has verified that QBE finds the desired erroneous
structures, correct one, then use EBE to correct others in the same way.
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ADALT and VELMA software

• Mature: CASL has used this (or previous versions) on about a dozen
dictionaries.

• VELMA is preferable to text editors/ Perl/ version control systems
because…
‣ Users are less likely to make mistakes
‣ …and if you do make a mistake, it can be undone six months from
now without messing up everything done between now and then.

‣ Provides audit trail of changes.
‣ Users report working faster.

• Submitted as deliverable (includes documentation); USG has free use.
‣ Also available with consulting/ training.

• What can I do with this?
‣ Import/ clean up dictionaries
‣ Import/ clean up gazetteer data
‣ Potentially useful for other kinds of semi-structured text data
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Summary
• DYMs and dictionary repair started as CASL research projects less than
ten years ago.

• Many useful tools and resources (cleaned up dictionaries, DYMs) came
out of the work along the way.

• Dictionary repair and building DYMs are now (mostly) engineering.
‣ Fielding a new DYM can be done in a few days.
‣ Repairing a dictionary can take a few months (rather than a year or
more)
…and the output is of higher quality than CASL’s early dictionaries.

• These tools help–not replace–human beings.
• Contact information:

‣ Dr. Mike Maxwell (Technical Director for HLT):
mmaxwell@casl.umd.edu 301-356-2639

‣ Dr. David Zajic (Research Scientist): dzajic@casl.umd.edu
301-356-8995

‣ Dr. Mike Bunting (CASL Executive Director):
mbunting@casl.umd.edu 301-356-8894
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Current DYMs

• Arabic (Iraqi, MSA, Sudanese, Levantine…; dictionaries, gazetteers,
10,001 Arabic names); *French in Arabic (code switching)

• Urdu, Pashto, *Waziri Pashto, Punjabi
• Russian, Ukrainian
• Somali, Maay (related to Somali), Swahili, Chimwiini (related to Swahili)
• Persian (Farsi, Dari)
• Korean
• Mandarin Chinese (pinyin search)
• Dhivehi
*Not available in curent Platforms
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TALK ORGANIZATION

1. The context:  Speech recognition for military

2. The research questions:  Where does the material fit?

3. The problem:  Material and task description

4. The principles:  Constraints on organization

5. The examples:  What you would do & why
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CONTEXT

Vision and Objective

• Automated Speech Recognition (ASR) technology trained on authentically accented data for operations

• High quality ASR for military-relevant languages spoken in operational scenarios

• Algorithms adapting general purpose ASR technology to military operational needs

Problems Being Addressed

• Algorithms to adapt ASR to new types of variation

• Expeditionary Force: local populace & coalition partners  

• Army Challenges

1 Situation Awareness: Adversary intent & capabilities

2 Security Force Assistance: HQ ASR for effectiveness

Impact

• Understand foreign media and captured document content

• HLT-equipped soldiers: Train & serve with coalition partners 

• Focus: Variations of high military, low commercial value

OPERATIONAL ACCENTED SPEECH ADAPTATION INITIATIVE
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▄    Given the modest amounts of bilingual in-domain speech data 

available, which approaches to Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) 

adaptation have the most impact on language modeling for Army-

centric technologies? 

▄    Can ASR software components and algorithms be trained to achieve 

better performance with African-Accented speakers?

▄    Is it possible to generalize—and to what extent—ASR adaptation 

algorithms designed to address individual speaker differences, over 

sets of non-native pronunciations present in communities?

RESEARCH QUESTIONS I
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Technical Barriers:

1. Valuable on individual non-native variations, 

maximum likelihood linear regression (MLLR) & 

maximum a posteriori (MAP) adaptation likely 

improve high-resource language ASR on similar 

variations in accented speakers, e.g., French and 

accented French: However experimentation for 

specific Army operations is required.

2. Morphological analysis improves performance of 

translation for low resource languages.  Methods 

require extensive training of bilingual humans and 

are not cost-effective.

3. French an official language in 21 of 54 African 

countries. Phonetic variation in African French 

clusters around national accents. Assessment of 

speech recognition accuracy for African-accented 

speech needed to support operations.

Approach:

1.  Experiment with language modeling software 

offering Deep Neural Network technology on 

compiled parallel aligned data sets for low resource 

languages of military interest. 

2. Test a new unsupervised morphological analyzer 

on Pashto data compiled in domains of military 

interest.

3. Use speech data collected in Cameroon and 

Gabon to test accuracy of a French speech 

recognizer with one type of African-accented 

speech.  Adapt the French speech recognizer with a 

modest amount of Cameroon-accented French and 

compare accuracy using Word Error Rate. 

RESEARCH QUESTIONS II

Strategy:

1. Improve techniques for ASR adaptation on bi-modal—speech-text aligned--accented data.

2. Algorithms for low resource languages, dialects and accented variations.

3. Assess for general purpose tech to process the speech of African accented high-resource languages
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PROBLEM

▄  Lots of raw data in an operational format

▄  In this case, Power Point slides

– Could be bilingual web data or digitized books

▄  Bi-text needed for multiple purposes

– Speech recognition pronouncing dictionary

– Machine translation domain adaptation

– Glossaries and Translation Memory

▄  First Step: Change the format!

– Find a suitable editing environment

– In this case, MS Excel worked fine  
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PRINCIPLES  I

A SAMPLE OF THE TEXT EDITING PRINCIPLES:

1. Each row represents a single semantic unit, word, phrase or 
clause and can be simple or complex.

2. Punctuation:

a. Periods only after full clauses, with or without grammatical 
subjects and where appropriate by convention.

b. Commas as appropriate

c. Usually delete colons, except when required on the basis of 
content.

3. Capitalization: As appears in raw text for application-specific 
pre-processing

…. AND SO ON
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PRINCIPLES  II

A SAMPLE OF THE TEXT EDITING PRINCIPLES:

4. Insertion: Without substitution of original material, syntactic 
support structures for creation of a corpus usable for training 
machine translation of genres other than the genre of provenance.

5. Insertion: Conventionally accepted orthographic forms, without 
substitution of forms presented in original data.

6. Insertion: Without substitution of original material, of 
semantically accurate and similarly structured translation, when 
given dynamic equivalent rendering is structurally divergent. 

…. AND SO ON
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EXAMPLES

EEIFA EEFI

les éléments essentiels d'information des 

forces amies

essential elements of friendly information 

ce que nous voulons cacher de la menace what we want to hide from the threat

la SECOP OPSEC

COA COA

cause de l’action cause of action

zone géographique geographic area

où l'information pour répondre à un EIP 

peut être receuillie

where information to answer a PIR can

be collected

zone géographique où l'information pour 

répondre à un EIP ou confirmer / refuser 

un COA de la menace peut être recueillie 

geographical area where information to 

answer a PIR or confirm/deny a threat

COA can be collected
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QUESTIONS

Questions?

Contact us at:

michelle.t.vanni.civ@mail.mil
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This presentation is 
dedicated to Lucie Langlois

Nous dédions cette présentation
à Lucie Langlois
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Courts Administration Service

• Created in 2003 to rationalize services offered 
to four Canadian tribunals:
– Federal Court of Appeal, Federal Court, Court 

Martial Appeal Court, Tax Court of Canada

• Responsible for meeting courts’ administrative 
needs & ensuring public access to all court 
records & decisions

• OLA: court decisions must be published in 
both official languages
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CAS and Translation

• CAS responsible for ensuring the timely 
translation & publication of all court decisions
– approx. 8 million words/year; mostly Eng > Fr

– all outsourced; revised internally by jurilinguists

– requirement for high quality; both linguistic 
versions have equal force before the law 

– simultaneous publication on Web

• Long translation delays; traditional workflow 
unable to cope 
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A pilot project in MT

• Launched at the initiative of L. Langlois, DG, 
Judicial Services 

– extensive experience in NLP and translation

– in her view, solution could only come from MT

• LL contacts NRC re: MT pilot (early 2015)

– contacts EM to act as independent consultant

– imposing translation workload, but CAS has assets

– NRC begins by analysing available corpora   
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NRC at CAS

• Main deliverable: provide CAS with the best 
possible Machine Translation

• Strategy: Build specialized MT engines for each of 
the four tribunals

• MT technology: NRC’s Portage

– Phrase-based MT technology

– Continuous development since 2004

– Participated in numerous shared tasks: WMT, NIST, etc.

– Commercially available since 2010
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Building Specialized Engines

General procedure for building specialized MT:

• Collect domain translations

• Process  corpus

• Train engines

• Test and evaluate

• Repeat
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Collecting CAS Data

• Historically, all translation was outsourced
 no structured Translation Memory (TM)

However…

• All CAS court decisions are on the Web since 
the mid-1990s
 all decisions of the last 20 years available in 
HTML format
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Collecting CAS Data

CMAC FC FCA TCC Total

Documents Paired 142 25.3k 6.5k 8.8k 40.7k

Orphan 1 1.9k 348 561 2813

TU’s 28k 3.4M 888k 1.8M 6.6M

Words EN 600k 89M 17M 35M 141.6M

FR 600k 103M 19M 41M 163.6M

CMAC = Court Martial Appeals Court
FC = Federal Court
FCA = Federal Court of Appeal
TCC = Tax Court of Canada
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CAS Data Analysis:
Linguistic Complexity

Corpus Court Type-Token
Ratio 
(@100k words)

Growth Rate 
(@100k words)

BLEU

References

“Rich” 0.141 1/13 33.2

“Medium” 0.109 1/18 42.9

“Poor” 0.078 1/26 50.7

Weather
Reports

0.018 1/200 ↑

CAS

CMAC 0.079 1/29

?
FC 0.103 1/19

FCA 0.101 1/19

TCC 0.094 1/20
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CAS Data Analysis: 
Translation Memory

Court-specific 
TMs

Court 70%+ 85%+ Exact

CMAC 7.2 5.9 3.9

FC 13.6 11.6 9.0

FCA 11.9 10.3 7.7

TCC 12.5 9.9 6.8

TM coverage (% source words)

Global TM

Court 70%+ 85%+ Exact

CMAC 8.4 6.8 4.5

FC 13.9 11.9 9.3

FCA 16.5 14.8 10.8

TCC 13.1 10.7 7.2
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Processing CAS Data

A 3-step process:

1. Pair up documents

2. Extract text, segment (into translation units), 
normalize

3. Align segments

• Initially done using NRC tools

• Recently: AlignFactory (Terminotix)
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Sentence (mis)alignment

• SMT highly tolerant 
to “noise” in 
alignment 
[Cyril Goutte, Marine Carpuat, 
George Foster (2012).
The Impact of Sentence Alignment 
Errors on Phrase-Based Machine 
Translation Performance.

AMTA 2012]

True only when noise 
is “uniform”!
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Sentence (mis)alignment

Court Basic Alignment Improved Alignment

Accuracy (%) Accuracy (%)

CMAC 89.5 96.5

FC 89.0 93.5

FCA 88.5 97.0

TCC 90.0 99.5

• To measure 
alignment accuracy: 
sample 100 random 
pairs (A,B), assign 
labels:

Label Description Accuracy

Good A is a translation of B 1

Partial Part of A is a translation 
of part of B

½

Bad A not a translation of B 0

Unusable Something is weird 0
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Sentence (mis)alignment

Court Basic Alignment Improved Alignment

Accuracy (%) MT (BLEU) Accuracy (%) MT (BLEU)

CMAC 89.5 40.4 96.5 41.2

FC 89.0 46.5 93.5 49.3

FCA 88.5 42.7 97.0 47.1

TCC 90.0 44.0 99.5 47.1

• Obviously, alignment errors are not “uniform” 
 systematic bias is hurting quality of MT
 Better alignments mean Portage has more 
“meaningful” data to learn from
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Data Filtering

• Untranslated quotation in text
 same language in both versions
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Data Filtering

• Bilingual 
quotation 
in both 
versions 
of text
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Data Filtering

Court Unfiltered Filtered

CMAC 41.5 41.8

FC 49.0 50.4

FCA 47.4 48.9

TCC 47.3 47.6

• We applied a simple filter, based on short lists of 
frequent French and English words

• Filters out 1-5% of training data
• BLEU gains between 0.3 and 1.5
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System Combinations

• Portage allows different combination 
strategies

• Best results are obtained with mixture models, 
that assign different weights to each 
component, to optimize performance on a 
certain type of text

– mixLM: mixture target language model

– mixTM: mixture translation model (“phrasetable”)
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System Combinations

PT LM

CMAC

PT LM

FC

PT LM

FCA

PT LM

TCC

PT
Mix
LM

Mix 
TM

Mix
LM

PT
Mix
LM

Mix 
TM

Mix
LM

PT
Mix
LM

Mix 
TM

Mix
LM

PT
Mix
LM

Mix 
TM

Mix
LM
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System Combinations

Court Baseline + mixLM + mixLM + mixTM

CMAC 41.8 43.1 45.4

FC 50.4 50.0 50.3

FCA 48.9 49.5 51.7

TCC 47.6 47.6 47.8

• CMAC & FCA benefit the most from combinations
– CMAC is small
– FCA is very much related to matters in FC

• No clear benefit for FC and TCC
– FC is much larger than other domains
– TCC is probably distinct

• Combinations never (significantly) hurt performance
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Final Systems

Court ENFR FREN

CMAC 45.4 46.5

FC 50.3 52.6

FCA 51.7 54.4

TCC 47.8 52.0

• Gains relative to initial baseline systems range 
from +3.8 (FC & TCC) to +9.0 (FCA)
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Integrating Portage in Matecat

• Needed a translation environment that allows 
MT to be integrated with translation memory
– no TenT being used at CAS

• Matecat: a cloud-based CAT system
– product of EU FP7 aimed at minimizing PE time

– advantage for CAS: requires no local infrastructure 
or computer support; accessible everywhere

– Matecat is free! Perfect for a pilot project

– allows integration of different MT systems
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Pilot Project at CAS

• To what extent can Portage help TRs increase 
productivity and decrease turnaround times?

• Two translation students hired for summer

– pro: enthusiastic & open to technology

– con: little experience in legal translation

• Translations carefully revised by professionals 
before publication

• Compare translation times with/without MT
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Pilot Project Framework

• Focus on immigration decisions 

• Statistics obtained from onsite coordinator

– total no. texts/ words translated by each student

– no. of texts with/without MT

– productivity with/without MT

• Follow-up training provided to students

– feedback obtained from two revisers

• Trial began on 11 May and ended on 25 August
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The Results

• Results compare very favorably with legal 
translators currently handling CAS decisions

Translator

total # 

texts

total # 

words

avg. # 

words/hr.

total # 

texts

total # 

words

avg. # 

words/hr.

diff. # 

words/hr

gain +MT 

vs. -MT

ADB 14 19,998 238 85 77685 373 135 57%

AL 19 20,538 291 109 86,918 390 99 34%

No MT With MT
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Trial Results (cont’d)

• Caveats:

– TRs didn’t have access to a complete TM; only the 
one created as they translated. Some of gain 
attributed to MT would normally come from TM 

– We should have recorded revision times to ensure 
+TM texts didn’t require more revision

• Still, no doubt that student TRs benefited 
substantially from Portage input

– revisers report surprising errors in non-MT 
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Room for improvement

• Matecat had its problems:
– handling intricate formatting; not always parallel in 

English & French

– reintegrating results of spelling & grammar checking

– lack of flexibility in revision mode

• Portage had its problems
– handling named entities, i.e. knowing when and when 

not to translate these NPs

– surprising number of errors of grammatical 
agreement, particularly in E > F direction
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Discussion

• Recall: these students had no prior experience 
in legal translation

– yet with the help of MT, in a few short months…

– aided by Portage’s acquisition of terms & phrases 
that are common in court decisions

• What makes these court decisions such a good 
application for MT

• Future plans
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Thank you for your attention!

Any questions?
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Putting the "human" back in HLT:
The importance of human evaluation in 
assessing the quality and potential uses 
of translation technology

Erica Michael & Petra Bradley
University of Maryland CASL

Paul McNamee & Matt Post
Johns Hopkins University HLT COE

AMTA, 29 Oct 2016
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• Part 1: Human comprehension of 
machine translation (MT) output

• Part 2: Use of MT for translation and 
comprehension of Chinese texts

• Part 3: Utility of translation memory 
(TM) in an operational context

Outline
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Human comprehension 
of MT output:

Findings from 2016 SCALE

SCALE: Summer Camp for Applied Language Exploration

SCALE 2016a: Knowledge Rich Statistical Machine Translation
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Approaches to MT

Rule-based Human experts create rules

Example-based Sentences are matched 

against previous translations

Statistical Phrase translations are 

learned from many examples

Deep Learning Neural nets are trained from 

many examples
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Features of each approach

Rule-based Statistical

• Rules are composed 

by language experts

• Performs a deep 

source language 

analysis

• Easy to update, adapt 

to new domains

• Very fast

• Learns automatically 

from example 

translations

• Doesn’t require 

language-specific 

knowledge

• Leverages Big Data
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Workshop questions

• How do the Rule-based and Statistical

paradigms compare in terms of translation 

quality?

• Can we improve translation quality by 

combining them?
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Rule-based Statistical

Hybrid

Best of both worlds ?

Human constructed
Knowledge-rich

Learned automatically
Generic

Language-agnostic
Commercially dominant
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Workshop themes

• Explore Hybrid MT in a number of 

languages

• Augmenting SMT using linguistic 

information from Rule-based MT

• Evaluate both intrinsic MT quality and 

document comprehensibility

• Make engineering changes to support fast 

updates, easy adoption
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Statistical translation

'Это было ошеломляющее зрелище' –

сказал Керри после посещения парка.

'It was a stunning sight' - Kerry said after 

visiting the park.

Translation Model (learned from parallel texts)

Language Model (learned from text)

p(канада | canada) = 0.7

p(канада | canadian) = 0.1

p(канада | montreal) = 0.1

p(украине | ukraine) = 0.6

p(“the eyes of texas”) = high

p(“eyes texas the of”) = very low

p(“like to eat crabs”) = high

p(“like to eat forks”) = low

Used Open Source Apache Joshua during workshop: 

joshua.incubator.apache.org
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Hybrid approaches - I

• Dictionary Extraction

− Add translation pairs from RBT lexicon to 

augment the SMT translation model

− Pros: direct; can be done once; reduces 

OOVs

− Cons: requires lots of morphological analysis 

to accurately convert lexicon base forms to 

the surface forms needed in SMT
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Hybrid approaches - II

• “Black Box”

− Apply RBT to a set of foreign sentences.  Use 

generated translations as supplementary 

training data (“imperfect bitext”)

− Pros: simple; can take advantage of additional 

RBT processing (e.g., pre- or post-

corrections, transliteration of unknown words)

− Cons: possibly adding errorful training data
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Training data
Higher Resource

Lower Resource

Arabic (57)Russian (63) Portuguese (32)

Farsi (5) Swahili (0.2)

= 1 million sentences

with English translations
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Two evaluations

• Automatic Metrics

− Given reference translations, compute scores 

that characterize the fidelity and fluency of MT 

system output

• Human Evaluation

− More directly measures quality and the ability 

to use MT to support analyst workflows
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Motivation for human evaluation

• Research questions

− How well can human users comprehend machine-

translated text?

− Are differences in BLEU scores reflected in human 

comprehension scores?

• Goals for implementing the study

− Materials: as authentic as possible

− Task: similar to some of the ways in which analysts 

might use MT output
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Design overview

• 5 languages

− Arabic, Farsi, Portuguese, Russian, Swahili

− Range of morphological complexity and resources

• 4 translation types

− Human, Rule-based, Statistical, Hybrid

• 16 passages per language

− For most languages, 8 News + 8 Conversation

• 2-6 questions per passage

− Topic, Main Idea, Fact, Inference

− Questions based on human translation
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Materials

• Arabic & Farsi

− Created by Doug Jones (MITLL)

− All news items

− Similar to Voice of America and BBC items

− Originally in English, translated to Arabic and Farsi

− Average number of words per passage = 340.8

− 2 or 3 questions per passage
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Materials

Portuguese Russian Swahili
News

Sources Global Voices, BBC Voice of America BBC

Original language English English Mostly English

Avg. # of words 258.4 308.8 138.4

Conversation

Sources Global Voices Global Voices, 

course materials

JSPS Global COE, 

swahiliweb.net

Original language Portuguese, 

English, other

Russian Swahili

Avg. # of words 221.4 224.1 232.7
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Types of questions

Similar to triage tasks

Topic Main Idea

The topic of this 

passage is:

Which of the following is the best title for 

this article?

a. Polygamy

b. Marriage

c. Divorce

d. Children

a. Obama promotes voting on American Idol finale

b. Obama performs on American Idol finale

c. Obama asks for votes on American Idol finale

d. American Idol comes to an end
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Types of questions

More relevant for finding essential elements of information

Fact Inference

According to the IMF, what 
would increase indebted-
ness for emerging market 
economics?

What does Person A imply about 
Kennedy and Krushchev?

a. High budget deficits

b. Increasing 50% of their 

gross domestic product

c. Strong revenues with slow 

growth

d. World government debt

a. They were prudent and averted a war.

b. They met because of the Caribbean 

Crisis.

c. They caused the Caribbean Crisis.

d. They could have worked together to 

avoid catastrophe.
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Pilot testing

• Guessability

− Tested questions without passages to ensure correct 

responses could not be guessed

− Criterion: ≤ .70

• Difficulty

− Tested questions with human-translated passages to 

ensure questions were not too difficult

− Criterion: ≥ .50
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MT examples

Portuguese

À medida que as pessoas envelhecem, os relógios 

biológicos começam a voltar a despertar mais cedo, 

Human Translation

As people age, the biological 

clock starts waking up earlier 

again,

Statistical MT

As people age, the biological 

clocks are beginning to return 

to awaken sooner,

Rule-based MT

while the people age, the 

biological clocks begin to return 

to awaken earlier,

Hybrid MT

While people age, the 

biological clocks are beginning 

to return to wake up earlier
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MT examples

Swahili

A: Labla Marekani katika jimbo gani? Marekani ni kubwa. 

Human Translation

A: To be more precise, which 

state in America? America is 

vast.

Statistical MT

A: “Maybe America in what 

state? The United States is the 

greatest.

Rule-based MT

A: LABLA America in/at what 

region? America is big.

Hybrid MT

A: Maybe America in what 

region? The United States is 

big.
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MT examples (with sample question)

23

Russian

B: Но на поезде почти

никогда не бывает

аварий... 

A: Самолёты тоже

падают очень редко.

According to the story, in what way are planes and trains alike? 

a. They both rarely have accidents.

b. They both offer tea.

c. They both have good window seats.

d. They both have duty free.
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24

Russian

B: Но на поезде почти

никогда не бывает

аварий... 

A: Самолёты тоже

падают очень редко.

Rule-based MT

B: but on the train almost never is wrecks...

A: aircraft also fall very far-between

According to the story, in what way are planes and trains alike? 

a. They both rarely have accidents.

b. They both offer tea.

c. They both have good window seats.

d. They both have duty free.

MT examples (with sample question)
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Russian

B: Но на поезде почти

никогда не бывает

аварий... 

A: Самолёты тоже

падают очень редко.

Rule-based MT

B: but on the train almost never is wrecks...

A: aircraft also fall very far-between

According to the story, in what way are planes and trains alike? 

a. They both rarely have accidents.

b. They both offer tea.

c. They both have good window seats.

d. They both have duty free.

Stat MT / Hybrid MT (identical)

B: but the train is almost never 

crashes...

A: the planes also fall very rarely.

MT examples (with sample question)
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Russian

B: Но на поезде почти

никогда не бывает

аварий... 

A: Самолёты тоже

падают очень редко.

Rule-based MT

B: but on the train almost never is wrecks...

A: aircraft also fall very far-between

Human Translation

B: But by train there's almost 

never an accident...

A: Planes fall very rarely too.

According to the story, in what way are planes and trains alike? 

a. They both rarely have accidents.

b. They both offer tea.

c. They both have good window seats.

d. They both have duty free.

Stat MT / Hybrid MT (identical)

B: but the train is almost never 

crashes...

A: the planes also fall very rarely.

MT examples (with sample question)
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What portion of Mrs. Obama's speech is highlighted in Lines 1-2?

a. Her belief that obese children can become seriously ill.

b. A program to raise funds for terminally ill Americans.

c. The need to help millions of children without health care.

d. The NAACP's campaign to improve US medical care.

MT examples (with sample question)

أوباماالسيدةحملةوتهدف ‶ نتحركهيا ‶ سمنةمرضعلىمستمراًًضوًءاتسليطإلىالماضيفبرايرفيأطلقتهاوالتي

نةبالسمصلةذاتخطيرةبأمراضاإلصابةلخطرالمعـّرضينالشبابماليينعلىأيضاًًوالمتحدةالوالياتفياألطفال .

Arabic
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28

What portion of Mrs. Obama's speech is highlighted in Lines 1-2?

a. Her belief that obese children can become seriously ill.

b. A program to raise funds for terminally ill Americans.

c. The need to help millions of children without health care.

d. The NAACP's campaign to improve US medical care.

MT examples (with sample question)

أوباماالسيدةحملةوتهدف ‶ نتحركهيا ‶ سمنةمرضعلىمستمراًًضوًءاتسليطإلىالماضيفبرايرفيأطلقتهاوالتي

نةبالسمصلةذاتخطيرةبأمراضاإلصابةلخطرالمعـّرضينالشبابماليينعلىأيضاًًوالمتحدةالوالياتفياألطفال .

Rule-based MT

2 And aim(s) campaign/download_it

Mrs/lady Obama ``come on, we move`` 

and that launched her last February to 

focusing light continuing on disease 

fat(ness)/Samnah the children in the 

United States and also on the millions of 

guys/al-Shabab the exhibitions to the 

injury danger with illnesses dangerous 

related with the fatness. 

Arabic
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What portion of Mrs. Obama's speech is highlighted in Lines 1-2?

a. Her belief that obese children can become seriously ill.

b. A program to raise funds for terminally ill Americans.

c. The need to help millions of children without health care.

d. The NAACP's campaign to improve US medical care.

MT examples (with sample question)

أوباماالسيدةحملةوتهدف ‶ نتحركهيا ‶ سمنةمرضعلىمستمراًًضوًءاتسليطإلىالماضيفبرايرفيأطلقتهاوالتي

نةبالسمصلةذاتخطيرةبأمراضاإلصابةلخطرالمعـّرضينالشبابماليينعلىأيضاًًوالمتحدةالوالياتفياألطفال .

Rule-based MT

2 And aim(s) campaign/download_it

Mrs/lady Obama ``come on, we move`` 

and that launched her last February to 

focusing light continuing on disease 

fat(ness)/Samnah the children in the 

United States and also on the millions of 

guys/al-Shabab the exhibitions to the 

injury danger with illnesses dangerous 

related with the fatness. 

Arabic
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What portion of Mrs. Obama's speech is highlighted in Lines 1-2?

a. Her belief that obese children can become seriously ill.

b. A program to raise funds for terminally ill Americans.

c. The need to help millions of children without health care.

d. The NAACP's campaign to improve US medical care.

MT examples (with sample question)

أوباماالسيدةحملةوتهدف ‶ نتحركهيا ‶ سمنةمرضعلىمستمراًًضوًءاتسليطإلىالماضيفبرايرفيأطلقتهاوالتي

نةبالسمصلةذاتخطيرةبأمراضاإلصابةلخطرالمعـّرضينالشبابماليينعلىأيضاًًوالمتحدةالوالياتفياألطفال .

Rule-based MT

2 And aim(s) campaign/download_it

Mrs/lady Obama ``come on, we move`` 

and that launched her last February to 

focusing light continuing on disease 

fat(ness)/Samnah the children in the 

United States and also on the millions of 

guys/al-Shabab the exhibitions to the 

injury danger with illnesses dangerous 

related with the fatness. 

Statistical MT

2 The Obama campaign Ms. ‶ come on 

move ‶ last February, which unleashed 

by continuous casting سمنةضوًءا

satisfactory to children in the United 

States and also on the millions of youth 

 at risk of contracting seriousالمعـّرضين

diseases related to fat

Arabic
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What portion of Mrs. Obama's speech is highlighted in Lines 1-2?

a. Her belief that obese children can become seriously ill.

b. A program to raise funds for terminally ill Americans.

c. The need to help millions of children without health care.

d. The NAACP's campaign to improve US medical care.

MT examples (with sample question)

أوباماالسيدةحملةوتهدف ‶ نتحركهيا ‶ سمنةمرضعلىمستمراًًضوًءاتسليطإلىالماضيفبرايرفيأطلقتهاوالتي

نةبالسمصلةذاتخطيرةبأمراضاإلصابةلخطرالمعـّرضينالشبابماليينعلىأيضاًًوالمتحدةالوالياتفياألطفال .

Rule-based MT

2 And aim(s) campaign/download_it

Mrs/lady Obama ``come on, we move`` 

and that launched her last February to 

focusing light continuing on disease 

fat(ness)/Samnah the children in the 

United States and also on the millions of 

guys/al-Shabab the exhibitions to the 

injury danger with illnesses dangerous 

related with the fatness. 

Statistical MT

2 The Obama campaign Ms. ‶ come on 

move ‶ last February, which unleashed 

by continuous casting سمنةضوًءا

satisfactory to children in the United 

States and also on the millions of youth 

 at risk of contracting seriousالمعـّرضين

diseases related to fat

Arabic
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32

What portion of Mrs. Obama's speech is highlighted in Lines 1-2?

a. Her belief that obese children can become seriously ill.

b. A program to raise funds for terminally ill Americans.

c. The need to help millions of children without health care.

d. The NAACP's campaign to improve US medical care.

MT examples (with sample question)

أوباماالسيدةحملةوتهدف ‶ نتحركهيا ‶ سمنةمرضعلىمستمراًًضوًءاتسليطإلىالماضيفبرايرفيأطلقتهاوالتي

نةبالسمصلةذاتخطيرةبأمراضاإلصابةلخطرالمعـّرضينالشبابماليينعلىأيضاًًوالمتحدةالوالياتفياألطفال .

Hybrid MT

2 The Obama campaign Ms. ‶ come on 

move ‶ by last February which continued 

to shed light on disease fat children in the 

United States and also on the millions of 

youth the exhibitions at risk of contracting 

serious diseases related to fat. 

Arabic
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33

What portion of Mrs. Obama's speech is highlighted in Lines 1-2?

a. Her belief that obese children can become seriously ill.

b. A program to raise funds for terminally ill Americans.

c. The need to help millions of children without health care.

d. The NAACP's campaign to improve US medical care.

MT examples (with sample question)

أوباماالسيدةحملةوتهدف ‶ نتحركهيا ‶ سمنةمرضعلىمستمراًًضوًءاتسليطإلىالماضيفبرايرفيأطلقتهاوالتي

نةبالسمصلةذاتخطيرةبأمراضاإلصابةلخطرالمعـّرضينالشبابماليينعلىأيضاًًوالمتحدةالوالياتفياألطفال .

Hybrid MT

2 The Obama campaign Ms. ‶ come on 

move ‶ by last February which continued 

to shed light on disease fat children in the 

United States and also on the millions of 

youth the exhibitions at risk of contracting 

serious diseases related to fat. 

Human Translation

2 Mrs. Obama's ‶Let's Move‶
campaign, which she launched this past 

February, aims to shine a constant 

spotlight on childhood obesity in the 

United States, and the millions of young 

people at risk of developing related 

serious health conditions.

Arabic
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Participant overview

• Recruited via Amazon’s Mechanical Turk

− Required to be in the United States

• 77-78 participants per language

− Each language tested separately

− No information about what the source language was

− Participants could do experiment in multiple languages

• All participants saw all translation types

− Told that some were translated by humans and some 

by machines, but not which was which
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Participant demographics
Arabic Farsi Portuguese Russian Swahili

n = 77 78 78 78 78

M/F 40/37 38/40 34/44 43/34 46/32

Average age 36.8 38.9 38.9 40.6 36.8

Age range 20-69 22-67 20-68 20-69 19-69

At least some 

college

81% 91% 81% 79% 81%

Native language English English English English English

Some knowledge of 

source language
n = 1

proficiency

rating = 3

(1-10 scale)

n = 1
proficiency

rating = 3

(1-10 scale)
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Participant comments

• I found the computer generated text very difficult to get specific 

information from

• This wasn’t as easy as I thought it would be. Most of it was 

gibberish but I tried my best to understand the meaning.

• The reading was really hard to follow and often I had to read it 

4-5 times just to make a guess.

• This melted my brain. / My brain is fried. / My brain hurts!

• Some questions asked for reference to a specific person or 

phrase and a couple of those weren’t actually found in the texts.

• This task was really interesting, like I was trying to decode 

something. I often had to do this with my family, as my entire family 

came from Puerto Rico and spoke with very broken English.
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Portuguese comprehension
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Russian comprehension
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Swahili comprehension
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Time per first question (Swahili, Arabic)
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Comprehension summary
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BLEU scores
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Best comprehension scores

News Conversation

Arabic Hybrid Not tested

Farsi No sig differences Not tested

Portuguese No sig differences Stat/Hybrid (marginal)

Russian StatMT Hybrid (marginal)

Swahili Hybrid* No sig differences

*Significantly higher than StatMT, but not significantly different from Rule-based
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Automatic scoring metrics for MT

• TER – Translation Error Rate

• BLEU – BiLingual Evaluation Understudy

• METEOR – Metric for Evaluation of 

Translation with Explicit ORdering
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TERPa

• Translation Error Rate Plus 

− Like other TER scores, measures the edits 
required to change MT output to match a 
reference translation

− Edits: shifts, substitutions, insertions, 
deletions

− Improves on TER to be more correlated with 
human judgments of translation quality 
compared to BLEU (Snover, Dorr, Schwartz, 
Micciulla, & Makhoul, 2006)
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TERPa scoring

• Scoring

0 = perfect match (can have synonyms)

1.0 = default cap 

2+ = theoretical maximum

• Can use 1/TERPa for easier interpretation
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BLEU

• Measures the number of n-grams from the 

MT that occur within the reference(s)

• Should be used with a large number of 

references and large number of sentences 

in order to correlate with human judgments
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BLEU scoring

• 0 = poorest match

• 100 = perfect match

• Changes of 1-2 points considered 

“publishable”
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Level of effort required

Gathering parallel materials

Vetting translations

6 weeks,

192 hours

Question

development

3 weeks, 360 hours

$2600 in participant payments (pilot)

Data

collection

1 week, 20 hours

$6000 in participant payments

Data

analysis

1 week,

120+ hours
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Summary

• Comprehension of MT output was well above 

chance, meaning users were able to get some 

information from the MT even though they found 

it difficult to understand.

• Improvements in BLEU scores were associated 

with improvements in comprehension.

• In most conditions, comprehension scores for 

Hybrid MT output were better than for Rule-

based MT.
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Future directions

• Collect data with documents produced in the 

source language

− Requires time for translation(s) and verification

• Design comprehension questions that focus on 

essential elements of information

− EEIs = information critical to decision making

− Vary based on organization/mission (e.g., FEMA EEIs

might differ from law enforcement EEIs)
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• Compare comprehension scores to paired 

comparison scores

− Human judgment of MT output usually done at the 

sentence level, often with paired comparison of 

overall quality (e.g., WMT16)

− Process is less labor-intensive than developing 

comprehension questions

Future directions (cont’d)
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Questions on Part 1?
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Use of MT for translation 
and comprehension of 

Chinese texts
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Design

• Two task conditions

− Full translation

− Comprehension questions (multiple choice, short answer)

• Three MT conditions

− From Scratch: No MT (access to online dictionaries only)

− Post-Editing: Static MT output (from Google Translate)

− Interactive: Opportunity to interact with MT system

• Post-task and post-experiment          

questionnaires
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Why interactive condition?

Example of how MT output changes depending on how the 

input is segmented

Translation 1

在集成电路芯片设计过程中考
虑不周全或恶意植入不受使用
方控制的程序或电路

Not considered comprehensive or implant malicious 

programs or the circuit from the control of the use of 

the integrated circuit chip design process

Translation 2

在集成电路芯片 In the integrated circuit chip

设计过程中 The design process

考虑 Consider

不周全或恶意植入 Not comprehensive or malicious implants

不受使用方控制的程序或电路 Without the use of the control of the program or circuit
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Topics

• Six scientific abstracts on highly technical topics 

from mainland China journals (125-175 characters)

− Text A: Embedding information in satellite imagery

− Text B: Detecting malware intrusions in Windows

− Text C: Advances in helicopter collision avoidance radar

− Text D: Antimissile command and control systems

− Text E: Anti-interference capabilities of radar

− Text F: Optimization models for firing effectiveness
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Text characteristics

Text
Inverse TERp

scoresa

Fluency 

Ratingsb

Difficulty 

Ratingsc

Familiarity 

Ratingsd

A 1.61 2.3 (0.50) 4.1 (1.01) 3.6 (0.67)

B 1.30 2.3 (0.82) 3.8 (0.95) 3.1 (0.93)

C 1.49 3.2 (0.75) 3.2 (0.98) 3.2 (0.78)

D 1.33 2.8 (0.75) 4.2 (0.74) 3.7 (0.66)

E 1.56 2.2 (0.83) 4.5 (0.76) 3.8 (0.52)

F 2.08 2.5 (0.93) 3.6 (1.00) 3.4 (0.76)

No correlation, i.e., the fluency 

of MT output does not 

necessarily give you a clue to 

other aspects of its quality

a TERp (Translation Error Rate plus) = relative to gold standard; higher = more similar

b 1 = not at all fluent; 5 extremely fluent (12 independent raters)

c 1 = very easy; 5 = very difficult

d 1 = very familiar; 4 = not at all familiar
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Text characteristics

Text
Inverse TERp

scoresa

Fluency 

Ratingsb

Difficulty 

Ratingsc

Familiarity 

Ratingsd

A 1.61 2.3 (0.50) 4.1 (1.01) 3.6 (0.67)

B 1.30 2.3 (0.82) 3.8 (0.95) 3.1 (0.93)

C 1.49 3.2 (0.75) 3.2 (0.98) 3.2 (0.78)

D 1.33 2.8 (0.75) 4.2 (0.74) 3.7 (0.66)

E 1.56 2.2 (0.83) 4.5 (0.76) 3.8 (0.52)

F 2.08 2.5 (0.93) 3.6 (1.00) 3.4 (0.76)

Significant correlation, i.e., 

more difficult texts were also 

rated as less familiar

a TERp (Translation Error Rate plus) = relative to gold standard; higher = more similar

b 1 = not at all fluent; 5 extremely fluent (12 independent raters)

c 1 = very easy; 5 = very difficult

d 1 = very familiar; 4 = not at all familiar
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Text characteristics

Text
Inverse TERp

scoresa

Fluency 

Ratingsb

Difficulty 

Ratingsc

Familiarity 

Ratingsd

A 1.61 2.3 (0.50) 4.1 (1.01) 3.6 (0.67)

B 1.30 2.3 (0.82) 3.8 (0.95) 3.1 (0.93)

C 1.49 3.2 (0.75) 3.2 (0.98) 3.2 (0.78)

D 1.33 2.8 (0.75) 4.2 (0.74) 3.7 (0.66)

E 1.56 2.2 (0.83) 4.5 (0.76) 3.8 (0.52)

F 2.08 2.5 (0.93) 3.6 (1.00) 3.4 (0.76)

Proficiency self-ratings (not 

shown) negatively correlated 

with difficulty ratings, but not 

with familiarity ratings

a TERp (Translation Error Rate plus) = relative to gold standard; higher = more similar

b 1 = not at all fluent; 5 extremely fluent (12 independent raters)

c 1 = very easy; 5 = very difficult

d 1 = very familiar; 4 = not at all familiar
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Sample comprehension questions

• Multiple choice: 3 questions standard across all passages

1. Select the topic domain to which this article belongs.
a) Information Technology d) Medical Technology

b) Detection Technology e) Command and Control

c) Nuclear Technology f) Weapons Technology

2. Select three keywords that describe this passage.
a) Hidden Information d) Safety Testing g) Manufacturing

b) Detection Systems e) Communication Systems h) Robotics

c) Cyber Security f) Perception & Cognition i) Imagery/Imaging

3. Select the best descriptive title for this passage.
a) Detecting Malware Intrusions

b) The Use of Behavioral Characteristics

c) RootKit for Windows

d) Reliable Windows Technology
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Sample comprehension questions

• Multiple choice: 2 questions unique to each passage

− On which of the following is the detection technique based?
a) Hook System Call c) Root System Call

b) Hard System Call d) Lock System Call

• True or false

− According to the author, this detection method is completely 

reliable. (T/F)

• Short answer (expected response = a few words)

− What kind of attack is the technique designed to detect?

• Open-ended (expected response = a sentence)

− How does the detection technique work?
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Demographics

• n = 51 (23 males, 28 females)

• Average age = 23.5 years (range = 18-58)

• 45 reported at least some college education

• Recruitment targeted advanced  undergraduate 

learners of Chinese

− All native English speakers

− 4 also native Chinese (heritage speakers)
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Chinese experience

• Average months of study = 43.2 (range = 6-168)

• Most had taken at least one course at the 300-

level or higher

• Immersion experience: n = 43

− Most in teens or 20’s

− Most for 1-5 months
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Translation outcome measures

• Proposition score (accuracy)

− Scored by research team; counted presence or 

absence of pre-determined set of “propositions”

• Fluency ratings

− Judged by 3 members of the research team

• Inverse TERp scores (higher = more similar)

− Distance from gold standard

− Distance from MT output

• Time on task
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Translation quality

Proposition scores and fluency ratings were significantly lower in the 

No MT condition than in the two MT conditions, which did not differ 

significantly from each other.
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TERp scores

Translations produced in the No MT condition were significantly more 

distant from both the gold standard and the MT output than were 

translations produced in the two MT conditions, which did not differ 

significantly from each other.
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Translation time on task

Participants took significantly 

longer to generate their 

translations in the No MT 

condition than in the two MT 

conditions, which did not differ 

significantly from each other.
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Comprehension outcomes

• Comprehension scores did not differ significantly across conditions.

• Participants took significantly longer to answer the comprehension 

questions in the No MT condition than in the two MT conditions, 

which did not differ significantly from each other.
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Comprehension vs. Translation

• How did you approach the task differently than 

you might have if you were writing a translation?

− Tried to get a “gist” of what was being said.

− Focused on keywords / concepts rather than a cohesive translation.

− Spent less time worrying about grammar.

− I just trusted the provided MT output.

− A lot of questions were related to very specific aspects of the text.

− I had to really understand the meanings of technical terms, as they were needed to respond to 
the questions.
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Reasons for not interacting with MT

• Translation condition

− I decided to stick with using the online dictionary. I did check with the MT output to 
correlate with what I looked up.

− I have had better experiences using the online dictionary.

− I felt the MT output, dictionary, and my own knowledge and experience were sufficient.

• Comprehension condition

− I used the dictionary more.

− MT output sufficient.

− Because I felt that it would be the same.
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Summary and conclusions

• Differential benefits of MT for translation and 

comprehension tasks

− Notable that MT was sometimes helpful even when 

the quality of the output was relatively poor

− For comprehension, MT may have helped participants 

get the gist more quickly, but helped less with details

• Interacting with MT did not help

− Lack of use; perception that MT would not change

− Translators may need training on how to use MT most 

effectively
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Future directions

• Other languages and/or tasks

• Effects of proficiency

− Lower: need more help

− Higher: better able to discern when MT is misleading

− Any benefit for native speakers?

• Other domains and genres

− e.g., colloquial material without complete, 

grammatical sentences

• Combinations of tools
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Questions on Part 2?
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Utility of translation 
memory (TM) in an 
operational context 
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Motivation

• An USG organization with access to some 

CAT tools (MT, concordance search, on-

line dictionaries)

• TM resources limited 

− Termbase sharing is manual

− Labor-intensive to import termbases

• CAT resources have a history of 

performing differently in an USG context
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Materials

• Provided by client

• Mixed genre

− Transcribed/translated conversations

− Translated written correspondence

− Translated documents

− Targeted summaries (discarded)

• Alignment

− Often at the paragraph level
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Approach

• Worked with 3 experienced analysts to 

align text

− Source sentence as maximum length

− Often could get to the level of an English 

phrase

• Formatted aligned translation units (TUs) 

as TMX
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Choosing a comparison group

• “Ideal” TM scenario

− Phone manuals

− Within-text matches

− Between text matches

• Scientific abstracts (very narrow domain)
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Choosing a metric

• Is TM providing as many matches in the 

USG context?

− N-gram matches

− TU matches
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Results

• The USG material had substantially fewer 

n-gram matches than any of the 

comparison groups

• No comparison for TU matches

• 30 matches within 1000 TUs
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Unique applications

• Event-driven terminology

− Пятое кольцо

− “Fifth ring”
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Unique applications

• Event-driven terminology

− Пятое кольцо

− “Fifth ring”

− 2014 Sochi Olympics

− Meaning: inept performance/inept performer 

or failure to complete a job
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Unique applications

• Connecting the dots

− Evolving terminology used to “talk around” 

topics or refer to individuals

− Individuals using the same terminology may 

be connected in some way

− Alerting analysts to areas of mission overlap 

and areas for potential collaboration
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Unique applications

• Entity/event disambiguation

− Less than exact matches may prompt 

analysts to investigate whether individuals, 

organizations, or events with similar names 

are in fact the same individual / organization / 

event

− Access to prior reports allows quick access to 

data that may assist with disambiguation
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Unique applications

• Entity/event disambiguation

− International Council of Scientific Unions (1931-1998) 

− Changed to International Council for Science (1998-

present)
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Source Text: Translation Window:

Translation Tools Platform 

performs functions such as:

• Segmentation

• Search for TM matches

• Render MT

Algorithm determines which 

suggestions should be 

presented to translator.

MT suggestions ON           TM suggestions ON           Spellcheck OFF

Source Text: Translation Window:

该种隐藏进程的
检测方法十分可
靠,可以检测出常

规安全检测工具
不能发现的系统
恶意程序。

This detection 

method is completely 

reliable,可以检测
出常规 security 

detection 工具
不能发现的系统
恶意程序。

MT suggestion:

Accept Reject

Check for TM matches

TM suggestion:

Accept Reject

Check for MT matches
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Obstacles to adoption

• At the level of the organization

− Monetary/development investment

− Need to invest in data

• At the level of the individual

− Want seamless access/input

− Resistant to additional burden

− Want to be able to opt-in
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Desired features

• Supported linking to:

− Databases

− Prior reporting

− Prior authors

• Glossary creation

• Domain tagging

• Support for multiple languages
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Summary and conclusions

• TM may provide fewer matches from 

memory compared to TM used in an 

“ideal” scenario

• May improve at scale

− Will never approach the size of termbases of 

outside information

• Additional applications for TM may make 

the investment uniquely beneficial
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Questions about Part 3?
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Overall conclusions

• Important to consider the task/use case 

• Even big changes in BLEU score might not 

be reflected in comprehension

• Both automatic evaluations and human 

comparisons are abstractions compared to 

human comprehension

• Any CAT tools:

− may face adoption hurdles

− may offer unanticipated benefits
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Concept of Experiment

Technology 

Opportunity 

Zone

(Last Slide)

Human Reference Annotations

System Outputs

How might mission impact be measured?

MT may be neither necessary nor sufficient

for HADR mission relevance

SPOILER ALERT
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HADR
Humanitarian Assistance Disaster Relief
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Top 20 Languages of the World

Legend and Source

• Size of circles indicates number of speakers based on Ethnologue data. Lewis, M. 
Paul, Gary F. Simons, and Charles D. Fennig (eds.). 2015. Ethnologue: 
Languages of the World, Eighteenth edition. Dallas, Texas: SIL International. 
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Coverage of Seven Available MT Systems

Legend and Source

• Size of circles indicates number of speakers based on Ethnologue data. Lewis, M. 
Paul, Gary F. Simons, and Charles D. Fennig (eds.). 2015. Ethnologue: 
Languages of the World, Eighteenth edition. Dallas, Texas: SIL International. 
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~7500 Languages
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~7500 Languages – 1500 endangered ≈ 6500

≈ 1% MT
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Use Standards and Doctrine

15:34Proceedings of AMTA 2016, vol. 2: MT Users' Track                                                                 Austin, Oct 28 - Nov 1, 2016 | p. 558
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Flow of Information from Needs to Response

General Mission
Aggregate Needs

Military 

Tasking

Individual Needs

Deliver Assistance
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Flow of Information from Needs to Response

General Mission
Aggregate Needs

Military 

Tasking

Individual Needs

Deliver Assistance
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LORELEI HADR Topics
Low Resource Languages for Emergent Incidents

• Water

• Food

• Shelter

• Medical

• Utilities, Energy, 
Sanitation

• Infrastructure 
Damage

• Search / Rescue

• Evacuation

• Civil Unrest

• Extreme Violence

• Regime Change

Needs  Obstacles
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Mission Tasking Matrix (MITAM)
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LORELEI Situation Frame Highlights
Low Resource Languages for Emergent Incidents

<Situation> ::= <Need> ¦ <Issue>

<Need> ::=  Water Supply ¦ Food Supply ¦ Shelter ¦ Medical Assistance ¦         
Utilities, Energy, or Sanitation ¦ Infrastructure ¦ Search/Rescue 
¦ Evacuation  

+ ( Urgent ¦ Not Urgent ) + ( Current ¦ Past ¦ Future )

+ <Place>

<Issue> ::= Civil Unrest or Widespread Crime ¦ Terrorism or other Extreme 
Violence ¦ Regime Change

<Place> ::= ( <LOC> ¦ <GPE> ¦ Unknown )
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NIST Low Resource HLT Evaluation 2016
https://www.nist.gov/itl/iad/mig/lorehlt16-evaluations
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Data from Haiti 2010 Earthquake

• Mission 4636

– SMS Service during 2010 
Earthquake for people to send 
messages requesting help

– http://www.mission4636.org/

• Ushahidi Collaboration Platform

– Volunteers translated and annotated 
requests and shared with 
responders

– http://www.ushahidi.com/

• Data publicly available

– pydata book on github.com

– Haiti Crisis Map on datahub.io
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Sample Mission 4636 Message*

Nou nan zòn tigwav nou ta renmen pou nou èd men fok se pajan 
mwen wè mesye minista ap fè moun yo nou bezwen anpil tant ak 
medikaman pou grip la fyè ak no Time: 2010-01-28 23:31:13

LORELEI seeks to enable English speakers to 

respond in HADR scenarios without knowing 

the local languages. 

*Notes: (1) character encoding issues in SMS: ň/ò; č/è; 

(2) cut-off at 160 charsProceedings of AMTA 2016, vol. 2: MT Users' Track                                                                 Austin, Oct 28 - Nov 1, 2016 | p. 566
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Message #2517* from Haiti 2010 Earthquake

Nou nan zòn tigwav nou ta renmen pou nou èd men fok se pajan 
mwen wè mesye minista ap fè moun yo nou bezwen anpil tant ak 
medikaman pou grip la fyè ak no Time: 2010-01-28 23:31:13

ID HT2010EQ01-U2517

Type Need Shelter, Medical

Entities UNK

LOC Petit Goave

Time 2010-01-28 23:31:13

SEC NONE

Subtopic NONE

*Ushahidi Data: https://github.com/pydata/pydata-book/blob/master/ch08/Haiti.csv

Name Petit Goave

Equiv tigwav

LAT 18.37743

LON -72.93157

From Gazetteer:

Situation Frame

SPONSOR BRIEF // NOT CLEARED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE
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“Signal” in Low Resource Language “Noise”

• Trends and “Dots on a Map”

• Use confidence levels to help aggregate information
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Dots on a Map

• https://github.com/pydata/pydata-book/blob/master/ch08/Haiti.csv

• http://datahub.io/dataset/ushahidi/resource/81d058a8-173a-49d9-8ce9-4edf5e7cafc9
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Trends in Message Categories
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MT may be neither necessary nor 
sufficient for HADR mission relevance

<Situation> ::= <Need> ¦ <Issue>

<Need> ::=  Water Supply ¦ Food Supply ¦ 
Shelter ¦ Medical Assistance ¦         

Utilities, Energy, or Sanitation ¦ 
Infrastructure ¦ Search/Rescue 

¦ Evacuation  

+ ( Urgent ¦ Not Urgent ) + ( 
Current ¦ Past ¦ Future )

+ <Place>

<Issue> ::= Civil Unrest or Widespread Crime 
¦ Terrorism or other Extreme 
Violence ¦ Regime Change

<Place> ::= ( <LOC> ¦ <GPE> ¦ Unknown )

English
Foreign 

Language

High volume, uncertain 

inputs acceptable if 

aggregate output is useful

Foreign 

Language
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Concept of Evaluation

• Inject LORELEI analytics into HADR exercise from low-resource 
language messages (social media, i.e.: Twitter)

• Measure outcomes: i.e.:

– Accuracy of Decision

– Time to Right Decision

– Reduction of Overlapping Effort (Efficiency)

• Vary conditions for Situation Frames (SF) from Low Resource 
Languages: i.e.:

– Reference SF

– System SF
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Reference

System

Concept of Experiment
Situation Frames

Situation 

Frame 
Decision

Technology 

Opportunity 

Zone

HADR Participant Experiments

Parameters
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THANKS

Doug Jones  DAJ@LL.MIT.EDU
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DragonFly
Wearable Devices to Enable Communication via ASL

Presented at the

Association for Machine Translation in the Americas (AMTA) 2016 Conference 

Austin, Texas

October 31, 2016
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Overview

 Statement of User Need

 Our Technical Approach

 Project Status & Next Steps

 Wrap-Up
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Statement of User Need

 There is a need for to enable signers to seamlessly communicate with non-

signers.

 In day-to-day life, people do not have dedicated interpreters who are with 

them on a 24 X 7 basis.

 Obtaining an interpreter requires prior arrangements & advanced planning, 

sometimes weeks in advance.

 Ad-hoc meetings come up, and the chance to participate is lost if an 

interpreter can’t be found. 
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Current Situation

Some of the Problems…

 People you run 

into say, “Text 

ya later,” and 

never do…

Some of the Consequences…

 Inability to 

truly connect

 You feel you 

can’t express 

yourself writing 

in English as well 

as you can in ASL
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Solving the Challenge

 Develop a tool to allow an ASL signer and 

a speaker of English to communicate with each other…

 Face-to-Face

Naturally

Anytime

Anywhere
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Our Solution

To develop wearable devices that will facilitate 

interactions between signers and non-signers

 This family of solutions is called DragonFly

 We envision DragonFly running on different types of wearables
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Why?

To help bridge the current communication 
barrier…

With DragonFly, a person who uses ASL and 
someone who does not know ASL can express 
themselves completely to one another. 

The opportunity DragonFly creates is the 
ability to unlock the potential of every person 
to fully contribute to the mission. 
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Technical Approach
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Technical Challenges

Sign/Signer Variability
Signal Complexity

Data Availability

Head/Face Gesture

Handshape

Hand Orientation

Hand Placement

Hand Motion

e.g. observation angle • Limited availability of well annotated ASL<->English content 

for development and evaluation (e.g. ASLLVD)

• Technical challenges remain for exploiting loosely annotated 

content (e.g. ASL w/ closed captioning)

Session Variability

Sensor Variability

ASL: American Sign Language

ASLLVD: American Sign Language Video DatasetProceedings of AMTA 2016, vol. 2: MT Users' Track Austin, Oct 28 - Nov 1, 2016 | p. 583



System Overview

Signing 
Synthesis

Translation

Speech-to-Text 
Conversion

Signal 
Acquisition
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Signal  
Acquisition

Sign language-
to-Text 

Conversion

Translation

Speech Synthesis

Signal  
Acquisition

Sign language-
to-Text 

Conversion

Translation

Speech SynthesisSpeech Synthesis

Signal  
Acquisition

Signing 
Synthesis

Translation

Speech-to-Text 
Conversion

Signal 
Acquisition

Signing 
Synthesis

Speech-to-Text 
Conversion

Signal 
Acquisition

Existing 

Technology

Active Research 

Area
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Sign Language to Speech

Signal  
Acquisition

Sign language-
to-Text 

Conversion

Translation

Speech Synthesis

S
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n
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e
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h

Region Detection 
and Tracking

Static/Dynamic 
Analysis

Sign 
Classification
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Sign Language to Speech

Signal  Acquisition

Translation

Speech Synthesis

Region Detection and 
Tracking

Static/Dynamic 
Analysis

Sign Classification

• Signer Isolation

• Feature Localization

• Face and Hands

• Whole Body

• Motion Tracking
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Sign Language to Speech

Signal  Acquisition

Translation

Speech Synthesis

Region Detection and 
Tracking

Static/Dynamic 
Analysis

Sign Classification

• Classify Individual Hand 

Gestures

• Evaluate Facial Cues

• Performed on single frame or short series of video

• Typically adopt image machine learning methods.
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Sign Language to Speech

Signal  Acquisition

Translation

Speech Synthesis

Region Detection and 
Tracking

Static/Dynamic 
Analysis

Sign Classification

• Given gesture sequences, we want to identify discrete signs

• Guided by a lexicon (e.g. signing dictionary)

• Typically involves dynamic machine learning methods    • Typically involves dynamic machine learning methods    

• Markov Modeling

• Typically involves dynamic machine learning methods    

• Markov Modeling

• Neural Networks 

• Typically involves dynamic machine learning methods    

• Markov Modeling

• Neural Networks

• Sequential Pattern Boosting 
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Sign Language to Speech

Signal  Acquisition

Translation

Speech Synthesis

Region Detection and 
Tracking

Static/Dynamic 
Analysis

Sign Classification

Translation: 

• Convert recognized signing sequences into an English 

sentences.

• Example of Machine Translation (MT) Problem

• ASL is not structured like English and is more like Japanese, 

in that it is a Topic-Comment language. It must be ordered 

correctly before it is converted to speech, so that it 

conforms to English syntax and is readily understood by an 

English speaker.

• Requires sizable database of parallel ASL-English data 

e.g. Television Corpus of Closed-Caption + ASL  

Speech Synthesis
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Speech to Sign Language

Signing Synthesis

Translation

Speech-to-Text 
Conversion

Signal Acquisition

Translation

• Inverse operation of the MT problem

• English sentences converted into sequences of manual 

and non-manual gestures

Signal Acquisition

Speech-to-Text 
Conversion

Translation
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Next Steps

Signal  
Acquisition

Sign language-
to-Text 

Conversion

Translation

Speech Synthesis

Signing 
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Isolated Signs

Goals:

• Proof-of-Concept System

• Recognize a set of ~50 isolated signs

• Laptop-based, not necessarily real time

• Obtain feedback from users 
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Project Status

 We have initiated  an extensive literature search to leverage best practices 

and relevant research done to date.

 We are compiling data, annotation, algorithmic, and system requirements

 Identified and aggregating annotated ASL datasets

 ASLLVD RVL-SLLL Gallaudet

 Identified relevant CNN models for feature extraction

 VGG and DeepHand models

 We have begun work on a prototype for ASL recognition capabilities.
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Questions?
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Thank You!

Contact Info:

po17b@icloud.com

nmalyska@ll.mit.edu
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Tuning Neural MT
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Outline

 Tuning MT: when the system you have isn’t the system you need

 Neural MT tuning methods differ from those for Statistical MT

 Genre or Domain matters (a lot):

– In-genre test: BLEU = 25.6

– Out-of-genre test: BLEU = 7.5 (-18.1)

 You care about NMT tuning because…

– Tuned w/ monolingual data only: BLEU = 10.3 (+2.8)

– Trained on a small parallel set: BLEU = 13.5 (+6.0)

– Tuned (transfer learning): BLEU = 15.0 (+7.5) to 16.9 (+9.4)
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Tuning a system you have, to get the system you need
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Tuning a system you have, to get the system you need
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Tuning Machine Translation

For example: Minimum Error Rate Training (MERT)

or   Margin-infused Relaxed Algorithm (MIRA)

SMT Tuning = finding a linear weighting to combine scoring 

features from translation tables, language models, reordering 

models, etc.

In SMT, tuning involves learning a 

weighted combination of scoring 

features output by trained components: 

translation tables, language models, 

reordering models, …
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Tuning Statistical Machine Translation

SampleRank Training for Phrase-Based Machine Translation

Barry Haddow, Abhishek Arun, Philipp Koehn 2011

Image Credit: NLP Group at 

Northeastern University, China
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Need for Domain Adaptation

Newswire source

目前日本有关方面已经派出三只 巡逻艇,

协同韩国方面在出事水域开展搜寻遇难者

的工作.

Currently, Japanese authorities have 

three dispatched patrol boats to 

coordinate with the South Koreans in 

searching for the victims in the area of 

the incident.

Japan has dispatched three patrol 

boats to the area, in coordination with 

the South Koreans to search for the 

victims in the area of the incident work

Semiconductor source

利用在线应力测试技术表征了掺入Pt后对

镍硅化物薄膜应力性质的影响.

The effect of Pt doping on the stress in 

the nickel silicide film has been 

characterized using an in-situ stress 

measurement.

Stress tests use online technology 

characterized by incorporation of Pt on 

nickel silicide films nature of the stress

Machine translation

Human translation

Quite poor on 

novel domains
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Need for Domain Adaptation

Score (BLEU)

System Description

Semi-

conductor

Chem-

bio

L Stand-alone product,

statistical

9.4 9.7

S Stand-alone product,

rule-based

11.2 11.9

G Web-based, statistical 15.1 22.8*

MITRE Statistical 16.1 17.9
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Neural MT

Is Neural Machine Translation Ready for Deployment? A Case Study on 30 Translation Directions 

Marcin Junczys-Dowmunt, Tomasz Dwojak, Hieu Hoang

“With the exception of fr-es and 
ru-en the neural system is always 
comparable or better than the 

phrase-based system.”
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Neural Machine Translation

Image credit: Kyunghyun Cho: https://devblogs.nvidia.com/parallelforall/introduction-neural-machine-translation-gpus-part-3/
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Subtitle Corpus for Discourse

Pierre Lison and Jörg Tiedemann, 2016, OpenSubtitles2016: Extracting Large 

Parallel Corpora from Movie and TV Subtitles. In Proceedings of the 10th 

International Conference on Language Resources and Evaluation (LREC 2016).
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Arabic to English

 Trained on 21 million

conversational segments 

from movie subtitles

– 256 million training steps 

(sentences)

– 19 days on K40 GPU

 NMT BLEU = 25.6

– SMT BLEU = 25.3

 Serialized as 536 MB model

– Deployable to laptops
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“26 BLEU”

people say he was a terrorist . right .

- there ' s a boy in the cage .

we ' re just here to see our friend , sir .

the glass is all around someone .

like a . .

let ' s go get ice cream .

he ' s out there asking for a consult .

oh , god , please .

the black is a black .

i came for your uncle ' s wedding .

yeah , the doctors said i would remember more 
every day .

people would think that he was the 
terrorist. right.

- there's a boy in the cage.

we're just here to see our friend rigby, sir.

- glass is all over the floor. - somebody 
broke the stereo.

like nathan.

let's get ice cream.

he's down checking a buoy in the 
channel.

oh, my god, please.

cervical lymph node has black flecks.

you came for your uncle's wedding.

yeah, and doctors say i should get more 
and more each day.

NMT OutputOpenSubtitles Reference
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In a new domain

“tourism accounts 

for almost N % of 

the austrian gross 

domestic product .”

“the industry are nearly N , of 

the most common population 

.”

On Wikipedia:
BLEU = 7.4
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Tuning NMT?

Black Box NMT
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Transfer Learning

 Our core strategy is to employ transfer learning between 

deep neural networks pre-trained on massive datasets 

 Knowledge gained in one context can

be re-used to solve different but 

related problems

https://edpsychexperience.wordpress.com/2013/03/25/013112-learning-learning-transfer
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Wikipedia Adaptation Experiments

 Incremental training: we pick up where OpenSubtitles left off

– With tiny parallel tuning set (n=1024)

– With small parallel training set (n=32768)

– With full parallel training set (n=148136)

– With varying amounts of in-domain monolingual data

– With expanded vocabularies

 About 22 minutes per 100k training updates

Krzysztof Wołk and Krzysztof Marasek: Building 

Subject-aligned Comparable Corpora and Mining 

it for Truly Parallel Sentence Pairs., Procedia

Technology, 18, Elsevier, p.126-132, 2014
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Train from Scratch
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Tuning
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Tuning
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Side by Side

Reference: tourism accounts for almost N % of the austrian gross 

domestic product .

Train from scratch, 33k: world is up for N % of the total reserves .

Untuned: the industry are nearly N , of the most common 

population .

1k tuning: tourism costs nearly N ( of the most common population 

.

33k tuning: tourism often manifests approximately N % of the gdp .

… ensembling?
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Results

 Genre & domain matter (a lot)

– In-genre test: BLEU = 25.6

– Out-of-genre test: BLEU = 7.5 (-18.1)

 Incremental training helps

– Trained, parallel in-domain: BLEU = 13.5 (+6.0)

– Tuned, parallel in-domain: BLEU = 15.0 (+7.5) to 16.9 (+9.4)

 Monolingual data helps when parallel data is scarce

– Tuned, 33k monolingual in-domain: BLEU = 10.3 (+2.8)

– Tuned, 1k parallel in-domain: BLEU = 10.6 (+3.1)

 Expanding vocabulary doesn’t increase BLEU (yet)
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Conclusions

 All parameters in a NMT system are tunable

– can create great diversity from one “well trained” seed system 

– … in minutes or hours, with little or no additional parallel data

 Government use cases poised to benefit most

– Collect many partially trained systems on the shelf?

 Still open question how to best create

systems optimized for tuning

 Sharing models? Share training

code too.
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Thank You

Guido Zarrella

jzarrella@mitre.org

@gzco
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INVISIBLE MT Patricia O’Neill-Brown, Ph.D

AMTA 2016
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Overview

1. The Goal: Better Quality Machine Translation

2. ‘Invisible MT’….a way to advance the field

3. Technical Approach

4. Questions/Discussion
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1. See paragraphs or documents you want to translate 

2. Cut text

3. Open MT application

4. Paste into app

5. Wait for system to translate

6. See output & try to read/make sense of it

7. Decide what to do next

8. Maybe nothing else because your information need was met OR

9. Nothing else if your information need wasn’t met OR

10. Post-edit - keep some output, discard some, revise still yet others

MT processes today…
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Current MT Paradigm

• Assumptions about inputs to the system:

• Sentences (grammatical)

• The output:

• Each system produces only one translation;

• There is only ever one right answer

• Task accomplishment mode:

• Complete Automation 

• Send document, get result
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However…
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What if… we changed the process & 
the paradigm?

• What if we designed for the input being:

• A few short sentences

• Fragments

• Single words

• Images, emoticons

• What if for the output, we said:

• The system’s goal is to convey meaning;

• Translation is one technique & you can use others;

• There can be multiple ‘right’ ways of saying things.

• How about for the task accomplishment mode, 

it were designed as:

• Human-in-the-MT-loop
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Our Concept
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Invisible MT…

The design is driven by the form factor of the hardware used & 

the way people are used to interacting with it already
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Invisible MT…

The design is also driven by the characteristics of the data for the different use cases
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‘SEARCH’ TECHNOLOGY IS INVISIBLE TO THE 
USER

Interactive Voice Response

Automatic Speech Recognition

Spelling Correction

Information Retrieval

Predictive Typing

Autocomplete

Voice Authentication
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Hello

Salut Bonjour
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Salut! Formulaic Expressions

Emoticon Handling

Machine Translation

Name Handling

Machine Translation & Name 

Handling

J’ai recontré John

What?

J’ai quelque

chose à te dire

John Small!
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‘autosuggest’
No having to 

go to another 

app
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Work to date…
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PROTOTYPE
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Deep Learning for MT

• Train a recurrent neural network to 

understand input and generate

translation

• These models run on the mobile 

device

• Tunable to specific domains 

• Leverages monolingual text data

• Can be retrained
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DEEP LEARNING FOR MT

We’re currently following the standard 
sequence-to-sequence model for MT.

One part of model learns where to  
look in the source sentence when trying 
to produce the next word. Attention

Other part of the model decides what 
word to produce given where the first 
part is looking.

Bahdanau, D., Cho, K. and Bengio, Y., 2014. 

Neural machine translation by jointly learning to 

align and translate. arXiv preprint 

arXiv:1409.0473.
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THE GRAPHICAL MODEL

English Language Model

Foreign Language Model

Translation Model

Editing Models

Modality (1=typing Foreign, 0=typing English)
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TRAINING & TESTING DATA

Europarl Data

Not the right fit – formal 

Not the type of language used for 
texting - informal

Online Movie Database –
OpenSubtitles

Good fit

Conversational

Pierre Lison and Jörg Tiedemann, 2016, OpenSubtitles2016: 

Extracting Large Parallel Corpora from Movie and TV 

Subtitles. In Proceedings of the 10th International Conference 

on Language Resources and Evaluation (LREC 2016).
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EXAMPLE TRANSLATION MODEL ENTRIES
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DEEP LEARNING FOR MT

Arabic-English BLEU

15.1 Baseline 

18.7 +UNK, some post-processing

22.4 +gradient clipping, longer training

24.5 +pretrained word embeddings

…

System is now near state-of-research performance

 Time to switch to E-A for MCT
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DEEP LEARNING FOR MODEL COMPRESSION

The amount of storage on phones is smaller compared to that on 
servers

 Neural methods can be used to make small models as effective as 
traditional, larger models
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T-TABLE COMPRESSION

Input: English word

Output: Probability it translates 
to each of 43K French words 
(most ~0%)

Challenge: Model table with 
fewer parameters than needed 
to store (table entries)

Score: Cross Entropy (CE)
 Lower means less precision lost during 

compression.

"Feast": 

{ 

"festin": 0.42,  "fête": 
0.57 

} 
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T-TABLE COMPRESSION, WORK IN 
PROGRESS

Source side: English word

Target side: French word

Numeric entry: p(f|e)

Compression of source side
5.3 CE Recurrent Neural Net (RNN)

0.75 CE Convolutional Neural Net (CNN)

Target side compression (all infeasible for use in an actual system)
0.73 CE Word Index

5.4 CE RNN

5.2 CE CNN
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T-TABLE COMPRESSION, BOTTOM LINE

Can we reduce data storage requirements while still predicting MCT 
suggestions with enough accuracy to be useful?

 Yes

Best approach we’ve found, so far:

 Character-based input encoder, one character per keystroke typed

 Hierarchical softmax output decoder produces the distribution of numbers over the 
output vocabulary
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Next Steps

1. Obtain user Feedback

2. Determine if data used designing the system is adequate 

4. Look at if there are areas to optimize
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Questions?
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DEEP LEARNING FOR ERROR CHECKING 
AND HINTING

Rapid typing encourages certain types of mistakes

 Some, e.g. typos, can be corrected immediately

 Others require context: determiners, inflections, homonyms

Magic Punctuation: when the author types a period, can we 
identify if part of the sentence doesn’t match the user’s 
intent?
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Goal: identify when user selects the wrong character from a 
list of phonetically similar options with same pinyin 
transcription

Our noise model samples from a pinyin / character frequency 
table to corrupt clean Mandarin sentences 
 Allows us to cheaply build large training data from monolingual text

Our denoiser is a recurrent neural network that reads the 
sequence of characters, then “points” at a position in the input
 Very compact model (3 MB)

 Corrupt characters are
detected with over 85% 
accuracy in initial tests

DEEP LEARNING FOR ERROR CHECKING: 
MANDARIN

他把玻璃主放在我身上
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MoJo
Bringing Hybrid MT to the 

Center for Applied Machine Translation

Marianna J. Martindale, 

Center for Applied Machine Translation (CAMT)

You got your StatMT
on my rules!

You got your rules 
in my StatMT!
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2MT in Research & Industry vs CAMT

• Research is almost entirely StatMT (now Neural)
• Emphasis on new techniques 

• Most research on high-resource language pairs (except LORELEI & MATERIAL)

• Not concerned with operational constraints 

• In industry StatMT is the norm (for now)
• Primarily commercially viable language pairs (high-resource) 

• Speed is important, compute resources may or may not be

• CAMT’s GOTS MT is (currently) rule-based
• Many languages regardless of resource availability

• Speed is important, compute resources limited (server OR laptop)

• Fidelity is more important than fluency
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3Why not StatMT before?

• Technical issues with StatMT
• Speed

• Memory

• Well-engineered systems not readily available

• Can be tricky to build right
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5Why not StatMT before?

• Technical issues with StatMT
• Speed

• Memory

• Well-engineered systems not readily available

• Can be tricky to build right

• Domain needs
• Many languages (often low-resource)
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6Languages Supported in CyberTrans

*Coming soon

AFRIKAANS DANISH JAPANESE PERSIAN TAJIK

ALBANIAN DARI JAVANESE PERSIAN Romanized TAJIK Romanized

AMHARIC DUTCH KAZAKH POLISH TAUSUG 

ARABIC ESTONIAN KOREAN PORTUGUESE TETUM

ARABIC Romanized FINNISH KURDISH (Kurmanji) PUNJABI THAI 

ARMENIAN FRENCH KURDISH (Sorani) ROMANIAN TOK PISIN

AZERBAIJANI GALICIAN KYRGYZ RUSSIAN TURKISH

BALUCHI GEORGIAN LAO RUSSIAN Romanized TURKMEN

BASQUE GEORGIAN Romanized LATVIAN SERBIAN TWI*

BELARUSIAN GERMAN LINGALA SERBIAN Cyrillic UKRAINIAN

BULGARIAN GREEK LITHUANIAN SHONA* UKRAINIAN Romanized

BULGARIAN Romanized GREEK Romanized MACEDONIAN SLOVAK URDU

CATALAN HAITIAN CREOLE MACEDONIAN Romanized SLOVENE URDU Romanized

CEBUANO HAUSA MAGUINDANAON SOMALI UYGHUR

CHAVACANO HEBREW MALAGASY SPANISH UZBEK Cyrillic

CHECHEN HINDI MALAYSIAN SRANAN UZBEK Romanized

CHINESE Simplified HMONG NORWEGIAN SUNDANESE VIETNAMESE

CHINESE Traditional HUNGARIAN PAPIAMENTO SWAHILI WOLOF

CROATIAN INDONESIAN PASHTO SWEDISH YAKAN

CZECH ITALIAN PASHTO Romanized TAGALOG YORUBA
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7Why not StatMT before?

• Technical issues with StatMT
• Speed

• Memory

• Well-engineered systems not readily available

• Can be tricky to build right

• Domain needs
• Many languages (often low-resource)

• Little or no in-domain parallel text

• Frequent sometimes urgent updates

• Fidelity as priority (accurate, traceable)
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8Why not StatMT before?

• Technical issues with StatMT
• Speed

• Memory

• Well-engineered systems not readily available

• Can be tricky to build right

• Domain needs
• Many languages (often low-resource)

• Little or no in-domain parallel text

• Frequent sometimes urgent updates

• Fidelity as priority (accurate, traceable)

MoTrans
• Human instead of bitext
• Updated based on actual text 

submitted
• Easy to trace input to output 
• Caveat: Sacrifice fluency for fidelity
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9

StatMT

• Learns automatically from 
example translations

• Doesn’t require language-specific  
knowledge

• Leverages Big Data

• More fluent translations

• Recent engineering advances 
make adoption easier

Rule-based

• Rules are composed by language 
experts

• Performs a deep source language 
analysis 

• Easy to update, adapt to new 
domains

• Easy to trace input to output

• Very fast

Features of Rule-based and StatMT

Best of both worlds?
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10

Statistical

Human constructed
Domain focused
Knowledge-rich
CAMT linguistic and 
technical investment

Learned automatically
Generic

Language-agnostic
Commercially dominant

Open source

MoTrans

Hybrid

Best of both worlds
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11Example (Russian)

System Output

Motrans He noted, that presidential pre-election campaign provoked
“discrepant and often frequently vulgar rhetoric,” eating away 
democracy and society.

StatMT He noted that the presidential electoral campaign has provoked
“inconsistent and often vulgar rhetoric,” разъедающую democracy 
and society .

Hybrid He noted that the presidential electoral campaign has provoked 
“inconsistent and often vulgar rhetoric,” eating away democracy and 
society.

Human He said the presidential campaign has brought “divisive and often 
vulgar rhetoric” that corrodes democracy and society.
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12Example (Russian)

System Output

Motrans From Moscow to Sochi on the train about two days! Really? Is it 
possible? You want to lead two days in the uncomfortable train?

StatMT From Moscow to Sochi to train about two days! Do you want to 
spend two days in awkward train?

Hybrid From Moscow to Sochi on the train about two days! Do you want to 
spend two days in uncomfortable train?

Human From Moscow to Sochi by train is close to 2 days! Do you really want 
to spend two days in an uncomfortable train?
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13Example (Swahili)

System Output

Motrans LABLA America in/at what region? America is big.

StatMT “Maybe America in what state? The United States is the greatest.

Hybrid Maybe America in what region? The United States is big.

Human To be more precise, which state in America? America is vast.
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14Example (Swahili)

System Output

Motrans Pat: say (you/it) succeeded to get children and MUMEO Mohammed 
HAMIS?

StatMT Pat: is ulifanikiwa to children and mumeo Mohamed Hamis?

Hybrid Pat: Have you succeeded in getting children mumeo Mohamed 
Hamis?

Human Pat: Were you successful at having children by that husband 
Mohamed Hamis?
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15

JoshuaMoTrans

MoJo

Best of both worlds
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16Apache Joshua

• Open-source Java statistical machine 
translation system

• Apache project currently in Incubation 
Stage

• Provides both phrase-based and hiero
StatMT

• Pre-built language packs available for 
download

• Written in Java (like CyberTrans)

• Development lead conveniently 
located at JHU HLTCOE in nearby 
Baltimore

http://joshua.apache.org/
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JoshuaMoTrans

MoJo

Best of both worlds
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18MoTrans Translator

• Morphological Translator

• Fast

• Deep morphological analysis

• Expressive lexicon and 
grammar

• Continually updated by 
lexicographers

• Quick “better than nothing” 
for Low Resource Languages

• Currently over 40 languages

• Many users, positive 
feedback
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19MoTrans Lexicon Example

• Lexical entries
• puntilla|N| lace

• pas/ar |V.AR| pass

• de |DE| of

• pas de puntillas|V.AR|sidestep|S--

• Rules
PROCLITIC:V.CONJ:ha:has %s 

SUFFIX:V.AR:ado:%s:+pastp:V.CONJ

SUFFIX_PATTERN:N:(*V)(X-0{s}):%s:+plural
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20MoTrans Lexicon Example

• Lexical entries
• puntilla|N| lace

• pas/ar |V.AR| pass

• de |DE| of

• pas de puntillas|V.AR|sidestep|S--

• Rules
PROCLITIC:V.CONJ:ha:has %s 

SUFFIX:V.AR:ado:%s:+pastp:V.CONJ

SUFFIX_PATTERN:N:(*V)(X-0{s}):%s:+plural

Source 
Usually lemma
But not always
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21MoTrans Lexicon Example

• Lexical entries
• puntilla|N| lace

• pas/ar |V.AR| pass

• de |DE| of

• pas de puntillas|V.AR|sidestep|S--

• Rules
PROCLITIC:V.CONJ:ha:has %s 

SUFFIX:V.AR:ado:%s:+pastp:V.CONJ

SUFFIX_PATTERN:N:(*V)(X-0{s}):%s:+plural

Part of Speech
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22MoTrans Lexicon Example

• Lexical entries
• puntilla|N| lace

• pas/ar |V.AR| pass

• de |DE| of

• pas de puntillas|V.AR|sidestep|S--

• Rules
PROCLITIC:V.CONJ:ha:has %s 

SUFFIX:V.AR:ado:%s:+pastp:V.CONJ

SUFFIX_PATTERN:N:(*V)(X-0{s}):%s:+plural

Target
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23MoTrans Lexicon Example

• Lexical entries
• puntilla|N| lace

• pas/ar |V.AR| pass

• de |DE| of

• pas de puntillas|V.AR|sidestep|S--

• Rules
PROCLITIC:V.CONJ:ha:has %s 

SUFFIX:V.AR:ado:%s:+pastp:V.CONJ

SUFFIX_PATTERN:N:(*V)(X-0{s}):%s:+plural

Stem indicator
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24MoTrans Lexicon Example

• Lexical entries
• puntilla|N| lace

• pas/ar |V.AR| pass

• de |DE| of

• pas de puntillas|V.AR|sidestep|S--

• Rules
PROCLITIC:V.CONJ:ha:has %s 

SUFFIX:V.AR:ado:%s:+pastp:V.CONJ

SUFFIX_PATTERN:N:(*V)(X-0{s}):%s:+plural

Affix Location Pattern
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25MoTrans Lexicon Example

• Lexical entries
• puntilla|N| lace

• pas/ar |V.AR| pass

• de |DE| of

• pas de puntillas|V.AR|sidestep|S--

• Rules
PROCLITIC:V.CONJ:ha:has %s 

SUFFIX:V.AR:ado:%s:+pastp:V.CONJ

SUFFIX_PATTERN:N:(*V)(X-0{s}):%s:+plural

Type
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26MoTrans Lexicon Example

• Lexical entries
• puntilla|N| lace

• pas/ar |V.AR| pass

• de |DE| of

• pas de puntillas|V.AR|sidestep|S--

• Rules
PROCLITIC:V.CONJ:ha:has %s 

SUFFIX:V.AR:ado:%s:+pastp:V.CONJ

SUFFIX_PATTERN:N:(*V)(X-0{s}):%s:+plural

Part-of-Speech
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27MoTrans Lexicon Example

• Lexical entries
• puntilla|N| lace

• pas/ar |V.AR| pass

• de |DE| of

• pas de puntillas|V.AR|sidestep|S--

• Rules
PROCLITIC:V.CONJ:ha:has %s 

SUFFIX:V.AR:ado:%s:+pastp:V.CONJ

SUFFIX_PATTERN:N:(*V)(X-0{s}):%s:+plural

Source
Transformation
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28MoTrans Lexicon Example

• Lexical entries
• puntilla|N| lace

• pas/ar |V.AR| pass

• de |DE| of

• pas de puntillas|V.AR|sidestep|S--

• Rules
PROCLITIC:V.CONJ:ha:has %s 

SUFFIX:V.AR:ado:%s:+pastp:V.CONJ

SUFFIX_PATTERN:N:(*V)(X-0{s}):%s:+plural

Target
Transformation
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29MoTrans Lexicon Example

• Lexical entries
• puntilla|N| lace

• pas/ar |V.AR| pass

• de |DE| of

• pas de puntillas|V.AR|sidestep|S--

• Rules
PROCLITIC:V.CONJ:ha:has %s

SUFFIX:V.AR:ado:%s:+pastp:V.CONJ

SUFFIX_PATTERN:N:(*V)(X-0{s}):%s:+plural

Target
Conjugation
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30MoTrans Lexicon Example

• Lexical entries
• puntilla|N| lace

• pas/ar |V.AR| pass

• de |DE| of

• pas de puntillas|V.AR|sidestep|S--

• Rules
PROCLITIC:V.CONJ:ha:has %s 

SUFFIX:V.AR:ado:%s:+pastp:V.CONJ

SUFFIX_PATTERN:N:(*V)(X-0{s}):%s:+plural

New
Part-of-Speech
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31MoTrans Lexicon Example

• Lexical entries
• puntilla|N| lace

• pas/ar |V.AR| pass

• de |DE| of

• pas de puntillas|V.AR|sidestep|S--

• Rules
PROCLITIC:V.CONJ:ha:has %s 

SUFFIX:V.AR:ado:%s:+pastp:V.CONJ

SUFFIX_PATTERN:N:(*V)(X-0{s}):%s:+plural

puntillas -> 

lace

For a noun 
that ends 
in a vowel

Add an ‘s’
Pluralize 
the English
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32MoTrans Lexicon Example

• Lexical entries
• puntilla|N| lace

• pas/ar |V.AR| pass

• de |DE| of

• pas de puntillas|V.AR|sidestep|S--

• Rules
PROCLITIC:V.CONJ:ha:has %s 

SUFFIX:V.AR:ado:%s:+pastp:V.CONJ

SUFFIX_PATTERN:N:(*V)(X-0{s}):%s:+plural

puntillas -> 

lace

ha pasado ->

has passed
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33MoTrans Lexicon Example

• Lexical entries
• puntilla|N| lace

• pas/ar |V.AR| pass

• de |DE| of

• pas de puntillas|V.AR|sidestep|S--

• Rules
PROCLITIC:V.CONJ:ha:has %s 

SUFFIX:V.AR:ado:%s:+pastp:V.CONJ

SUFFIX_PATTERN:N:(*V)(X-0{s}):%s:+plural

puntillas -> 

lace

ha pasado ->

has passed

ha pasado de puntillas ->

has sidestepped
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34MoTrans Lexicon Example

• Lexical entries
• puntilla|N| lace

• pas/ar |V.AR| pass

• de |DE| of

• pas de puntillas|V.AR|sidestep|S--

• Rules
PROCLITIC:V.CONJ:ha:has %s 

SUFFIX:V.AR:ado:%s:+pastp:V.CONJ

SUFFIX_PATTERN:N:(*V)(X-0{s}):%s:+plural

puntillas -> 
PUNTILLA 
(SUFFIX_PATTERN:N:(*V)(X-

0{S}):%s:+plural):N: lace

ha pasado ->
PAS (PROCLITIC:V.CONJ:HA:has
%s:+pastp) 
(SUFFIX:V.AR:ADO:%s:+pastp): 

V.CONJ: has passed

ha pasado de puntillas ->
PAS DE PUNTILLAS 
(PROCLITIC:V.CONJ:HA:has
%s:+pastp) 
(SUFFIX:V.AR:ADO:%s:+pastp): 

V.CONJ: has sidestepped
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35

JoshuaMoTrans

MoJo

Best of both worlds
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36

Parallel sentences (bitext)

EnglishForeign

English text

Translation

Translation 
Model

Language
Model

MT systemNew document

Building the Hybrid: Base StatMT
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37

Parallel sentences (bitext)

EnglishForeign

English text

Translation

Translation 
Model

Language
Model

MT systemNew document

Building the Hybrid: Black Box

Rule-based knowledge 
applied to domain data 

to feed StatMT
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38

Parallel sentences (bitext)

EnglishForeign

English text

Translation

Translation 
Model

Language
Model

MT systemNew document

Building the Hybrid: Black Box

Domain
Data

“English”

MoTrans

Parallel “sentences” 
(pseudo-bitext)
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39

Parallel sentences (bitext)

EnglishForeign

English text

Translation

Translation 
Model

Language
Model

MT systemNew document

Building the Hybrid: Black Box

Domain
Data

“English”

MoTrans

Parallel “sentences” 
(pseudo-bitext)

How do we 
update?
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Parallel sentences (bitext)

EnglishForeign

English text

Translation

Translation 
Model

Language
Model

MT systemMoTransNew document

Building the Hybrid: On Demand

Domain
Data

“English”

MoTrans

Parallel “sentences” 
(pseudo-bitext)
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41

Parallel sentences (bitext)

EnglishForeign

English text

Translation

Translation 
Model

Language
Model

MT systemMoTransNew document

Building the Hybrid: Live Updates

Domain
Data

“English”

MoTrans

Parallel “sentences” 
(pseudo-bitext)
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42

Parallel sentences (bitext)

EnglishForeign

English text

Translation

Translation 
Model

Language
Model

MT systemMoTransNew document

Building the Hybrid: Live Updates

Domain
Data

“English”

MoTrans

Parallel “sentences” 
(pseudo-bitext)
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43User View

Original Text Motrans MoJo
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44Workflow

MoTrans

USTs

Translation
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45Workflow

MoTrans

Joshua

MoJo

OOVs

USTs

Translation
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46Conclusions

• MoJo online in CyberTrans “soon”
• Productization in progress

• Starting with Spanish

• Other languages will follow

• Shortly thereafter will be available  as add-
on for CyberTrans distributions

Questions?
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47

Backup Slides
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48Example (Portuguese)

System Output

Motrans however, the balloting already finished but not yet there are results 
ends.

StatMT Meanwhile, the ballot finished but there is still no final results.

Hybrid However, the ballot has finished but there is still no final results. 

Human However, the audit is over but there still are no final results.
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49Example (Arabic)

System Output

Motrans And adds Dr. Syrian/Suri that this is reason viewing it to some the 
patients/al-Murdi who come to him after the passing of the time of 
their treatment, in addition to the resistance of their bodies to drugs 
specific/Mu'inah. 

StatMT He said d. Sorry, this is a reason to see some patients who come to 
him after it was too late for treatment, as well as to resist their 
bodies certain drugs.

Hybrid D. Syrian adds that this is the reason see some patients who come to 
him after the passing of time their treatment, as well as to resist 
their bodies specific drugs.

Human Dr. Sory also stated that is why he sometimes had diseased people 
come in when it was too late for treatment and why there was 
resistance to certain drugs.
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50Center for Applied Machine Translation

• DoD-recognized Center of Excellence for Machine Translation
• Serving the US Government for over 14 years.

• Flagship product: CYBERTRANS
• Integrated suite of automated tools for MT, language and encoding 

identification, spelling and text enhancement, and encoding conversion.

中华人民共和国和阿拉
伯联合酋长国建立外交
关系的联合公报

The Peoples Republic of 
China and the United Arab 
Emirates established 
diplomatic relations with the 
joint communique 

中华人民共和国和阿拉伯联合酋长国建立外交关系的联合公报
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51

•Primary customers don’t
know language
• Triage, filtering, 

selection
• Free translators from 

spending time on low 
value material

•Secondary customers do
know language 
•Gisting
• Seed translation

CyberTrans Usage
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Hybrid Approaches
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53Human Comprehension Results
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54BLEU Scores (In-domain)
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55Three Hybrid Approaches

Black Box
Run Motrans on large text, 

build a regular StatMT model

Direct 
Conversion

Convert Motrans rules directly 
to StatMT phrase pairs

On Demand
StatMT system queries Motrans, 

incorporates its suggestions
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56Black Box results (in-domain)
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57Direct Conversion Approach

Parallel sentences (bitext)

EnglishForeign

English text

Translation

Translation 
Model

Language
Model

MT systemNew document

Converted
Translation

Model

MoTrans
Lexicon
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58Direct Conversion Results
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59Challenges of the 
Conversion Approach

• MoTrans rules have complex, unique syntax
• Parsing requires in-depth knowledge of MoTrans

• Some rule types not yet handled

• Not feasible to expand all rules
• Some rules apply to full sentence, not phrases

• Rule chaining creates exponential possibilities

• Cybertrans does pre- and post-processing that’s not described in 
lexicon
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60On Demand Results
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61Combined Hybrid Results
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Building Renewable

Language Assets in

Government Domains
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• Why SYSTRAN

• Background of Government Work

• Current Direction

Agenda
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Why SYSTRAN

Expertise
Continuous 

Improvement
Trusted Industry 

Partner
Best Fit Technology

• Leadership role for 
40+ years in machine 
translation

• 200+ language 
technology 
professionals in the 
US, France and Korea

• Multiple deployment 
options (on-premise, 
desktop, mobile, 
cloud)

• Specialized engines 
for domains

• Re-investment of 
25% revenue into 
R&D

• Partnerships with 
academia, currently 
focused in the area 
of Neural MT

• Organic growth 
through government 
partner referrals

• Flexible approach to 
meet mission 
requirements
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Background of Government Work
IT Systems

Language Requirements

Technology Evolution

• IC Networks
• Command, Control, 

Communication, Computers 
& Intelligence (C4I) Systems

Language expansion resulting 
from world events, 

starting with Russian

1. Migration off the 
mainframe 

2. Arrival of the internet
3. Statistical MT 
4. Neural MT
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• Full Rule-Based Backbone for English target
• Morphology, part of speech, normalization
• Mix rules and statistical decision models

• Statistical post-editing (SPE)
• Statistical layer to fine tune output based on bilingual corpus
• Allows for greater customization
• Allows for quality translations in domains with little bilingual corpus

• Dictionaries
• Extensive dictionaries – user defined
• Cover terminology not found in bilingual corpus
• Cover low resource domains and languages – Science and Technology

• Entity recognition

What have we done in the past
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• http://demo-pnmt.systran.net
• 14 language pairs with more on the way

• https://arxiv.org/pdf/1610.05540v1.pdf

• Systran specialization
• Architecture
• Pre-processing
• Features
• Post-processing
• Domain specialization

• Incorporate standard customization features
• User Dictionaries, Translation Memory etc.

Pure Neural Machine Translation

Proceedings of AMTA 2016, vol. 2: MT Users' Track Austin, Oct 28 - Nov 1, 2016 | p. 720
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• How does it work?

Neural Machine Translation

어떻게 지내요 ? <eos> How are you ?

How are you ? <eos>

+

Encoder

Attention

Decoder

Generator
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• seq2seq-attn (https://github.com/harvardnlp/seq2seq-attn)

• Harvard NLP group

• Sequence to sequence RNN

• Guided attention with decay

• Features in source and target

• Open source with ability to tune several parameters

• Run time can now be done on CPU
• 4 threads on a desktop Intel i7 CPU

• Pruning

• Distillation

• Batch modes with beam size

Architecture
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• Normalization

• Tokenization
• Word based

• Special tokenization for CJK, German and Arabic

• More experimentation (BPE, character, combo)

• Entity recognition – replace with token (__ent_numeric)
• Replacement needs to be in both to learn

Pre-processing
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• Dictionaries, entities, capitalization
• Maybe include part of speech, parse

• Formality mode – Korean
• Domain mode

• Include traditional translation
• Smart "Neural Post-Editing"

• Can't neural networks learn everything, given enough data?
• Depends on complexity of language and amount of data

• We know NMT has issues with OOV

Linguistic Features
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• Restore entities and dictionary terminology

• Apply features (capitalization)

• Restore punctuation

• Out of Vocabulary
• Look them up with dictionary

• Use SMT-style phrase table

• Allow NMT to transliterate

Post-processing
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• Stack neural networks
• Adds another neural network trained on in-domain corpus
• Requires some tweaks on vocabulary
• Enable full specialization in a few hours

• Marker for domain

• Synthetic corpus
• Makes use of well-written, in-domain sentences from target language

• Inject terminology
• Full support for User Dictionaries
• Explicit recognition of entities
• Other linguistic knowledge?

Domain specialization
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• FARSI: فرهنگ هر کشور دارای هویت و ویژگی های خاص خود می باشد.

• SPE: Culture of each country has identity and its special features.

• PNMT: The culture of each country has its own identities and 
particularities.

• FARSI: بسیاری از هسته ها , به دلیل اختالفات ایدئولوژیکی و عدم توافق بر سر اهداف مورد حمله
.از این سازمان تازه بیرون کشیدند یا هیچوقت به آن نپیوستند

• SPE: For an ideological reason for disagreements and discordance, goals
of case of attack pulled out many of nuclei of this new organization over or 
they never joined that.

• PNMT: Many cells pulled out of the new organization or never joined it 
because of ideological differences and disagreements over the targeted 
targets.

Examples
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QUESTIONS

Beth Flaherty
Beth.flaherty@systrangroup.com

Joshua Johanson
Joshua.johanson@systrangroup.com
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